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INTRODUCTION 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 10 is in the process of preparing National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) general permits for effluent discharges associated with 
oil and gas exploration activities in the Chukchi and Beaufort seas. The NPDES general permits are 
authorized under the 1972 Clean Water Act Section 402. The Act requires NPDES permits for discharges 
into the territorial sea, contiguous zone, or ocean and that the permits be issued in compliance with EPA’s 
regulations for preventing unreasonable degradation of the receiving waters. As part of their permitting 
process, the EPA is conducting a traditional knowledge (TK) study. Stephen R. Braund and Associates 
(SRB&A), under contract to Tetra Tech Inc., researched previous TK studies, particularly those studies 
conducted by the U.S. Department of Interior, Mineral Management Service (USDOI, MMS), State of 
Alaska, and the North Slope Borough (NSB), in order to identify data gaps related to Chukchi and 
Beaufort seas TK (see SRB&A 2010b). Because of changes to the Arctic marine environment, 
particularly related to climate change, the TK review focused on TK for the last 20 years as older TK may 
not apply accurately to today’s marine environment. Following the TK literature review, SRB&A 
conducted TK workshops in Point Lay, Barrow, Nuiqsut, and Kaktovik to gather local TK information to 
incorporate into EPA’s permitting process. This report is the result of that fieldwork.  

TK has been referred to under a variety of names, including traditional ecological knowledge and/or 
traditional environmental knowledge (TEK), traditional knowledge, local knowledge, community 
knowledge, indigenous knowledge, and so forth. For consistency, this report uses the term traditional 
knowledge (TK). With this variety of names has also come a variety of definitions. One broad definition 
of TK defined it as the “knowledge developed by a given culture to classify the objects, activities, and 
events of its universe” (Hardesty 1977:291). While there have been many definitions, generally all of the 
definitions are based on the acknowledgement that indigenous peoples who live on the land and harvest 
its resources have an intimate understanding of their environment grounded in a long-term relationship 
with the surrounding land, ocean, rivers, ice and resources (Stevenson 1996). This understanding includes 
knowledge of the anatomy and biology of resources based on centuries of harvesting and processing, 
distribution of resources, animal behavior, seasons, weather and climate, hydrology, sea ice, currents, how 
ecosystems function, and the relationship between the environment and the local culture. The purpose of 
this project is to facilitate the incorporation of this long-term and intimate understanding that the Iñupiat 
of the North Slope have of the Chukchi and Beaufort seas into EPA’s permitting process. 

Report Organization 

This project report contains the relevant information gathered during the TK workshops, with minimal 
interpretation by SRB&A. This report is divided into two main sections: methods and results. The 
methods section of this report describes project planning and community approval, fieldwork preparation, 
identifying and contacting workshop participants, interview method, fieldwork summary and post-field 
data processing.  

The results section of this report is the end product of the TK workshops conducted in the study 
communities of Point Lay, Barrow, Nuiqsut, and Kaktovik (Map 1). The results of the workshops are 
discussed by community and summarize the TK information provided by participants as it relates to the 
physical environment (e.g., currents and ice conditions), biological environment (e.g., bowhead habitat 
areas), subsistence use area review, and knowledge, observations, and concerns about discharges from 
offshore oil and gas activities. The TK recorded during the workshops represents the observations and 
knowledge of the workshop participants and does not represent the knowledge of the entire community.  
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In addition, the TK questions addressed during the workshops included a wide variety of topics and it was 
not possible in the workshop setting to explore each topic in depth. In some instances, a single TK 
workshop could have focused on one or two topics (e.g., bowhead habitat or ice conditions) for the entire 
duration of the interview, depending on the respondents’ expertise. Thus, the TK observations presented 
in this report should be viewed as a broad discussion of the physical and biological environment and do 
not represent the extent of each community’s TK.  

METHODS 

Project Planning and Community Approval 

In the spring of 2010, EPA visited Point Hope, Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow, Nuiqsut, and Kaktovik to 
share information regarding the Beaufort and Chukchi oil and gas exploration NPDES general permits 
reissuance process and to discuss EPA’s intent to collect TK information for these permits. During the 
summer of 2010, EPA contacted these six North Slope coastal communities to request their community’s 
participation in the collection of TK information. Organizations contacted in these communities included 
six tribal villages, the Iñupiat Community of the Arctic Slope (ICAS), Alaska Eskimo Whaling 
Commission (AEWC), local governments, and Native corporations. Point Lay, Barrow, Nuiqsut, and 
Kaktovik agreed to participate in the study; Point Hope declined to participate despite multiple offers by 
EPA, and EPA never received a response from Wainwright despite multiple attempts to contact them. 
Once each community agreed to participate, SRB&A coordinated with representatives from tribal or local 
governments to plan trips and identify a local community liaison to assist in contacting residents, 
selecting initial participants, and scheduling workshops. After arriving in the study communities, SRB&A 
interviewers met with a representative from the Native village (federally recognized tribal government) or 
city to discuss the project and answer any questions. Table 1 shows the coordinating community 
organizations by community.  

Table 1: Coordinating Organizations by Community 

Community Organization 

Point Lay Native Village of Point Lay 

Barrow Native Village of Barrow 

Nuiqsut Native Village of Nuiqsut 

Kaktovik City of Kaktovik 

Stephen R. Braund & Associates, 2011. 

Fieldwork 

Before scheduling fieldwork in the communities, SRB&A developed an informed consent form and 
interview protocol. SRB&A’s informed consent explained the purpose of the project and its potential 
benefits and risks, provided contact information for any questions about the project, and discussed 
anonymity and confidentiality procedures. SRB&A developed the interview protocol in consultation with 
the EPA. The interview protocol consisted of a PowerPoint presentation divided into three sections: 1) 
knowledge of the physical and biological environment, 2) subsistence activities, and 3) knowledge, 
observations, and concerns about discharges from offshore oil and gas activities. 
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Interview Protocol Section One: Knowledge of the Physical and Biological 
Environment 

Section One of the interview addressed important habitat areas for marine mammals, fish, and waterfowl 
in the Chukchi and Beaufort seas, as well as water movement and currents, ice conditions, and differences 
between the Chukchi and Beaufort seas. For the habitat section, the study team’s goal was to document 
workshop participants’ TK descriptions of important habitat areas such as feeding grounds, haul-
outs/resting grounds, spawning grounds, and nesting/pupping grounds and if possible map these locations.   

Topics in the protocol related to water movement, currents, and ice conditions included questions about 
the strength/direction of currents, location of fronts, dangerous areas, timing of freeze-up and break-up, 
ice movement and strength and how wind, ice, and currents affect each other. This section also included 
questions on the differences between the Chukchi and Beaufort seas in relation to ice and currents. 

Interview Protocol Section Two: Subsistence Use Areas 
Each PowerPoint presentation included a series of subsistence harvest maps relevant to offshore 
subsistence activities. These harvest maps were specific to each community and depicted areas where 
residents had reported harvesting resources during previous subsistence mapping studies. Sources for the 
subsistence use area mapping studies include Pedersen (1979), Braund and Burnham (1984), Pedersen 
(1986), Impact Assessment Inc. (1989), SRB&A and ISER (1993), SRB&A (2003), Pedersen and Linn 
(2005), SRB&A (Unpublished), SRB&A (2010a), and SRB&A (Forthcoming). The goal of this section 
was to show workshop participants maps of offshore subsistence use areas and ask them to verify that the 
maps were accurate. If the maps did not accurately depict the community’s use areas, researchers 
recorded those new locations and what resources were being harvested. 

Interview Protocol Section Three: Knowledge, Observations, and Concerns 
about Discharges 

Section Three included community-specific maps of offshore oil and gas exploration wells, in addition to 
a series of maps depicting current area and seasonal restrictions for discharges in the Beaufort and 
Chukchi seas. SRB&A used information obtained from the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
(formerly Minerals Management Service) Alaska OCS Region website to generate maps of the 
exploration wells (Map 2 and Map 3). EPA provided SRB&A with a list of areas where drilling fluids and 
drilling cuttings are spatially and seasonally restricted under the existing NPDES permits. Based upon this 
list, SRB&A created generalized maps of these restricted discharge areas to help workshop participants 
visualize these restricted locations in relation to their community. All details pertaining to spatial and 
seasonal restrictions applied only to drilling fluids and drilling cuttings; this was not made clear to 
attendants of the Point Lay, Kaktovik, and Nuiqsut traditional knowledge workshops and many 
participants thought these maps showed the areas of restrictions for all discharges. Thus, all permit 
suggestions and considerations provided by workshop participants regarding areas that should be 
restricted for discharges should be considered as applying to any discharge. The study team also showed 
workshop participants a list of Arctic General Permit Authorized Discharges that are currently permitted 
under EPA’s NPDES permits (Table 2). After showing workshop participants the areas of exploration 
wells and seasonal discharge restrictions as well as the list of currently authorized discharges, the study 
team asked workshop participants to share experiences with discharges related to offshore oil and gas 
activities, concerns about discharges, and suggestions for monitoring or stipulations related to discharges. 
Prior to concluding each workshop, the study team also asked participants to share any additional 
questions, comments, or concerns they had regarding the discharge permits or the workshop. 
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Table 2: Arctic General Permit Authorized Discharges 

Authorized Discharges 

Drilling Fluids and 
Drilling Cuttings 

Fire Control System Test 
Water 

Desalinization Unit 
Wastes 

Mud, Cuttings, and 
Cement at the Seafloor 

Deck Drainages Non-contact Cooling Water Blowout Preventer Fluid Test Fluids 

Sanitary Wastes Uncontaminated Ballast Water Boiler Blowdown  

Domestic Wastes Bilge Water Excess Cement Slurry  
Stephen R. Braund & Associates, 2011.   

Identifying and Contacting Workshop Participants  
Upon arriving in each study community, the study team met with a representative of the local 
coordinating organization to confirm interview dates and times and set up for the workshops. Having 
conducted previous fieldwork for other projects in the four study communities, the study team already had 
a list of community residents who were knowledgeable about the offshore environment and attempted to 
contact these individuals to request their participation in a workshop. Local liaisons provided additional 
suggestions for potential respondents in several cases. In addition, flyers advertising the workshop dates 
and times and inviting knowledgeable residents to participate in the workshops were posted in the 
community prior to the study team’s arrival.  

Interview Method 
Before each interview began, study team members explained the project and asked each participant to 
read and sign the informed consent form. In some cases, respondents read the form but chose to wait until 
after the interview to sign it. Two study team members were present for each interview. One team 
member conducted the interview and recorded information on an acetate sheet positioned over a 
1:250,000 USGS map. SRB&A marked the clear acetate to standard locations on the USGS maps so that 
it could later be realigned for digitizing purposes, and information about important habitat areas, 
subsistence use areas, and unusual sightings associated with test wells or other development projects was 
recorded using color coded permanent markers on the acetate sheet. A second team member took detailed 
notes of the discussion and responses of the workshop participants using a laptop computer. A primary 
objective of detailed note taking was to record the participants’ local and traditional knowledge 
concerning the offshore environment. 

Interviewers recorded each feature as either a polygon (habitat areas, subsistence use areas) or line 
(migration routes). Researchers assigned numbers to each feature as the interview proceeded (e.g., 
“Polygon 1”), and recorded this number next to the feature on the map and in the notes about that feature. 
This provided a link between the notes and the map and was later used to create distinct feature codes in 
the GIS database. 

In most cases, study team members conducted workshops with more than one participant. This was done 
in order to allow participants to corroborate their personal observations and traditional knowledge with 
other community members during the workshop. It also allowed more residents in each community to 
participate in the study. In a few cases, study team members conducted individual interviews when 
someone wishing to complete an interview could not attend one of the scheduled workshops or when only 
one participant was available for a scheduled workshop. Interviewers usually used one overlay for each 
workshop but occasionally reused an overlay for a succession of workshops if a workshop was brief or 
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the study team obtained limited data. In some cases, community members asked to see the other overlays 
for their community. SRB&A used these requests as an opportunity to allow workshop participants to 
compare responses with community members who had attended a different workshop. 

Due to the broad range of resources addressed, the number of workshop participants, and the inclusion of 
both mapping and traditional knowledge information gathering, SRB&A’s workshops generally lasted 
between two and three hours. At the conclusion of the workshop, each participant received an honorarium 
for their participation and time and signed a receipt. 

Fieldwork Summary 
Table 3 provides a summary of SRB&A fieldwork conducted in each of the four study communities. In 
order to provide an expanded opportunity for local residents to participate in the project, rather than hold 
one workshop in each community, SRB&A allowed a week for each initial visit to a community and 
scheduled three to six workshops during that time in the community. This length of time in the 
community had the purpose of providing multiple opportunities for community residents to attend one of 
the many workshops held in each community during the field effort. In addition, in Point Lay and 
Kaktovik, SRB&A made a second trip to those two communities to provide additional opportunity for 
residents to attend a workshop. The study team conducted a total of 20 workshops and interviewed 73 
individuals in the four communities. The study team took six trips to the four study communities during 
September, October, and November of 2010.  

Table 3: SRB&A Fieldwork Summary 

 Community Number of 
Workshop 
Participants 

Number of 
Workshops 

Number of 
Trips to 
Community 

Point Lay 8 6 2 

Barrow 22 6 1 

Nuiqsut 32 3 1 

Kaktovik 11 5 2 

Total 73 20 6 

Stephen R. Braund & Associates, 2011. 

Post-field Data Processing 

After completing fieldwork in each community, study team members edited the acetate overlays and 
notes for each workshop. Researchers checked the overlays to ensure that all features had been numbered 
correctly without duplications and that the feature numbers were consistent with the information in the 
notes. For example, if a map contained 22 polygons and 10 lines, SRB&A ensured that none of these had 
accidentally been repeated in the field (e.g., two “Polygon 8’s”). Study team members then wrote the total 
number of features on the corner of the overlay to assist digitizers. SRB&A also looked at each feature on 
the map (e.g., “Polygon 5,” caribou habitat area), found the corresponding information in the notes, and 
made sure the notes were referring to the correct feature. Researchers proofread interview notes for typing 
errors, legibility, and accuracy. 

After editing the notes and overlays, researchers entered all of the features on each overlay into an Access 
database created by the study team. The Feature Table in the database contains data on the characteristics 
of each identified polygon or line (e.g., habitat area, migration route). A “Feature notes” field contained 
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interview notes related to that feature as well as any necessary clarification from the person entering the 
data. Each record was assigned a “Feature Type” (e.g., feeding ground, resting area, migration route) to 
index the traditional knowledge responses in the table so that they were searchable. 

After completion of data entry, SRB&A performed a Quality Control check of all data previously entered. 
This consisted of a detailed review of maps, notes, and database records and resulted in all data entry 
being checked for accuracy. 

SRB&A staff digitized geographic features recorded in the workshops using ArcGIS ArcEdit software. 
SRB&A checked all digitized records against acetate maps for accuracy. Each GIS record was assigned a 
unique Feature Code matching the unique Feature Code assigned to the Access Feature Record. Once 
digitized, SRB&A created maps of important habitat areas based on these geographic features, their 
descriptions in the workshop notes as well as any other places discussed in the workshop notes that did 
not have corresponding database entries. SRB&A displayed these important habitat areas using marine 
wildlife symbols (e.g., a bowhead symbol indicated an area of bowhead habitat) and highlighted the 
important habitat place names on the map. 

RESULTS 

Point Lay 

Physical Environment  
The study team asked Point Lay workshop respondents to provide knowledge related to the physical 
environment of the Chukchi and Beaufort seas, including water movements and currents, ice conditions, 
and differences in conditions between the Chukchi and Beaufort seas. Because workshop participants had 
limited experience with the Beaufort Sea, the majority of their knowledge pertained to the Chukchi Sea. 
Placenames identified during the workshops are shown on Map 4. 

Water Movement and Currents 

In regards to water movements and currents, Point Lay workshop participants provided knowledge about 
the strength and direction of currents, the locations of ocean fronts, the location and behavior of 
dangerous currents, and observed changes in currents and water conditions over time. As noted above, 
Point Lay respondents’ observations pertained primarily to the Chukchi Sea. 

Strength and Direction of Currents 

Workshop participants generally agreed that ocean currents are present offshore from the barrier islands 
and at all the entrances to Kasegaluk Lagoon. In addition, several respondents noted that other currents 
are present farther from shore and that these nearshore and offshore currents sometimes move in opposing 
directions. One individual described,  

It seems to me like there’s a shore current and a way outside current. Sometimes the ice 
will just stay there [at the outside current]. It’s like a Yeti effect; the ice will just spin 
around and just stay there. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Another individual discussed nearshore currents but indicated that the first main current occurs 10 to 15 
miles from shore; he indicated that the direction and location of this current is influenced by several 
offshore shoals in the Chukchi Sea.  
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He later described the nearshore current as occurring within five miles of the barrier islands and said,  

It’s relatively close. For the most part if you can see land you’ve got a little bit of that 
current. Once you can’t see the barrier island anymore that puts you out five, six miles. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Another individual reported encountering a similar current between five and 10 miles offshore from 
Omalik Lagoon, which he described in this way: 

Down here near Omalik [Lagoon] about, I don’t know, five to 10 miles out, there’s a 
current that I’ve been on before. It depends on which way the wind is going. If it’s a 
south wind it goes north, if it’s a northeast wind it goes south. We just ran into it one 
time, there was ice on that current, you know patches of ice. The ice was right on that 
current, and we were looking for ugruks and we found one in that current. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One individual who had previously lived in Barrow noted that the main current near Point Lay is farther 
from shore and explained, “Around here it’s so shallow; the current’s farther out than it is around 
Barrow” (SRB&A Point Lay Interview October 2010).  

Point Lay respondents have extensive experience with the nearshore environment just offshore of 
Kasegaluk and Omalik lagoons during the boating season and observed that the strength and direction of 
nearshore currents are highly variable and depend on various factors including season, location, and wind. 
Workshop participants provided observations about seasonal differences in current direction and indicated 
that even if there is a dominant direction during a certain season, the direction can change given certain 
conditions.  

In general, workshop participants’ observations indicate that the current flows south in open leads during 
the bowhead whaling season (March/April) and flows north once the ice breaks up in the early summer 
(May/June). Summer and fall currents predominantly flow south, but are less predictable and can change 
direction with the wind. As two individuals said, 

Summertime, it’s more like a north to south kind of current. When we got this east wind 
all summer, the current can stay one direction, but when it [the wind] keeps shifting west 
and east, that’s when the currents change. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

It’s always going to move south direction or north direction. That depends on the wind. 
Fall time, it could change at any given moment. You could be drifting one way and after 
half an hour you take a cigarette break, and suddenly you’ll be drifting another way. I 
guess it also depends on how far offshore you are. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

Respondents reported that currents are always present at all the entrances to Kasegaluk Lagoon and at Icy 
Cape. These currents may bring water into or out of Kasegaluk Lagoon depending on wind direction and 
velocity. These factors are discussed in further detail below.  

Factors that Affect Currents. As evident in the preceding section, workshop participants frequently 
identified wind conditions as the primary factor affecting the strength and direction of ocean currents. 
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Participants provided some information about factors affecting currents offshore from Kasegaluk Lagoon, 
indicating that these currents are affected by wind and move either north (with a south wind) or south 
(with a north wind). However, respondents provided the most detailed information about localized 
currents as they relate to Kasegaluk Lagoon. Respondents reported that both wind direction and velocity, 
as well as tidal forces, affect currents into and out of the lagoon. Respondents most commonly associated 
south and west winds with water flows into the lagoon and north and east winds with water flows out of 
the lagoon. Two Point Lay workshop participants provided the following descriptions of the effects of 
wind direction on water movement in Kasegaluk Lagoon: 

When it blows north, it goes out; when it blows south, it comes back in. If it’s coming 
from the east it comes in over there [through the northern passes], but then it goes out on 
the south side. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Easterly direction wind, we’re going to be shallow…. East wind we get shallow waters. 
Westerly winds, southwest winds will push it in. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

One respondent provided similar observations and noted that a west wind not only drives water through 
all the passes into the lagoon, but also results in high water on local riverways. This individual described, 

When we get this west wind we get a lot of water, the water gets real dirty. That’s the 
time we try to go way upriver, when we get this west wind. All three rivers fill up. East 
wind is when it drains out. Same thing. North wind drains it out. Northwest current still 
comes in, southwest it still comes in, [and] southeast it still goes out. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

Workshop participants noted that wind speed is also a factor in determining water movements in 
Kasegaluk Lagoon, with high winds producing a stronger and more immediate effect on currents; as one 
individual said, “It gets shallow really quick if the wind really picks up” (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010). Weak winds will sometimes have no effect on water flows, especially if other factors 
(e.g., tides and seasonal factors) are at play. In particular, two individuals noted that wind has less of an 
effect on water movements during the fall months:  

Pretty much all of our inlets, all the way to Icy Cape [have currents]. I know it’s fall 
time; I can tell because of the weather, and the tide is telling me. It kind of varies, it 
fluctuates lots in the fall time. We have just a little bit of east [wind] but our lagoon is 
getting higher right now. Sometimes [it does that]. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

When it’s south wind we get high water: South to southwest wind. North and northeast 
wind, everything gets shallow, except for around this time of year [September]. With a 
slight north wind [in the fall], it won’t get shallow in the lagoon. At the beginning of 
summer it will look like you can walk across almost. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

During workshops, participants reported that flows into and out of Kasegaluk Lagoon are not uniform; 
depending on wind conditions, water may flow into the south side of the lagoon first, the north side of the 
lagoon first, or through all the inlets to Kasegaluk Lagoon simultaneously. 
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Several respondents reported that the lagoon channels change every year and observed that these changes 
can effect water movement in and around Kasegaluk Lagoon. One respondent reported that Cully Inlet, 
which is a manmade channel, has been particularly vulnerable to sedimentation and is now unnavigable. 
As a result, current patterns have shifted in Kasegaluk Lagoon near Point Lay: 

I think when the water’s coming in [through the channels], that pretty much convinces the current 
to go a certain direction. Now that we don’t have Cully Inlet, we’re either getting currents from 
down south or up north. That’s inside the lagoon. In the spring all this freshwater coming into the 
rivers kind of branches out looking for a place to go. Sometimes depending on [the channels], the 
water goes both directions. It comes in, hits the shallow areas, and branches out. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview September 2010) 

According to another workshop participant, the locations of channels with Kasegaluk Lagoon affect 
currents and hunter travel through the lagoon: 

There’s channels all over from the inlets. This inlet [Naokok Pass], there’s a channel that cuts 
across straight across to the cabin. The channels are changing on the rivers every year. The ones 
along the coast, I think we’re getting more and more channels to the coast. Going down south we 
always have to travel on the spit side, but nowadays you can go down the middle because the 
channel has changed. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

At times, it is possible to determine the manner in which water is flowing into and out of the lagoon based 
on the level of suspended sediment in the water. One respondent provided the following observation 
describing the interaction of ocean and lagoon water during a period in which clearer ocean water was 
flowing into the lagoon: 

Dirty water, lagoon, the water will be coming in blue, but eventually it pushes all the dirty water 
and it will slowly turn blue in every inlet.  It doesn’t happen all at once. You’ll end up with a 
whole blue lagoon. All the blue water will be by the spit side, first, and then it’ll take all the dirty 
water away from the mainland side and turn it blue. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

Workshop participants noted that several rivers drain into Kasegaluk Lagoon and affect currents and 
water levels in the lagoon. During the spring, meltwater from the Brooks Range flows into the lagoon 
through these rivers and branches out to fill it. As the season progresses the level of meltwater flowing 
into the lagoon decreases. High water conditions in the lagoon resulting from ocean currents can push 
water up the various river drainages late in the season. Residents cited high water conditions as 
particularly beneficial for upriver boating trips. 

Location of Fronts 

An ocean front is an area where two or more currents or water bodies meet, and is often indicated by 
crashing waves or a visible contrast in ocean color. During the workshops in Point Lay, participants 
identified fronts offshore from Kasegaluk Lagoon as well as at Icy Cape and Cape Lisburne. The ocean 
fronts at Icy Cape and Cape Lisburne were described by respondents as areas where two opposing 
currents come together and cause rough boating conditions, which are exacerbated under certain wind 
conditions. Respondents reported needing to go out at least five miles from these capes in order to avoid 
rough waters. Two respondents shared their experiences at Icy Cape in this way: 
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Right in here, Icy Cape, there are two currents here fighting all the time, the north 
current and the south current. It depends on the wind, but they’re always fighting. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

I know there’s a good current up at Icy Cape. It moves north or south depending on the 
wind too. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Two residents provided the following descriptions of a similar front at Cape Lisburne: 

When I was in Point Hope we used to go first part of July egg hunting [at Cape 
Lisburne]. They used to tell us to try to go home before the middle of July. There are big 
waves around that area. Those currents fighting each other, it can create massive 
currents too, even tip your boat over. They used to tell us stuff like that so we used to 
come home early. It’s more like a circle. It depends on which way the wind is blowing. 
You’ll see all the current coming out. When it’s west wind you’ll see all the current. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Cape Lisburne is one; another is Icy Cape. You’ve got two different weathers coming 
here and there’s no place to beach your boat so it’s got to be nice [weather] to get 
through. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

In addition to the fronts at Icy Cape and Cape Lisburne, several respondents identified fronts offshore 
from Kasegaluk Lagoon that are evident by a visible change in the appearance of the water or current 
direction. Several individuals noted that various wildlife species can be found feeding in these areas. 
Participants described these offshore fronts as follows: 

Just like four miles offshore you could see [fronts], you can tell the difference between 
the warm water and the cold water. Just about right here [offshore from Point Lay]. You 
can see two different currents. You could actually coast right in and your boat will do a 
180…. Sometimes the ice will just stay there. It’s like a Yeti effect; the ice will just spin 
around and just stay there. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

About a quarter mile off here, the brown water and the green water off of the shore. Off 
of the coast. [It looks] like there’s already a line right there [on the map]. That color, 
that brown water and green. And then at the end of June those seals kind of eat on the 
outside of the brown water for some reason. I don’t know why but maybe it’s that muddy 
taste. I’d rather wait until the lagoon clears up and then start getting fish. Dirty water – 
the fish don’t taste that good. They (seals) are on the green side of the water. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Yes, the main current or the closest current to our shoreline is about 10, 15 miles out 
depending on which area you’re at…. I think animals follow that current for food. And I 
look for that current every year to do a little fishing, and I’ll see all kinds of birds out 
there, I’ll see the seals and the ugruks out there, and the whales…. It’s green water so it 
must be thick with krill. Between here and there (the lagoon and offshore current), 
there’s little to no sea life. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010)  
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Dangerous Areas 

When asked to identify areas with dangerous or strong currents, workshop participants frequently referred 
to the previously identified fronts at Icy Cape and Cape Lisburne. Respondents stated that the most 
dangerous currents occur at these two capes and at some of the inlets to Kasegaluk Lagoon.  

As discussed above, ocean fronts are located at Cape Lisburne and Icy Cape and respondents said that 
these areas can become especially hazardous when strong or unfavorable winds are present. Two 
respondents shared their experiences with currents at Icy Cape: 

When [hunting partner] and I took a boat from Barrow to Point Lay, we got weather on 
both sides of Icy Cape. The waves were pretty nasty near Icy Cape, but we found rogue 
waves. These were big two-story waves that came toward us. We had to turn the boat and 
go over it. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Icy Cape, too, but even more violent. It’s right in here. It’s a huge area. It’s because our 
water is going with the north current there and it meets the other one. I learned my lesson 
going over there. I’m not going over there when it’s a north wind, no more! You need a 
yacht! My wife got scared. There’s not much that can scare me except when she’s angry. 
They just meet each other and the waves are like Pkoo! (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

Point Lay respondents who had experience traveling past Cape Lisburne stated that conditions there are 
similar to those found at Icy Cape. As one resident said, the presence of a strong ocean front at Cape 
Lisburne causes dangerous boating conditions: 

It’ll be calm on one side, and the other side will be terrible. And Cape Lisburne, that’s 
another one that’s like that. One side is calm and the other side is rough. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview September 2010) 

In addition to the ocean fronts at Icy Cape and Cape Lisburne, workshop participants also reported that, 
depending on wind and tidal conditions, water may flow into or out of Kasegaluk Lagoon through the 
inlets creating hazardous conditions for boaters attempting to pass through an inlet. While respondents 
said that all the inlets had sufficiently strong currents to merit caution, residents specifically identified 
Cully Inlet and Akunik Pass (locally called Eleven-Mile) as particularly dangerous. As one individual 
described,  

The channels, Eleven-mile, they’re strong currents. I lost a boat once in there. It went out 
in the ocean, and they found it over there at that place, Cape Lisburne. It tipped over, 
and they brought it back to Point Lay. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Respondents noted that Five-Mile is the safest inlet to travel through because it is deeper than other inlets. 
Two individuals described, 

Any inlet could be a disaster if you don’t watch it. A lot of times I prefer to go down to 
Five-Mile to come and go. I’ve actually tried to go out this Cully Inlet and wish I didn’t, 
so we make our way back in at Five-Mile. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 
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The safest inlet to go in, of any inlet, is Five-Mile inlet because it’s so deep. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Residents indicated that high winds or storms can cause particularly dangerous boating conditions in the 
Point Lay area. One respondent said that Icy Cape and the inlets to Kasegaluk Lagoon have the ability to 
generate large swells during stormy conditions: 

Right there [Icy Cape] and in all of the inlets, if it’s stormy. My worst boating trip is 10, 
12 foot swells. It’s bad when you look behind you and the wave is right behind you, and 
then you can just see the bow of the boat. It happens mostly, gets violent when there’s an 
east wind, blowing our water out of the lagoon and there’s a tide from the ocean coming 
in. That’s when it’s really bad. Fifty mile-an-hour winds, when it’s that way. It’s pretty 
dangerous. You better be a good navigator. The safest inlet to go in, of any inlet, is Five-
Mile inlet because it’s so deep. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

In addition to dangerous areas near Point Lay, one workshop participant who had experience boating near 
Barrow indicated that Point Barrow, similar to Icy Cape and Cape Lisburne, is the location of a 
particularly strong front that can cause dangerous conditions. This individual described,  

Only one I know is up at Point Barrow. Beaufort and Chukchi [meet] at the point. That’s 
where it’s most dangerous. When the wind dies down there’s two currents coming 
together and heading west. One year we were towing a whale and there was ice in that 
current, I mean big ice. It was in the fog at night time too. I had to duck down on the boat 
because there was big ice coming toward us, and everyone had to stop as well and slowly 
get out of there. Our boat got scraped against that big ice. The strong current and there 
was ice in that current too.  (SRB&A Point Lay Interview October 2010) 

Changes in Currents over Time 

Point Lay workshop participants did not report any changes in currents over time, although one individual 
noted a change in tidal patterns over recent years. This respondent indicated that whereas the tidal range 
usually begins to ebb in September, this event has started occurring two to four weeks earlier than usual. 
He noted that this has affected residents’ ability to reach the ocean for hunting because the lagoon is too 
shallow:  

Not much [change]. Except for this right here, you’ve got to go further out there [near 
the rocks]. It should have been shallow this month [rather than earlier in the year]. We 
noticed it’s been getting a little bit more [going out earlier] every year [the tide], but 
when you think about it this year, it’s been getting really more [dramatic]. At first it was 
like, oh, it’s two weeks early [the tide] but now it’s three weeks, a month. The whole last 
month [it was hard to go out and hunt]. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Residents indicated that the locations of currents within Kasegaluk Lagoon are always changing based on 
locations of river and inlet channels.  

Ice Conditions 

In regards to ice conditions, Point Lay workshop participants provided information about the effects of 
wind and currents on ice movement, the timing of freeze-up and break-up, and changes in ice conditions 
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over time. One respondent provided a description of a particular type of ice that residents have 
traditionally used as a freshwater source. This individual said,  

The higher the ice is, all the salt goes down, and you get fresh water.  They call it 
kakaliok [possibly piqaluyak, meaning “glacier ice”], fresh water ice on top. We live on 
the water for thousands of years! You can live off the land if you know these things! Who 
needs a job? (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Other observations about types of ice as they relate to changes over time are provided below, under 
“Observed Changes in Ice Conditions over Time.” 

Effects of Wind and Currents on Ice 

During the Point Lay workshops, participants provided their knowledge about how wind and current 
conditions affect sea ice when it is present. Respondents said that wind and currents are major factors that 
determine the direction and velocity of ice movement. Because wind and currents are related (see above 
under “Factors that Affect Currents”), residents often discussed their effects on ice interchangeably.  

Wind was cited as a factor in ice movement especially during the winter. Specifically, respondents 
reported that a west wind piles the ice up against the beach, while an east wind drives the ice away from 
the coast. One respondent said, 

Usually just either the east wind blows the ice out, and the west wind will take the ice 
back to us.  It could create its own fog, too. It can make its own fog. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

One workshop participant indicated that the current can have similar effects on ice, resulting in large 
pileups of ice along the shore: 

When the current does come in, it’ll bring all the ice back in, and there will be a big 
pileup. There’s sometimes when all of us, seven boats got stuck because the ice came 
back in and closed up all of the inlets! At Five-Mile inlet, there was a half a mile of ice 
we had to push our boats through. We had to send someone on top of the ice to go look 
and [see how far it was to the other side]. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

Respondents also said that wind conditions have the ability to move or break up ice that isn’t anchored to 
the sea floor, with two individuals stating: 

It’s taking longer to become stationary ice. We can have an open ocean in January 
because the wind has broken it up. We can have big piles of ice on the barrier island. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

It depends on high tide. It depends on high tide. When you get some strong southwest 
winds you get high tide and depending on whether the ice is anchored on the bottom or 
not, it’s dangerous to be on it if it’s not anchored to the bottom. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 
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Respondents noted that the ice often follows the current, especially during the spring just after breakup. 
During that time, hunters see the ice traveling north with the ocean current. Residents provided the 
following additional descriptions of the effects of winds and currents on ice movement:  

The currents, the first week of June, end of May, the current always go north. Fall time it 
comes back this way. When it first breaks up the ice, it is always going up north.  Straight 
out. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010)  

It moves. Just like during spring breakup. The current makes it move, the current. And 
the wind, yeah, the swells, you know those two currents they make bigger waves. You can 
tell when the ice is going up and down 10 miles out of here the swells are real big. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

[It is] moving slow. Probably one knot (in the spring). Mostly west. In the winter it will 
pile the ice up. We did a recording on ice; that ice went from here to 180 miles offshore 
in one weekend. Mostly the wind [affects it], but when it’s calm there’s a current. [The 
ice] usually goes out there, straight out. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Biggest one that comes to mind is the one that had its own weather. We found ourselves 
further away [in] a couple of hours. It was moving at three or four knots at best. It was 
definitely in a current. Once we got back from that grayness, it was a beautiful day again. 
It was kind of like a fire creates its own windstorm—well it was like that. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview September 2010) 

The ice is affected by the currents, and of course the wind here. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

Timing of Freeze-Up and Break-Up 

According to Point Lay workshop participants, Kasegaluk Lagoon begins thawing in late March and is 
generally navigable by April. Respondents reported that it is sometimes possible to take a boat across the 
lagoon to the barrier islands in mid-April. By May it is possible to take a boat through the inlets to the 
ocean. Sea ice usually goes out in June. Workshop participants provided the following descriptions of 
breakup near Point Lay: 

Late March, you could almost bring your boat across. But I don’t bring mine across 
because of the ice in the inlet. April, you’d be able to go [across the inlet] to the ocean – 
April, May. Normally I say I want to be in the ocean by my anniversary. I’ve been in the 
ocean before my anniversary, which is May 20. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

[In] spring time you can still predict that around mid-May rivers are going to be wet. 
Whaling is already done. I tell contractors you had better have everything on land by 
mid-May or you’re going to lose it. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Point Lay respondents noted that the timing of break-up has changed. The general consensus during 
workshops was that the ice is breaking up earlier and leaving faster than in the past. Two individuals 
described,  

It’s earlier than usual. First of June we get that breakup, end of May. That was the 
weirdest point of the season. It goes right away, it don’t stay anymore. We used to get 
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that ice first two weeks of July but end of June is when the ice is going out. We used to 
hunt bearded seals. Nowadays we’re lucky [to harvest a bearded seal]. Lot of animals 
like to stay up where the ice is. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

It kind of hangs around the same dates, more or less. Not much of a…there’s a little bit of 
difference. Yeah, there’s a little bit. I don’t know if you could say…two weeks [early]. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Open water conditions prevail from June through August. By mid-September, temperatures begin to fall 
below freezing, and the lagoon forms a thin sheet of ice. As temperatures drop farther, the lagoon 
completely freezes over. Workshop participants noted that freeze-up used to be complete by mid-October, 
but that it has come late in recent years: 

We’re now able to boat in October. In years past we were already using the ice for fish 
camp. [Person’s name] and I had our boat out the second week of October encountering 
a little bit of ice. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Breakup hasn’t changed too much; just the freezing is getting later and later. Past two 
years we’ve had nothing but rocks all around on Halloween, and it never used to happen 
like that. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Freeze-up is getting a little later. In late October it starts freezing. Last year it was about 
two weeks late. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

The freeze-up, it should be October, November. We don’t go out on the ice until 
December now because it’s so thin. We used to go out end of October. Even in Point 
Hope they do the same too, that’s the weird part of the year. They’ve got to go out there 
to get their tomcods and first of December is when we start to go out now. We used to get 
them end of October. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Observed Changes in Ice Conditions over Time 

The study team asked respondents to share their experiences and observations of observed changes in ice 
conditions in the Chukchi Sea. As discussed above, Point Lay respondents have observed a change in the 
timing of freeze-up and break-up, indicating that it freezes later and breaks up earlier than in the past. In 
addition, Point Lay workshop participants reported a decrease in the quantity and thickness of ice over 
their lifetime. Respondents reported that these changes were visible not only in the ocean, but also in the 
lagoon and on local rivers. Changes in the thickness of the ice are especially noticeable to residents who 
ice fish during the winter. As one individual described, 

The ice is, like, an inch lesser than it used to be. When you fish lots, you notice the 
difference. That’s been in the past three, four years. The water levels in the rivers are 
lower than what they used to be when it freezes. About six inches lower than it used to be. 
The lagoon ice used to freeze over six feet. It used to take us hours with an ice pick to get 
a hole. And now it only takes about a half an hour, 45 minutes. We check the ice ever 
year, and we’ve been busting through to water at four feet, and it used to be six feet. 
That’s in January when the sun comes back; we go do the check for the ice, the thickness. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 
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One workshop participant noted that the pack ice is smaller and that he no longer sees the large icebergs 
that he used to:  

Of course, the ice has changed. [Hunting partner] and I used to go out and find pack ice, 
and it was different weather. It would have its own weather. Gray and wet and windy. It 
was less long and 30 feet high. We haven’t seen that for 20 years. We’ve seen ice that’s 
eight to 12 feet thick on top, which means it’s 30 to 40 feet below. That’s out deeper or it 
gets grounded. There’s still that kind of ice going by and it’s doing some gouging. It gets 
stuck. We’re looking for ice that gets stuck because that’s where the ugruks are. Near any 
inlet you can get in behind it but not too far. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

Respondents noted that the ice is less stable and that they see less multi-year ice than they used to, with 
two individuals saying,  

Dirty ice - there’s more dirty ice than a long time ago. It used to be real clear ice. 
Probably the shore ice is leaving first, maybe the water is getting deeper fall time.  You 
can tell the dirty ice and the fresh ice. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

We’re seeing first-year ice instead of multi-year ice. Arctic Ocean is melting.  Our ice is 
melting. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One individual noted that instead of breaking up quickly in the spring, the ice now melts slowly in place:  

The lagoon ice last couple years has rotted in place as opposed to years past water 
(rivers) would carry it out to shore. A lot of times breakup would happen right in front of 
Point Lay. It doesn’t necessarily do that anymore. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

Effects on Wildlife. Because sea ice provides important habitat for a variety of marine species including 
seals and walruses, respondents reported that declines in sea ice have changed the health and behavior of 
these animals. In particular, residents noted that marine mammals such as seals and walrus are bunching 
together in groups because of the lack of ice, becoming skinnier due to having to travel farther, and more 
frequently coming to shore when no offshore ice is available to rest on: 

They used to be scattered when the shorefast ice was stuck to the shore. The ice used to 
scatter the bearded seals. Now they’re closer together because there’s more rotten ice. 
They used to be spread out. They know it’s safer for them because they know you can’t 
get to them [past the rotten ice]. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

The bearded seals used to be fatter. They’re not fat at all. They travel more, we hardly 
see them, that’s why there’s a short time [when they are] around. I bet that’s the problem 
with the beluga, too. They’re not as big as [they were] a long time ago. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview September 2010) 

Since the ice is far out there, the walrus end up getting beached, dead carcasses. Once it 
starts to break up, our bearded seal hunting, our season has been getting real short 
because the ice is going out so fast. Probably five, six years ago [it started changing]. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 
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While researchers were in Point Lay in September 2010, thousands of walrus had hauled out on the spit 
across from Point Lay. Several hunters noted that while it was typical for walrus to haul out along the 
barrier islands, this was one of the largest groups they had ever seen. 

Effects on Subsistence Activities. Most respondents said that declines in sea ice have not only 
eliminated habitat for important subsistence species, but have also made subsistence activities more 
expensive and more dangerous. In particular, residents indicated that the ice leaves faster in the summer 
and, with it, the seals and walrus that residents rely on. Thus, the hunting season is shorter than it used to 
be and residents have fewer opportunities to harvest what they need: 

We had ice; it went away and never came back. We usually wait for the wind to bring the 
ice back because it brings the animals with it, the seals, but it never came back! It’s 
always the same kind of current. Just less ice. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

It’s been happening slowly but surely. It breaks up faster. Usually the ice comes back but 
it doesn’t come back any more. It usually comes right back to shore. We have to go 
further out to get bearded seals and walrus. We didn’t get any this year, because the ice 
was gone. Once you get in the ice pack, it’s calm out there. It’s making it difficult for us, 
having to buy more gas. It makes it harder for the ice to be so far out. They hardly got 
any bearded seals, no walrus. We hardly seen any because they took off with the ice. 
When the ice is here we see hundreds of thousands. Now they’re coming back in the 
channels. You can see them. Now they’re all back. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

Point Lay hunters also noted that they have to travel farther to find marine mammals because the ice is 
farther from shore; as a consequence, residents have to spend more money on fuel. One workshop 
participant described,  

It just affects us, not the wildlife, because we have to go farther out to get them. I’m 
thinking like, if we can’t get it now, then we might as well camp out until we get it. I 
always have to bring something back for food – anything – seals, ducks, anything you can 
get. That’s a valuable resource, gas. That’s why I pick up whale bones, amber, anything I 
could trade for getting more gas money. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Respondents also pointed out that the increased presence of rotten ice has made it more dangerous to hunt 
on the ice: 

Some of the ice is bad; it’s so rotten [that] it’s too dangerous to travel. It used to be 
safer. We used to be able to walk without falling in a hole. A lot of times there’s holes [in 
the ice]. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

About five years ago [the ice started changing]. You can tell it’s just getting less. I hope 
there’s more ice this year, or next year. We’ll see, we’ll measure the ice. The ice we got 
that whale on, the whale wasn’t supposed to go on the ice [because it was so thin], but 
we actually got it up. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One respondent noted that open leads are closer to shore now than they were in the past, which has made 
certain subsistence activities easier: 
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I’ve noticed that the shorefast ice has come closer and the lead opens up closer than it 
used to when I first moved down here. I went out seal hunting one time and my 
speedometer said 15 miles and I just looked down, and I said ‘Hey boys, we’re going 
back; this is way too far for me.’ We didn’t even reach it [the lead]; we had two miles to 
go. Nowadays, it opens up two to three miles out…. I think it made it easier for our 
subsistence activities to have an open lead closer. We would have to go north, you know, 
to find closer open leads. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview October 2010) 

Biological Environment 
The study team asked Point Lay residents to provide TK about the nearshore and offshore biological 
environment. Residents shared information on the location of important habitat areas for marine 
mammals, fish (both marine and anadromous), and waterfowl. The study team also asked residents about 
the locations of especially productive nearshore or shallow water habitats that provide feeding and habitat 
for a large number of plant and animal species.  

Nearshore Habitats 

When asking workshop participants to identify nearshore habitats, the study team provided the Boulder 
Patch, a 20 square mile group of rocks that supports various marine life in the Beaufort Sea, as an 
example. Therefore, participants tended to describe nearshore habitats as they related to rocky offshore 
areas. Workshop participants frequently identified Omalik Lagoon as a shallow rocky area important to 
anadromous fish and migrating beluga whales. Beluga whales feed on the fish found outside the lagoon 
and use the rocks to molt. One respondent shared his observations at Omalik Lagoon in the following 
way: 

Right there at that Omalik Lagoon, the beluga go there every year. Omalik lagoon - 
there’s a mountain that goes right into the ocean. It’s shallow there. We always have to 
go like a mile out just to go around. We can see the rocks. That’s why the belugas are 
there; they let the current move them around and the rocks take off their old skin. And the 
beluga feed there too. Every time the fish migrate up that’s their first stop. There’s a lot 
of fish when the ice first goes up. We used to go there every year. A lot of fish gathering 
and they start moving up north and you can tell where they’re at because our belugas 
used to follow them. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Three respondents reported that the coastline becomes increasingly rocky south and west of Cape 
Beaufort. Both Cape Beaufort and Corwin Bluff have cliffs facing the Chukchi Sea (Map 4). These cliffs 
have eroded into the ocean and created shallow rocky areas important to bowhead whales, beluga whales, 
walruses, terrestrial mammals, and fish species. Two residents described their knowledge of this area as 
follows: 

Down south toward the mountains, where the rocks are. There are rocks and boulders 
down here where the walruses always come down. Big boulders. Lot of this land is like a 
mudslide, it’s going into the ocean. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

This one [area near Cape Beaufort] happened within the past five years. This is a new 
thing. If you put the mountain into four quarters, one quarter of it slid into the ocean. The 
whole face of the mountain…it’s a pretty steep mountain. It’s pretty steep. It’s a 45 
degree angle right there. That’s where the beluga go. That’s where they go feeding. 
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When I was there with [hunting partner] there seems to be a lot of fish under the water 
right there. [They have] got to be big to show up like that. We just don’t know what kind 
[of fish]. Just by the mountains, that’s the only ones I know. These are big rocks, I won’t 
call them boulders. Big, flat rocks. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One respondent said that it is common to see bowhead whales near the cliffs at Pitmegea Creek (Cape 
Sabine) in June: 

There’s another place - I’m looking for Pitmegea Creek. Maybe the cliffs right here. I bet 
this is it right here. I know I always see it on [friend]’s map, I guess. Pitmegea right here. 
Here’s a cliff. Eight-Mile cliff. It’s deep. End of June there’s a lot of whales. Lot of 
whales and fish. That’s where the start comes, summer fall. About a mile offshore but it’s 
deep, deep. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One respondent also reported that there is a current located between 10 and 15 miles from shore that 
provides habitat for a large number of marine species and is a feeding area for waterfowl. He indicated 
that the exact location and direction of this current is affected by several shoals that are located substantial 
distances offshore, which he also believed are key habitat for various marine life:  

Yes, the main current or the closest current to our shoreline is about 10, 15 miles out 
depending on which area you’re at. I think that’s all controlled by a couple of shoals 
offshore. If the shoals are changed because of releases on top of them, it would change 
the currents which would change the migration patterns, I think. Animals follow that 
current for food. Ten to 15 miles offshore, see how things dip? And I look for that current 
every year to do a little fishing, and I’ll see all kinds of birds out there. I’ll see the seals 
and the ugruks out there, and the whales…. I think [the shoals] convince it where to go, 
how to flow. You’ll find the loons out there, and of course the seals…. It’s green water so 
it must be thick with krill. Between here and there (the lagoon and offshore current) 
[there is] little to no sea life…. I think because those shoals influence the current, around 
those areas because it’s shallow water you’re probably going to find more life here. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Marine Mammals  

Whales 

Workshop participants provided their knowledge of feeding grounds, resting grounds, and migration 
routes for various whale species found in the Chukchi Sea, including beluga whales and bowhead whales. 
The locations of these habitat areas, as identified and described by Point Lay respondents, are depicted on 
Map 5. Placenames accompanied by whale icons are areas identified by respondents as key habitat for 
whales. Respondents identified beluga habitat along the length of Kasegaluk Lagoon as well as at Cape 
Sabine, Cape Beaufort, and Omalik Lagoon. In addition, residents reported bowhead whale habitat at 
Omalik Lagoon and noted that bowhead whales migrate offshore from Kasegaluk Lagoon during the 
spring months. Spring beluga whale migration occurs at a closer distance from the community (Map 5).  
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Workshop participants most commonly reported having knowledge of beluga feeding and resting 
grounds; a few participants also had knowledge of important habitat areas for bowhead whales.  

As discussed above (“Nearshore Habitat”), workshop participants identified shallow areas near Cape 
Sabine, Cape Beaufort, and Omalik Lagoon that support various marine species including beluga whales. 
Most respondents said that Omalik Lagoon is an important feeding, calving, molting, and resting habitat. 
Respondents observed that beluga whales use the rocks in shallow areas near the lagoon to remove dead 
skin. Residents provided the following descriptions of their beluga whale habitat at Omalik Lagoon as 
follows: 

Beluga, Omalik Lagoon—this is where they congregate and wait for ice to move offshore. 
They’re not necessarily feeding. They have an accelerated digestive system but there’s 
nothing in their stomach. They’re not finding fish because there’s nothing in their 
stomach. There’s probably a couple different groups. Some will follow to Barrow and 
some go more out this way. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Omalik, for beluga whales; they seem to stop there and feed and rub off their old skin. 
They feed, and they have babies there, from what I hear from the elders. Because its’ 
really shallow there. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

That’s over here, at Omalik, they molt to take off the dead skin. There’s rocks on there, 
and they rub on the rocks. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Although residents identified Omalik Lagoon as a particularly important habitat area for beluga whales, 
they also pointed out that it is common to see beluga whales anywhere along the coast between Omalik 
Lagoon and Icy Cape. When asked about important beluga habitat areas, one resident described their 
migration along the coast: 

Up and down the coast all the way to Icy Cape. It’s pretty important. They go right up 
against the coastline when they’re moving. They’ve been known to go to Utukok Pass, the 
Kukpowruk Pass. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Two workshop participants noted that the beluga are traveling farther from shore than they used, due to 
increased barge traffic, but indicated that they still stop at Omalik Lagoon to feed before continuing north. 
They provided the following observations: 

And our beluga now that we have so many vessels…, they’ve been going down to Omalik 
and then coming way out. Normally, they’d go straight along the edge and someone 
would go out Utukok and herd them in [to the lagoon]. But now they feed here at Omalik, 
and then they go way out…. They could go anywhere between 10 and 100 miles [from 
shore] because the barges are coming through. We’d usually see them travel back along 
the edge, but now we don’t see them traveling back at all. And when I looked it up on the 
Internet, they’re going out toward Russia and then coming back around Point Hope. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One respondent reported bowhead whale feeding habitat in an area similar to that for beluga whales, 
offshore from Omalik Lagoon: 
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There are [bowhead] whales, right now. I bet you they’re just eating. They gather up at 
Omalik, almost at the same area as beluga. They’re off of that mountain, right in the 
ocean. They’re really close to shore. They’re kind of just swimming sideways with their 
mouth open. We’ll let them feed, let them get fat and let them get the energy to swim this 
way. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Point Lay residents only resumed bowhead whaling activities in 2007 after a decades long hiatus 
(SRB&A 2008). Given their limited recent experience pursuing bowhead whales for subsistence in the 
Point Lay area, residents frequently drew on traditional knowledge they had received from elders in the 
community when asked about key habitat areas for bowhead whales: 

There’s a spot up here my uncle told me about before he passed away, at Utukok and 
Eleven-Mile. It’s close to Utukok where they used to hunt whales back in the day, but it 
used to be a feeding ground. It’s on the ocean side…. It’s during the spring whaling 
season, depending on how far the lead is; it’s a good area where they feed. My uncle said 
that, and a few elders. Just depending where the lead is. It used to be a feeding ground. 
Bowhead whale and beluga feeding ground. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

For whales, back in the day before the whaling stopped, Icy Cape was where they would 
normally go to whale. They would meet up with people from Wainwright, and Barrow, 
and bring it back with dog teams. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One individual reported that gray whales are often observed feeding outside Five-Mile Pass during fall: 

Sometimes we get gray whales right off of Five-Mile, feeding. Gray whales can be five 
pod, three pod, seven pod. I always see them like that. Right outside Five-Mile, all the 
time. They like to hang around over there, fall time. You’ll see them once in a while. Half 
a mile [from the inlet]. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Walrus 

The study team asked respondents to share their knowledge of feeding areas, resting areas (haul outs), and 
migration routes for walruses in the Chukchi Sea. Walrus habitat areas identified by Point Lay workshop 
participants are shown on Map 6. As shown on the map, respondents reported that walruses migrate north 
through the Chukchi Sea in the spring at a distance of approximately 10 or more miles from shore 
(depending on where the ice pack is). During their fall migration south, walruses haul out on the barrier 
islands along the entire length of Kasegaluk Lagoon to Icy Cape, recently in very large numbers: 

The walrus, they can use and they do use any of this beach. This year there happens to be 
a lot near Point Lay and not many at Icy Cape. A lot of folks are paying attention to that, 
they think it’s something new but I’ve seen and other folks have hunted walrus in our 
area for the last 30 years. These big numbers is what’s different. Of course, everybody is 
studying everything. It’s not anything new or strange that we’re seeing walrus. I don’t 
know what draws them to a particular beach, but it could be that they’re out there 
feeding in those specific currents. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 
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Point Lay seems to be a good habitat for walrus, lately! It’s typical, but we’ve been 
seeing big haul-outs. We’re seeing 1,000 [count] haul-outs. Right out here on the first 
point I was talking about. It seems to me like they’ve been hauling out right there for the 
last three or four years in the thousands. I see like 800 or more. Uh-huh, there’s lots of 
haul-outs all the way to Icy Cape right now, a hundred, fifty, but for some reason they 
want to stop right here. Icy Cape would be another big group of haul-outs. They gather 
up there, right on the point. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Right out here is where the walruses are. That’s their haul-out now, I guess. There’s 
more there than I’ve ever seen. They spread out all the way and there are still walrus out 
here. They’re just right around here. Right about here. You guys go across you wouldn’t 
want to go back! You’re lying right here and they’re lying five feet in front of you. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

It’s been going on for the past five years, they’ve been coming around and resting. And 
this year, it’s just amazing how many there is. There’s usually just females, but this year, 
from what I hear, they’re all the way from here to Utukok Pass all the way up the beach. 
About 30,000. Usually they’ve just been right here, but there are so many this year that 
they’re having to go up toward Utukok Pass. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

In addition, respondents reported a walrus haul-out at Cape Lisburne (Map 6). 

Seals 

Seal habitat areas, including feeding grounds and haul-outs, identified during the Point Lay workshops are 
depicted on Map 7. Workshop participants indicated that the areas in and around Kasegaluk Lagoon, 
particularly the inlets into the lagoon, are key habitat for seals; in addition, seal feeding was reported at an 
ocean front offshore from Kasegaluk Lagoon, where the water color abruptly changes from brown to 
green. Residents also identified seal habitat at Avak Inlet and along the barrier islands beyond Icy Cape 
(Map 7). 

When asked to provide TK about seal habitat, respondents agreed that seals are generally very abundant 
in the Point Lay area, but singled out all the inlets to Kasegaluk Lagoon, including Utukok, Akunik, 
Kukpowruk, and Naokok passes as critical habitat areas for bearded and spotted seals. As one resident put 
it, 

Wherever you see an inlet, you’ll see a seal. Right now, the past few years, right here 
what you got circled here, on the old side, we’ve been getting walrus right there. When 
I’m out bearded seal hunting [in the spring], I’ll see a patch of walrus out here. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Respondents indicated that the seals feed on fish as they are funneled through the inlets on their way into 
or out of the lagoon and local rivers. Workshop participants specifically noted that it is common to see 
various species of seals at Utukok Pass; as three individuals described, 
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At Utukok Pass you’ll see hundreds of seals and bearded seals there around this time of 
year. I’m not too sure [what they’re doing], I just know every year when I go there, 
there’s a lot of seals there. Good feeding ground there, probably. We have fish in most of 
our inlets. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Every inlet, Utukok Pass; it used to be the man-made pass. Every inlet, there’s always a 
few seals hanging around there, not always ugruk, because of the fish going in and out of 
there. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Utukok Pass in September, that’s where there’s a lot of spotted seals. Little fish they grew 
up and get bigger and bigger. There’s hundreds of fish. There’s what we called spotted 
seals. Qasigiaq, that’s what we call them in Eskimo. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

In some cases, workshop respondents identified habitat areas for a particular species of seal, namely 
bearded seal and spotted seal. As with seals in general, respondents reported that it is common to see 
bearded seals anywhere along the coast, but that they are most abundant at the inlets to Kasegaluk Lagoon 
where smelt and herring are abundant. Workshop participants also noted that Avak Inlet and Icy Cape are 
abundant with bearded and other seals, with one individual noting that they are more abundant and 
healthier farther north from the community. Two respondents provided the following observations about 
bearded seal haul-outs and feeding grounds: 

There should be bearded seal here at Eleven-Mile, Utukok, and Icy Cape, and besides me 
there’s another boat, [Point Lay hunter] goes over here, and that place has a mega 
population. We’re traveling through the spit right here. We call that Avak Inlet because it 
comes out of the Avak River. We just recently just started going there. I go there every 
year for seals. They’re abundant there, and they’re a little bit more abundant than ours. 
There’s hundreds [at Avak], more than what we’ve got around here. And they seem 
healthier and rounder than they are here. The population of seals and bearded seals is 
big – I’ve never seen it like that. I thought ours was big, 60 to 80 seals and beardeds 
mixed together. But you go up there, the whole inlet all along the beach, it’s thick all 
along the spit, up in the hundreds. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

[You can find bearded seals] anywhere along the coast. Right in front. They’re always on 
top of the ice right along the coast. They move out to go feed. They’ll bask in the sun. I 
think they’re mostly near the inlets. There’s a lot of smelt and herring. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview September 2010) 

One individual also reported observing a haul-out for spotted seals at Akoliakatat Pass, beyond Avak 
Inlet: 

Here is spotted seal [Akoliakatat Pass]. When we came into Akunik [Pass], we didn’t 
hardly see anything there. That’s a haul-out [at Akoliakatat Pass], I guess. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One resident said that it is common to see bearded seal pups on the spit between Naokok Pass and the 
southern end of Kasegaluk Lagoon: 
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[Bearded seals] always come right in here, the current. When we first go out seal 
hunting, when we first go out we always try to stay around this [southern] side. We 
always see baby seals [there]. Lots. There’ll be hundreds of seals around here, baby 
ones. That’s where there’s hardly any current around here. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

Polar Bear 

The study team asked respondents to share their knowledge of important habitat for polar bears including 
feeding and denning areas. Workshop participants provided only one specific location for polar bear 
habitat, indicating that polar bears can be found along the Kasegaluk Lagoon barrier islands (Map 8). 
Respondents reported polar bear habitat along the coast in the vicinity of Point Lay, though it is more 
common to see them on other parts of the Beaufort and Chukchi seas coast. Three respondents shared 
their general polar bear observations in this way:  

Barrow area. Wainwright area. The polar bears used to hang around that area. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

All along the inlet there will be polar bears. Could be anywhere. Last year we found wolf 
tracks along the lead. We weren’t too worried about it; we were looking for whales. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Polar bear all along the coast, we haven’t seen any this year. They mainly go out where 
there’s whales. One time we saw about 15 of them feeding on a whale. There were 15 of 
them feeding. As soon as we came in, the older bears split, but the younger ones stayed; 
they aren’t scared of us. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One respondent commented that polar bears will use any part of the coast to den as long as there is a snow 
drift present: 

[Point Lay resident] will attest that they’ll den close to the old village. And you can find 
polar bears almost anywhere. All they need is a snow drift to den in and they do. We’ll 
find them along the barrier island. They’re not in the numbers that you might see in 
Kaktovik and Point Hope. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One respondent said that carcasses (e.g., beached whales) near Point Lay sometimes draw polar bears 
close to the village: 

Just spring time, [they are] right in front of us. They like to come around. They’re right in 
front of us because of the dead carcasses, they kind of linger around because of the 
carcasses.  Not every year, but if there’s a whale that washes up, they’ll be there. I’d say 
every four years. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Two respondents said that polar bear sightings are becoming less common in the vicinity of Point Lay, 
particularly in the winter time: 

We see them in the winter time. They’re getting harder to see them in the winter time. I 
don’t know if that’s due to the decline of the diminishing ice or maybe they’re dying off. I 
don’t know. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

There’s been some dens around but lately we don’t see very many dens around. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 
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Fish 

The study team asked workshop participants to identify important offshore fish habitat including feeding 
and spawning grounds. In some cases respondents identified local rivers they believed to be important to 
the health and abundance of various species; in particular, residents identified Utukok River, the Kokolik 
River, the Kukpowruk River, and Kuchiak Creek as key habitats for fish. This discussion focuses solely 
on offshore/marine fish habitat as identified during Point Lay workshops.  

Nearshore fish habitats identified by Point Lay workshop participants are depicted on Map 9. The areas 
shown on Map 9 include all of Kasegaluk Lagoon, all of the passes into the lagoon, Cape Sabine, and 
Cape Beaufort. Respondents frequently identified their subsistence fishing areas as also being important 
fish habitat:  

We have a lot of herring and smelt in the lagoon. We fish over here at Five-Mile or right 
here and on the inside over here by the cabin. [We get] smelt, but we do catch herring 
too. Our hooks don’t discriminate. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Respondents said that the entrances to Kasegaluk Lagoon and the lagoon itself are important feeding 
areas for herring, tomcod, smelt, and salmon. One resident shared the following observation about 
offshore feeding grounds at Kukpowruk Pass, where Point Lay residents frequently harvest fish: 

[At] Five-Mile, we get tomcod occasionally. Five-Mile is south of here [Kukpowruk 
Pass]. Tomcod and smelts by [Point Lay resident’s] camp. Kukpowruk Pass. That’s, I’m 
guessing, a feeding ground. It isn’t spawning because it’s winter, and we’re ice fishing 
those. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Residents also identified spawning and migrating areas in Kasegaluk lagoon for various species of fish 
including salmon, Arctic cisco, and tomcod: 

Arctic cisco, we’re catching some this year. Right over here. Our tomcod, same area this 
year. It’s mostly toward the island [across the lagoon from Point Lay]. I’m guessing 
spawning – they’ve been biting our hooks, we’re not snagging them, they’re biting them. 
Biting for territory. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

I think all the estuaries are major spawning. I get a lot of salmon fish in the lagoon. I get 
coho, chum, pink, humpies, some [Arctic] char once in a while, and in August King 
salmon. I’ve had a net out right at Kokolik mouth, and I was getting Least Cisco in there 
one year, and I used a small net in the fall time, August and September. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview September 2010) 

You hear somebody will catch [pink salmon] in their net between Five-Mile to this point, 
where everybody sets their nets, on the side of the lagoon, on the spit. It’s their 
migration; they’re on the move. [They are] spawning because when I get them they have 
eggs. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

As discussed under “Nearshore Habitats,” workshop participants identified several areas that provide 
habitat for various wildlife, including fish. In particular, residents identified shallow areas near Omalik 
Lagoon, Cape Beaufort, and Cape Sabine where they see fish and whales. In addition, one respondent 
pointed out a current or ocean front offshore from Kasegaluk Lagoon where he harvests fish and sees  
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seals, waterfowl, and other wildlife feeding. During workshops, one respondent pointed out that the smelt 
in the lagoon provide food for nesting waterfowl as well as local residents: 

At any inlet that there’s a current while there’s still ice, there’s smelt there. They thrive in 
that current, so any current is important to them. All you need is a foot of water, and 
you’ll find them. We’ve kicked around the idea how much to protect this lagoon system, 
but if you protect it too much then you can’t use it. It’s a sanctuary of sorts. It’s a very 
protected area, but we want to use it too. It’s one of the largest lagoon systems around, 
and it’s not going to be there forever. In the spring and it’s not just humans feeding on 
those smelt, it’s all the nesting birds. Your loons, that’s the main food source for these 
loons too. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Birds 

The study team asked respondents to share their knowledge of important coastal or offshore feeding 
grounds, nesting areas, and migration routes for birds, particularly waterfowl species, found in the vicinity 
of Point Lay. The locations of areas identified during workshops are depicted on Map 10. This map shows 
reported bird habitat along the coast between Cape Lisburne and Icy Cape, offshore at a distance of 
approximately 12 miles, and in Kasegaluk Lagoon including on an island referred to by residents as Snow 
Goose Island. Residents reported that Kasegaluk Lagoon, the barrier islands and spits surrounding the 
lagoon, and inland areas near Point Lay are all particularly important habitat areas for waterfowl species. 

Feeding Ground 

Most respondents who shared traditional knowledge about waterfowl feeding areas did so while 
describing nesting areas. As discussed earlier, one workshop participant identified an ocean front offshore 
from Kasegaluk Lagoon where he has observed various species of waterfowl and other marine species 
feeding. Other waterfowl feeding areas are discussed below.  

Nesting Areas 

Point Lay workshop participants frequently identified Kasegaluk Lagoon and the barrier islands as 
important nesting areas for the various waterfowl species near Point Lay. Respondents noted that eiders, 
geese, and seagulls use the entire coast, including the barrier islands, to nest: 

They’re probably everywhere, all along the coast. All the islands along the coast, that’s 
where they nest. They don’t nest on the islands only; they nest inland, too, on the lakes 
and the marshes. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

That’s pretty much it except for on the spit, there’s lots of eiders along the whole lagoon 
spit, lots of eiders. The whole thing; I’ve seen eider nests throughout the whole spit from 
here to Icy Cape. They don’t nest too far apart, from here to the wall and there’ll be a 
whole pod of them. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

On these, all along the coast. On the barrier islands. We have seagulls nesting on there 
too. Seagulls and brants. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Two respondents said that it is also common to see newborn birds on the islands and inside the lagoon: 

All those birds I tell you about, they go all along the coast. After they’re born, first two 
weeks they stay around there, then we see big bunches of babies floating around the  
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lagoon. Inside the lagoon. Hundreds and hundreds of birds. They raise them in the 
lagoon. All the way up to Icy Cape we always see babies bunched up. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

Eider ducks, geese, swans, loons, and there’s aahaaliqs [long tailed ducks], what you call 
it in English? Always see them raising their young all over the lagoon. They call them 
isas. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Four respondents said that an island in the Kukpowruk River has become an important nesting area for 
snow geese in recent years. Respondents referred to this island as Snow Goose Island, and provided the 
following descriptions: 

Well for one thing the, this island here has been taken over by snow geese. Kind of an 
invasive species right here. They call it Snow Goose Island now. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

There’s an island at Kukpowruk. That’s called Snow Goose Island, The big one. That’s 
where there’s a lot of snow goose end of June. Elders used to tell us where to go for that 
[egg harvesting]. If you want to get snow goose eggs, don’t get too much. Plus [they 
nest] right from the village. I think it’s this one [lake] here [near Point Lay]; it’s got to 
be this one. That’s where the Canadian geese go. There’ll be hundreds of them end of 
June. Canadian geese. They’re nesting there. Swampy area around that area, it must be 
their food. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

We have a Snow Goose Island, right there. That whole thing is nothing but snow geese. 
That population has gotten bigger; it used to be just 50 geese. That thing is getting closer 
to 300. Nothing but snow geese. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One respondent who had some familiarity with Cape Lisburne noted that the area is an important habitat 
for numerous species of birds, including raptors and sea birds (puffins): 

In the Lisburne areas you’ve got falcons and hawks, puffins, eagles. Lots of birds here. 
That’s where we see them. We don’t do a lot of climbing but Point Hopers do. They’re up 
in these areas lots of time. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Migratory Routes 

Respondents described the migratory patterns of waterfowl in the Point Lay area, indicating that they 
follow the open lead during the early spring and then follow the coast a closer distance during the late 
spring, summer, and fall, stopping to nest and feed around the Kasegaluk Lagoon. One respondent 
described the early spring migration of geese, ducks, and terns as follows: 

But then the eiders, they’ll come through, and they’ll go from Sitkok Point to this creek 
right here, they always pass through here. They’ll pass just along the side of Point Lay, 
they’ll come along the bay. Same with brant, they’ll take the same route heading up north 
towards Barrow to do their nesting. Eiders and brants, during the spring season when 
they first start coming up, May. That’s when we do our geese hunting. Along the open 
leads, we see millions of ducks: spectacled, stellar eiders. Same with the Arctic terns, 
they’ll go through the open lead. It’s never in the same spot. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 
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One respondent commented specifically on spectacled eiders and said that they follow the coastline 
during their spring migration. This individual noted that a south wind will bring higher numbers of 
migrating spectacled eiders through Point Lay: 

They follow the coastline, that’s for sure. There’s one route that they always hit, that lake 
right here. End of April and beginning of May. You see them here and there going 
through all the way to the end of May. Some days they’ll fly more than other days. You’ve 
got to have a south wind. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One respondent said that brants migrate north in the spring by following points along the coast and 
migrate south by flying straight over Kasegaluk Lagoon in the fall: 

[The brants are] mainly inside the lagoon going south. We’re always seeing them in the 
lagoon. They go from point to point (in the spring). They hit the points like this and fly 
this way and head over. But when there’s open water they seem to fly over the open water 
a lot. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Subsistence Use Areas 
During workshops, the study team asked workshop participants to confirm that subsistence use areas 
reported by Point Lay community members in previous subsistence mapping studies represented the full 
extent of the community’s subsistence use areas. Where previous mapping studies did not accurately 
reflect current subsistence uses for a given resource, researchers mapped the additional use areas.  

Point Lay subsistence use area data related to the marine environment are available for lifetime to 1979 
(Pedersen 1979), 1979-1983 (Braund and Burnham 1984), lifetime to 1987 (IAI 1987), and 1997-2006 
(SRB&A Forthcoming) and are shown on Map 11 through Map 18. These maps include use areas for 
beluga, polar bear, seal, walrus, fish, waterfowl, and marine invertebrates. Point Lay residents reported 
traveling as far as 25 miles offshore for walrus (Map 14). To the north, residents traveled as far as 
Nokotlek Point in Kasegaluk Lagoon for waterfowl and seal (Map 13 and Map 16). The southern 
terminus of Point Lay residents documented offshore use areas is to Cape Lisburne for seal (Map 13). 

In general, residents agreed that the previously documented use areas for each resource adequately 
represented the extent of their subsistence activities. However, in some cases residents identified 
additional use areas.  

Beluga Whales 

In the case of beluga whales, the previously documented use areas occurred offshore from Kasegaluk 
Lagoon between Cape Lisburne and just past Icy Cape. One workshop respondent noted that the use areas 
were all outside of the lagoon and indicated that residents also hunt beluga whales inside the lagoon once 
they’ve been driven in through one of the passes. This individual said,  

None of your lines are inside the lagoon. When we’re not hunting them they’re inside the 
lagoon. I kayak and I put my paddle in the lagoon and listen to it. We drive them into the 
lagoon. It depends on where we get them and their mood. We’ve been driving them in 
through Five-Mile. This spring [Person’s name] will probably take a dozer out there and 
move some of that gravel. Hopefully it will move in during breakup…. For the belugas’ 
benefit they use the lagoon. They’re in the shallows and there probably is some feeding 
going on. You can see them rolling where’s there’s real shallow stuff instead of silt. It  
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Map 12: Point Lay Subsistence Use Areas, Polar Bear
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Map 15: Point Lay Subsistence Use Areas, Fish
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Map 16: Point Lay Subsistence Use Areas, Waterfowl
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Map 17: Point Lay Subsistence Use Areas, Marine Invertebrates
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Map 18: Point Lay Subsistence Use Areas, Partial Bowhead Use Area
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Point Lay residents during six workshops in September and October of 2010. Date: February 2011
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could be the females that are in there; a lot of the bulls are too big. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

Another individual indicated that residents have gone as far as Akotiakatat Pass in search of beluga 
whales, saying, “We’ve gone as far as Akotiakatat Pass. Sometimes they’ll stop in that pass” (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010).  

Seals 

Workshop participants indicated that the previously documented seal use areas were accurate, with one 
respondent confirming,  

The whole lagoon to Avak Inlet. And south just about to Cape Sabine is the farthest. 
Yeah, we’ll go that far. Twenty miles, we’ll push it that far. Ten miles from shore you’ll 
be able to see the mountains, 15 miles [from shore] you’ll need binoculars. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Another individual noted that some of the more recent marine mammal use areas are shown extending 
farther from shore and explained,  

I don’t think it’s [the farther from shore use area is] because of any change in habitat. I 
think we have the bigger boats now. Back when I first moved here there were only three 
or four boats. We would go out for weeks at a time. I think our habits have changed more 
than animal habits. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One workshop participant observed that the distance hunters travel in search of seals depends on the 
turbidity of water offshore from the lagoon:  

Some years we have to go way out because of the dirty water. They don’t seem to like to 
swim in muddy water. You can’t even find them when the rivers are slowing out, then 
once it clears up then you start seeing them. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

Walrus 

Regarding the walrus use areas, workshop respondents indicated that some hunters travel south beyond 
the previously documented use areas as far as Cape Sabine. One respondent said, 

That, you got it right there. Yeah, we do sometimes occasionally go past Cape Sabine. 
This is where we get the walrus over here…. Walrus , you’ll see them here and there 
[adding a small use area to the existing one], maybe just a mile from shore. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010)  

Waterfowl 

While workshop participants agreed that the previously documented use areas represented the extent of 
their waterfowl hunting activities, two individuals reported a recent increase in waterfowl hunting activity 
past Icy Cape in the vicinity of Avak Inlet: 
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I’ve been going to Avak now for the past three or four years. Wainwright, long time ago, 
they fight over this area here. I know why now. That’s a high area; the hills are higher on 
the coast than ours, so they can see everything from that hill over there. You can see 
everything. Yep. [We get eiders] when they open fire, spring and fall, during the whale 
hunt. We harvest those ducks for the camp. They’re nice and fat right now. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

All around that area is where they’re raising their young. That should be covered all the 
way to Barrow [as habitat]. They’re starting to, I’m starting to hear hunters going past 
Icy Cape nowadays. If they knew the trail inside the lagoon they would always go. We go 
inside the lagoon so we don’t see much current. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

Fish 

Residents noted that the previously documented fish use areas were not adequate in that they should 
include a larger portion of Kokolik River. In general, workshop participants indicated that Kukpowruk 
and Kokolik rivers were their primary fishing rivers, especially during the winter. During the summer, 
residents fish inside the lagoon and on the ocean side of the spit. Two individuals said, 

That’s Kukpowruk? You might want to add Kokolik, too! For grayling and trout. 
Sometimes we do go farther [than Niklavik]. That’s another fishing hole. If there’s no fish 
over there, we’ll go fishing at Kukpowruk. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

Kukpowruk is the main river there. You can go all the way up to fish camp. I’m gonna 
guess it’s…gotta be this one. Kokolik, just for fish. Those are the two good areas. 
Everybody makes holes for fishes between that area and this area. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

Marine Invertebrates 

Previously documented marine invertebrate use areas were located directly across from Point Lay on the 
barrier islands. One workshop participant indicated that residents sometimes harvest clams near Five-Mile 
Pass, saying,  

Just in front [of Point Lay]. Right on the outside [of the barrier islands]. Only place I 
know of. They seem to wash up on Five-Mile inlet. Right on the ocean side. Ocean side or 
beach, they’ll be pushed up on the beach. And you can get them before the birds do. They 
always wash up there. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Several respondents commented that there has been an increased interest in harvesting king crab in the 
community, with two individuals commenting, 

Next year, we’re gonna tell you guys we’re gonna start catching king crab. We’ve never 
tried yet, but if they can get them in Kotzebue and Point Hope, we could catch them here. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

We were thinking about going crabbing! We found a crab like that big - a king crab! Like 
Point Lay’s deadliest catch! (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 
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Bowhead Whale 

Point Lay residents resumed whaling activities in 2008 after the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission 
granted them a bowhead whale quota. Because the community of Point Lay only recently resumed 
hunting bowhead whales, there were no previously documented subsistence use areas for this resource. 
The study team asked workshop participants to identify the areas where they have hunted bowhead 
whales since they most recently began hunting them, as well as the timing of their bowhead whale 
hunting activities (Map 18).  

Respondents indicated that Point Lay whaling crews have participated in both spring and fall whaling. 
Spring whaling occurs in March and April and fall whaling begins in September and continues until 
Kasegaluk Lagoon freezes over. 

Respondents said that most spring whaling activities occur in the Chukchi Sea immediately in front (west) 
of Point Lay. Point Lay whale hunters indicated that while they generally stay between Five-Mile and 
Eleven-Mile passes, they have traveled as far as Utukok Pass to find suitable access to an open lead. 
Whaling may occur anywhere from a mile to over 10 miles offshore depending on the location of open 
leads and weather conditions. Two individuals described recent spring whaling activities as follows: 

Mostly in front of the village, four, five miles offshore. Nine miles was the farthest. About 
to Eleven-Mile, right in front of Eleven-Mile. I’m not sure, but I heard [we were out] 11 
miles from shore. We usually just stay between Five-Mile and Eleven-Mile. We try to stay 
close to Point Lay. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

We went up Utukok right up here somewhere. The first year, in 2008, [we were] right 
here [closer to the community]. It was like half a mile, the shorefast ice out to the lead. 
Right over here. Right in this area over here. I mean we’d look [in the lead] by boat. We 
went as far as Five-Mile. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview October 2010) 

Icy Cape is a traditional whaling area for Point Lay residents. Residents have occasionally travelled to Icy 
Cape for whaling in recent years, but do not use the area as frequently as they use the coast immediately 
offshore from Point Lay. One resident shared his knowledge of the history of bowhead whaling activities 
at Icy Cape: 

Icy Cape is a big area. That’s where the [whale hunting] history is. Basically where the 
edge of the ice is is where they’re going to be. It could be 10 miles out; it could be a mile 
out. [Point Lay leaders] have the records because they needed them to prove that we 
whaled. You’ll see along the rivers nomadically they lived there but they grouped in 
Point Lay. That’s because of the beluga, the coal, and the bowhead whale. (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

For whales, back in the day before the whaling stopped, Icy Cape was where they would 
normally go to whale. They would meet up with people from Wainwright, and Barrow, 
and bring it back with dog teams. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Two respondents reported that attempts to whale at Icy Cape in recent years had been difficult due to the 
distance involved and the rough conditions: 
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They’re going to go to Icy Cape. There’s times when they went to Icy Cape, stayed up 
there for a couple hours and the weather got bad and we packed up and went back. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

We went to Icy Cape too. It was so rough we went up north and went into Utukok Pass. It 
was calmer waters up there, but we were running low on gas by the time we got there so 
we had to head back. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

During the fall, workshop participants reported hunting bowhead whales as far north as Icy Cape and as 
far south as Five-Mile Pass, although Utukok Pass was more frequently identified as the northern limit of 
their hunting activities. Hunters reported traveling offshore from Kasegaluk Lagoon, looking both south 
and north of the community and traveling offshore up to 15 miles. One respondent indicated that fall 
whale hunting in Point Lay involves multiple boats working together and described a typical hunt as 
follows:  

Fall time whaling right now is nothing but water, so it’s all done right off here [Chukchi 
Sea in front of Point Lay]. We’re gonna send a scout; they’ll be scouting south of us and 
north of us. They’ll all be ready, everything will be ready. We’ll go far. How far did we 
go last year? Thirteen, fourteen miles last year. Sometimes we’ll go scout in one day. We 
go to Five-Mile and scout, and we’ll have two or three boats, and we’ll have one by 
shore, and one in the middle, and one way far out, and we’ll go as far as Utukok up 
north. Two or three miles offshore [we’re looking]. That’s where all the seals and ugruks 
are [close to shore]. The whales would be a little bit farther out. The first boat would be 
between a mile and three miles. The second boat would be somewhere around from five 
miles offshore, maybe? In the third boat, they’ll go as far as fifteen. Ten miles would be 
good. They’re cruising. The farther you are offshore, the faster you get to go. They’ll go 
farther [than Five-Mile]. It all depends on the weather, too. We do go check on them. 
That depends on the weather. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Knowledge, Observations, and Concerns about Water Discharges from 
Offshore Oil and Gas Activities  

The final section of the TK workshop focused on EPA’s NPDES permits for discharges from offshore oil 
and gas activities in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas. Workshop participants described their previous 
experiences with discharge activities and concerns related to the future discharges. Following their 
identification of concerns, the study team asked participants for their suggestions for future permit 
stipulations and monitoring requirements.  

Experiences with Discharges 

During interviews, the study team showed maps depicting the locations of past Chukchi Sea oil and gas 
exploration wells (Map 2), then asked respondents to describe any experiences they had with water 
discharges related to these exploration activities. In general, Point Lay respondents have been somewhat 
removed from both onshore and offshore oil and gas activities and reported few direct experiences with 
discharges. One respondent specifically mentioned seeing water discoloration which he attributed to oil 
and gas related discharges from drilling activities in 1987. He provided the following two comments: 
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I’ve seen a discharge in ‘87. We had a west wind all summer, and you could tell the 
ocean was brown in color even though the oil rigs were way out there. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview October 2010) 

Yeah those are the ones they showed us back in ‘87. Was it [Oil Company]? We would go 
look for caribou through the ocean down the Kuchiak. It would get calm for a while; [we 
got] caribou, that’s when we noticed it. My father-in-law noticed it before I did, and he’s 
pretty observant of the ocean, and he was watching the ocean and [said] have you ever 
noticed our ocean is brown? I wonder why it’s brown. The whole ocean. And when 
August comes around, all these oil companies start coming into the village and they were 
drilling in the Chukchi Sea. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview October 2010) 

Other residents indicated that while they had not had any experiences directly related to the exploration 
wells, they have observed pollutants and debris in the water from barge traffic in the area: 

I’ve seen pieces of wire, outside coating of a cord. I noticed some trash build up along 
the coast a little bit more than in the past. It seems like some of the barges will take a 
vehicle off the barge on a spit by Five-Mile in the lagoon. I don’t know what they’re 
doing on land. We’ll see car tracks or Honda tracks and we know somebody’s been up 
there. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Concerns Regarding Discharges 

During interviews, researchers showed participants a list (Table 2) of discharges the EPA currently 
authorizes for disposal into the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas and asked them about their primary concerns 
regarding those discharges (see “Methods”). Some residents were familiar with the substances the EPA 
authorizes for discharge, and they expressed concern over how these substances would alter an 
environment that has only had minimal exposure to them. One respondent expressed particular concern 
about bilge water introducing new species to the Chukchi Sea, saying, 

Bilge water, that’s a concern. We’re totally against [drilling fluids]. Deck drainages, 
we’re not that concerned about that. Blowout preventer fluid. When they were doing the 
Louisiana thing, it was a mud that thickened. All of this is alien to the area. I’ve heard 
horror stories about bilge water because it has other life in it. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

Another individual described the potential effects of certain discharges on the marine environment as 
follows: 

That’s going to be a massive problem, what they’re putting back in the water after it’s 
treated. Chlorine and caustic soda. They say it won’t affect the water, but they don’t 
know that. It removes the oxygen. What it does it kills the oxygen in the water, in the 
bottom. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Several workshop participants expressed concern that the discharges would have a disproportionate effect 
on seals since they are present near Point Lay year round: 

I’m thinking it would probably have an effect on our seals, because they stick around all 
year round. That’s the main mammal that sticks around all year round. It’s probably 
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going to affect them, depending on what’s discharged. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

If they’re discharging, then let them look around first. There’s always ugruks and seals 
that are curious and pop up to see what you’re doing. A couple of ugruks keep popping 
up around us down at Omalik just to see what we’re up to. We had four of them come up 
right next to the boat. I heard breathing and they went down. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

Residents also expressed concerns over the potential long-term effects of discharges both for the 
community of Point Lay and for the entire State of Alaska. These individuals noted that even small 
discharges could have larger cumulative effects over time as oil development in the Chukchi Sea expands: 

If we keep letting the EPA build up and build up it’s going to be a big number pretty 
soon, rather than a small number. The federal government already told us they’re not 
going to stop. At first they told us ‘We’re going to drill whether you like it or not,’ and we 
didn’t have a voice. Well, then they came back because we’re the same people. We’re all 
in the same boat. What’s going to affect our state is definitely going to affect your state, 
too. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

They say it’s going to be very little, but it’s still a spill to us. If we let one spill go, then 
that’s saying that it’s alright that the next time it can be bigger. Maybe it’s only seven 
spills this year, but in the future it’s going to be mass quantities of cutting and drilling 
muds. We want to keep it small, because we’re thinking big in the future. It’s better to 
keep it small now, instead of letting it get bigger each year. If they add another bucket, 
that’s two times the amount of bucket. That’s too much for our habitat and ocean to 
recover from. We might lose out on the whales. We could change the migration with too 
much ship activity. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One resident also mentioned that the drilling fluids and drilling muds have the potential to enter the food 
chain through krill and other small species, then to work their way up to larger species over time: 

Well the main thing I’m worried about is the krill and the small species. I’m not sure if 
that mud is going to be killing them off or poisoning them. Maybe they’ll start feeding on 
the small particles on the mud that’s being discharged. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

Permit Considerations 

The study team displayed maps depicting the generalized areas where certain materials (drilling fluids and 
drilling cuttings) are not permitted to be discharged under the existing Arctic General Permit (which 
expires in 2011) as well as a list of current area restrictions for drilling fluids and drilling cuttings. 
Researchers asked Point Lay respondents to identify other areas that should be protected from discharges 
and during what times of year those restrictions should be enforced.   

Residents stated that, in addition to geographic and seasonal considerations, the EPA should also consider 
wind conditions, which influence ocean currents and could affect the movement and distribution of 
discharged substances. In particular, these individuals noted that there should be no allowable discharges 
during south or west winds, which push ocean water to the shoreline and into the lagoon. In addition, one 
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respondent observed that there is little current during the spring and indicated that if there are discharges 
during that time they will likely remain in the area rather than breaking up and being carried elsewhere by 
the current. Residents provided the following observations regarding wind and current considerations:  

If there’s going to be a west wind they shouldn’t even be discharging at all because the 
wind is going to carry it to the shoreline. They say it’s going to dissipate before it gets to 
shore, but they told us it was going to be light muds, not heavy muds. And I think there’s 
a point in time when we believed everything they said and now we don’t. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview September 2010) 

Spring time, south wind - if they discharge in front of us in the spring time, we’re going to 
get it for sure. Because there’s a little bit of calmer water, and it doesn’t get that rough. 
In fall time, if they discharge a half a mile offshore, it might get broken apart, but we 
might get big bundles of it. I was told they were going to discharge when we can’t see a 
ship in plain sight of view. I can see a ship 10 miles from shore, plainly. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview September 2010) 

One resident expressed frustration with the permitting process, stating that the EPA had not previously 
provided information about the areas where discharges are currently permitted: 

That’s a new one [within 1,000 meters of river mouths and deltas during open water]. I 
didn’t even know it was 1,000 meters. Not even a quarter of a mile. I had no idea EPA 
put that in there. I don’t even know why we didn’t hear about it much.  People are going 
to get mad. I feel like information has been held [from us]. This is something I didn’t 
know about. I didn’t know they could discharge this close to shore and not give a hoot 
about who lives on this shore. That’s how I feel about it. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

Environmental Protection Agency…I could see withholding information and not showing 
us copies of the previous agreement that was written out. I’ve never seen that part [the 
information about discharge restrictions]. I would have remembered it. I’m sure the 
other leaders haven’t seen this. I feel like they’ve been withholding information that was 
never made public. Someone would have reminded us about it. Instead [they are] letting 
us deal with issue after issue after issue, and not reminding us about the original written 
up [permit]. It’s like hiding. You’re pushing another issue on us, and you haven’t brought 
up the issue that should have been addressed first, that should have been straightened 
out. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Suggestions for Discharge Monitoring and Permit Stipulations 

In addition to permit considerations, the study team asked workshop participants to provide specific 
suggestions for discharge monitoring and permit stipulations. The majority of participants shared a 
similar view that all discharges should be prohibited in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas and voiced their 
desire for a “zero-discharge” policy: 

Zero harmful discharge. I mean they don’t want to go with what we want. Why should we 
let them drill if they don’t want to follow our wishes? We presented them with [our 
thoughts]. We gave them what they wanted, and they came back and tear it up. They 
come back and say we just want you to answer our phones and our radios. That’s 
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baloney, I think. We’re just going to stick with the original CAA (Conflict Avoidance 
Agreement). Zero harmful discharge is what I want to see. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

[Restrict discharges in] the whole Chukchi Sea. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

Most residents also stated that the areas currently restricted for discharges do not extend far enough from 
the coast. Residents stated that the lagoon, the barrier islands, and the area between the barrier islands and 
25 miles from shore are all important habitat areas for a number of marine mammal, fish, and waterfowl 
species  

It should be 25 miles out. Because the whales can come 75 miles out and then come 
around the point here. Last year, they were right out here hanging out. (SRB&A Point 
Lay Interview September 2010) 

I thought that boundary line [shown on the map] was going to be bigger, it looks so 
close! I thought we made it…This is…I meant this much from the base of the spit. This 
must be the farthest point for the whales and the belugas. I want two times more coastal 
protection from what they just did. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

If you look at that map, see how far it is from Omalik? When you get to the spit, keep it 
the same distance from the spit (as it is from the shore at Omalik). If I had my way, I’d 
make it the whole State of Alaska [banned for discharges]. We’re going to affect a lot of 
animals. Fish, whaling, seals, birds, all sea animals. We’ve got all kinds of studies going 
on; fish study, beluga study, we’ve got it all going on. Seal study. Oh man! (SRB&A 
Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

One respondent in particular noted that there is an ocean current or front approximately 10 to 15 miles 
offshore that provides feeding for a variety of marine mammal, fish, and bird species. He indicated that 
discharges near this current should be avoided at a considerable distance: 

Since that current isn’t in the exact place every year, probably have five mile variant, so 
25 miles offshore. I think that’s reasonable. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

Residents noted that Icy Cape and Omalik Lagoon are particularly sensitive habitat areas and should be 
off limits for any discharges. One respondent said, 

I think around Icy Cape, I don’t think they should do anything in that area, because that’s 
where our whales come through. And by Omalik. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

Another individual pointed to two shoals that are located substantial distances offshore from Point Lay, 
which he believes may be an important habitat for marine life and should be protected from discharges: 

I think because those shoals influence the current, around those areas, because it’s 
shallow water, you’re probably going to find more life here. I think between here and 
Russia I’d like to see [it] protected. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 
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In addition to providing information about current area restrictions for discharges, the study team 
presented interview participants with a list of seasonal restrictions by area (see Table 2“Methods”). 
Researchers asked whether there were any additional times of year that discharges should be prohibited. 
Residents stated that conditions in the Chukchi Sea are particularly hazardous when there is ice present: 

I don’t think there should be any vessels out there during the spring season when there’s 
ice out there. You never know what’s going to happen with the ice. The barge could get 
crushed. They were talking about building an oil pipeline 75 miles out from Wainwright 
or something. I don’t think they should. I don’t think they have any idea about our ice 
conditions. They’ve never been there, hunted on the ice like we have. I’ve seen icebergs 
that were half a mile in diameter; I’ve seen them completely flip over. You can hear it 
from town. When the ice comes in and crashes into shore, you can hear it from town. 
They’re like mountains out there. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Residents also stated that open ice conditions provide habitat for walrus and therefore were particularly 
sensitive to the potential effects of discharges during those times: 

It looks like a wall of ice. They should consider that we hunt all along this coast, and we 
hunt up to 25 miles out. Even with these barges, I don’t think they should be traveling 
closer to the edge. They should stay further out and then cut into the village. That has an 
effect too. I’ve told the past few barges, I’ve been telling them to stay away from Point 
Lay because we’ve got that walrus haul-out. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

Yeah, that’s when the ice is on the move with the walrus on it. I’d be really worried about 
anything being discharged because they’re feeding when they’re moving. That would be 
late June through mid-July. And of course that’s beluga time too. Actually you can go 
mid-June to mid-July for beluga. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

To help ensure permit compliance, respondents suggest several methods that the EPA should consider to 
monitor discharges, including ongoing surveillance and local monitors: 

I’d like to see a watchdog, the oil companies. That sounds like a good idea, you know. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

When I see them discharging from a ship, I would go take samples and get on the radio 
and tell them there’s walrus on the beach, and I don’t know if it’s safe. I talk to them and 
say, “Let me see your permit! I live off the wildlife here.” (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

Several respondents also suggested that instead of discharging into the ocean, waste materials should be 
shipped out of the area and sent elsewhere. One individual noted that the oil industry should follow the 
same rules as local hunters and recreationists, indicating that if they bring waste into the area, they should 
have to take it with them when they leave. Workshop participants provided the following suggestions 
regarding a zero-discharge policy: 

All these discharges that drain out, why can’t they put them in containers and have a ship 
that comes by, a tanker, then discharge it into the tanker, and the discharge ship could 
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clean it up and make it better? It’s the same money to discharge into the ocean than to 
discharge into a tanker. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

I would ask them when you discharge, don’t you have tankers where you could discharge 
them into and clean them up more, where you could get rid of it. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

I pick up pop cans that I pick up way up the river. I clean up other people’s messes a lot. 
As a backpacker you take it in you take it out. Why do we let rich industry do otherwise? 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Other Concerns 

Aside from the concerns about discharges from oil and gas exploration activities, respondents also 
expressed general concerns related to offshore oil and gas activities and how local communities are being 
represented in the permitting processes. Two residents described their concerns about the permitting 
process in the following way: 

Right now when industry always come to us and says, “Can we not take a wildlife rep on 
this ship? “And we say, “No, every ship is going to have a wildlife rep. You are going to 
use an Alaska resident, who lives on the coast, and is an active subsistence user.” They 
keep talking to us about why do they have to have a wildlife rep on our ship? Because it’s 
our waters. We live here. We’re going to live with the impact. You don’t have to. It might 
not affect your waters and your way of life, but it’s going to affect us. It already is. I know 
they mean good for the rest of the world and for all of us, but we mean good for our 
environment and for our way of life. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

I think the whaling really just each perspective should have their own CAAs (Conflict 
Avoidance Agreements), but they’re pretty close. Their concerns are pretty much the 
same, but and there’s bigger communities like Barrow that can override a smaller 
community through their voice and especially through their votes, so I think whatever 
each community says should stand to be heard and respected. Their wishes respected. 
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

I think they need to find a way to deal with these villages that aren’t opening themselves 
up. Instead of a lawsuit let’s open this up and deal with these things. That takes 10 years, 
20 years. I think they’re going to be drilling before that. I think we need more of a voice. 
I think we should have more say. If we don’t do it, someone else isn’t going to do it.  
(SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

Participants were also concerned that offshore activity deflects the marine resources they depend on for 
subsistence away from the community, making them more difficult to retrieve: 

Yeah I want to say that my uncle who lives in Nuiqsut has always stressed that the mud 
discharge and the water discharge has always deflected whales away from their 
migratory paths, and it’s true and they had to go out 30 miles one year and lost a couple 
whales by running into major storms while they’re towing their whales [back to shore]. 
They’ve lost whales to the oil companies. [There were] discharges in the Beaufort Sea in 
Camden Bay. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 
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I’m really concerned about helicopter use. It’s everywhere; it makes animals nervous. I 
don’t like all that helicopter use. I talked to [oil companies] about it. We’ve also talked 
about them working together. Instead of each of them having a pipeline come to shore, 
share and make it a good one. Share ice roads.  (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 
2010) 

One resident also voiced concern that the limited amount of activity currently underway in the Chukchi 
Sea could escalate over time and cause detrimental cumulative effects due to an increase in ship traffic: 

I know the oil industry will say if we discharge their sewer, nothing is going to be 
affected. I highly doubt it. Seven ships is small right now. It seems big, but it’s not. But if 
we come to 50 ships travelling in a year, that’s a big number. That’s a lot of discharge. 
It’s going to affect the whole coast where these ships are travelling. (SRB&A Point Lay 
Interview September 2010) 

Take Home Message 

Residents were asked to provide a “take-home message” regarding the EPA’s oil and gas discharge 
permit. They provided the following comments: 

It’s your [EPA’s] job to protect the Arctic Ocean. It’s a pristine environment that needs 
to be protected. Discharging drill mud is not a way of protecting our ocean, and on the 
mainland when drill rigs drill, they don’t discharge into the tundra. They have a pit 
where they store their mud, and they’re not even allowed to drain the mud into the 
tundra. I think it should be the same in the ocean. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 

EPA needs to inform the community of the rules and the regulations that were made from 
the start to this date, and to communicate with the people in the Chukchi and Beaufort 
sea regarding the rules and the regulations and any changes. Every year. I think there’s 
been a few important paragraphs that were withheld…I’ve never heard no talk about it. 
I’ve never heard that number before. That’s the first time I’ve heard it, today. And I’m a 
village leader. A lot of people are going to be mad when they see that. If they don’t show 
us that, how can we use our judgment to balance it with our subsistence way of life? I feel 
like the federal government is hiding things in bits and pieces. We need to be reminded of 
the rules that have been made already. We need to be reminded about the rules and the 
regulations that have been made by the EPA. The Natives on the coast, we don’t have any 
secrets. We’ve put everything on the table and said zero discharge and protect our 
culture and our way of life. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview September 2010) 

I think what they’re looking at, the information that we’re giving you, take that to heart. 
We’re not just saying NO, but let’s do it with a mutual agreement. Listen to us. We’re 
losing a lot of elders so it’s what we picked up from those folks. We need traditional 
knowledge. Look at what the Air Force has done, look at Prudhoe Bay and Nuiqsut. You 
wake up in Nuiqsut you’ve really got nothing to look for. We don’t want that to happen 
here; this is a sensitive area for caribou migration. If we have any alien influence, we 
won’t see caribou anymore. We may start seeing sick whales and mammals. I think there 
is a way to have a balance. I don’t think we’ve reached it yet. The message would be to 
work with us and respect the traditional knowledge. (SRB&A Point Lay Interview 
September 2010) 
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Barrow 

Physical Environment  
Barrow workshop respondents provided their TK regarding water movement and currents and ice 
conditions in the Chukchi and Beaufort seas. Their discussion on water movement and currents focused 
on the strength and direction of currents, location of fronts, and dangerous areas. Respondents’ 
knowledge on ice conditions included topics of effects of wind and currents on ice and timing of freeze-
up and break-up. Both sections also included a discussion of the differences between the Chukchi and 
Beaufort seas and any changes in currents or ice conditions over time. Placenames identified during the 
workshops are shown on Map 19. 

Water Movement and Currents  

Strength and Direction of Currents 

Workshop participants regularly discussed three currents that are found in the Barrow area. The 
consensus among the participants indicated that there were two sets of currents located close to the 
shoreline along the Chukchi and Beaufort seas and a third current located much further offshore. 
Respondents provided the following general observations regarding these three currents, saying,  

There are three major currents. You will hit the first current close to shore and then 
further out is a second and from there is a third. It can be right off shore. From Point 
Barrow it goes magnetic north. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[Chukchi and Beaufort currents] varies six to eight miles. It depends on the wind. 
Sometimes a lot closer like three to four miles out. It changes every year. Maybe three to 
six miles. It might be shallower on this side [Beaufort]. And deeper on this side 
[Chukchi]. Those are only two currents. And there is another one way out. Like some 50 
miles is another one. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One set [of currents are] close to land and [they] fight against each other and the third 
one is further out and more stable. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Many of the Barrow workshop participants’ observations regarding currents and water movements 
focused on the two currents closest to the community that are often encountered during subsistence 
activities. Several individuals made the observation that the two currents are often going in opposite 
directions. Regarding these two closer currents, respondents said,  

The two oceans back over here, the Chukchi and Beaufort seas, come together right off 
our coast here and those two always are conflicting currents. Depending on time of year 
they can be a couple of miles to 20 miles offshore. You get these currents going either 
direction. Two prevailing currents that I have experienced are closer ones and the further 
ones out there is one that is always been consistently the stronger current. That will 
almost always be the stronger current. I have gone as far as 20 miles out there to that 
stronger current. That closer current will be anywhere from right along the coast to three 
miles out. Almost always two currents. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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There are at least two currents out there because I followed scattered ice around the 
Point over here, and I have gone five to six miles weaving through the ice only to find the 
main Arctic ice pack beyond that and the floating ice pack in one direction and the main 
ice pack in another direction, and so I know for sure there is at least two currents. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[Chukchi currents] close to shore and couple miles out. The one close to shore is faster. 
Outside is slow. The strong one is closer to shore. That one further out is ice going north. 
It is a slower speed. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One is brown and one is green. Fish gather where two currents meet. Times we see lots 
of bearded seals there. Never the same. Changes every year. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Workshop respondents also noted currents flowing in and out of Elson Lagoon and around the barrier 
islands. Two workshop respondents provided the following description of currents in these areas, saying, 

This Inikpuk [Lake] lagoon right here [by Barrow] always has a current coming in from 
Elson Lagoon and no water going out. It is always going in. Some old timers who work 
with Arctic Research Laboratory from the old days say that Arctic people identified at 
least six underground rivers from that lagoon. Right off from the end of the road by the 
airport runway. Always has current going into it. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Right off the Point we always have a current coming in right around the lagoon. We have 
currents coming and going through barrier islands. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Factors that Affect Currents. In general, Barrow workshop participants noted that there are only a few 
factors that can affect the strength and direction of currents in the Barrow area. Most noted that the 
currents are stronger than other environmental factors but in certain conditions can be influenced by ice, 
wind, and seasonal break-up. Remarking on the strength and power of currents in the Barrow region 
against other conditions, workshop participants provided the following descriptions:  

I don’t think [that ice affects the currents]. The reason I don’t think so is right off the 
Point is a dangerous area where currents are strong in the springtime and ice is coming 
from the west, and it is coming to the shoreline and over here at the Point with cross 
currents the great big chunks of ice 20 feet tall would be anywhere from 60 to 80 feet 
below the water. I have seen 20 foot tall chunks of ice get rolled under the ice by the 
current. That is why I am thinking the currents may not be affected or influenced by the 
ice. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Yes, it [the wind] does [affect currents]. There are times the current is stronger than the 
wind. Especially after a real strong wind you get a current from the south and wind going 
north and wind picks up and the current changes around and the ice starts going out…. 
The current takes over. It is stronger than the wind. It [wind] doesn’t always affect the 
current. The current is on its own. I don’t know what stops it and turns it around. The 
wind changes direction and two to three days later it changes. Currents come in and out 
and north and south; never one direction for a long time. Varies. Always changes. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Workshop participants noted that strong winds, thick ice, and the high volume of water being discharged 
into the ocean from rivers during break-up can influence the strength or direction of the currents. They 
explained, 

It is mainly by wind. When you get a strong wind is how I have learned. Wind has a big 
impact [on currents]. There are some strange times when the current is stronger than the 
wind too, and you have glassy water and the current is really moving and [when] it starts 
twirling on edge of ice, it is time to go. It is ready to go. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Wind kind of doesn’t affect current. The ice affects the current. If ice is thick enough. 
Nowadays it is not that thick. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

All currents get stronger when rivers start dumping in the ocean. That starts early to 
middle of May, and current gets strong when we are [spring] whaling. Because big rivers 
start dumping further south. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Location of Fronts and Dangerous Areas 

Workshop participants identified two areas of merging currents or fronts in the Barrow area. In nearly 
each workshop, the area directly in front of Point Barrow was noted by respondents as being a front 
location. The Christi Point and Dease Inlet (Map 19) area was also identified during one workshop as a 
front location. Respondents described these two fronts as follows: 

Right where the Beaufort and Chukchi current goes north. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Six miles out from the beach. Chukchi and maybe even closer on Beaufort side. When 
they both meet at the Point, you can really tell the difference in the water. The water 
color changes from green to brown. Green Chukchi and brown from barrier islands I 
guess. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Right here there are two different currents. Christi Point is this way and another from 
here [Dease Inlet] going out….Scary current mainly here. Whitecaps and whirlpool. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

When asked about dangerous areas or areas of strong currents, individuals consistently described the front 
north of Point Barrow where the Chukchi and Beaufort seas meet as the most dangerous location with the 
strongest currents. Participants describing these areas said, 

Right over here off the Point in the spring the currents are really strong and dangerous 
and further out. And currents 20 miles out in there. I would say that second current I am 
always cautious about could be up to 20 to 26 miles out. From the Point I would say 
going north, northwest [is a dangerous area]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Right along the coast you can see where the green water and the gray water from the 
beach [meet] and you can really notice that along the coast and right at the Point itself I 
am really cautious during west winds. Going from the lagoon during west winds will 
swell with storm tides. That is a dangerous area. Dangerous to navigate. That is the only 
deep water entry point to Elson Lagoon. You can go in anywhere over here but it is all 
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shallow and it makes it non desirable of outboard getting snagged in rocks or waves 
beaching you on a shoal or something. If a barge is traveling to Prudhoe they take 
shelter around point back into Elson Lagoon. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

During one workshop, a group of local whalers recounted a story of losing a whale in the area directly 
north of Point Barrow and the strength of the current that pulled the whale out to sea. They said,  

[North of Barrow] we try to beat ice [brought in by the current] and it hit us and hit the 
whole boat and we were lucky and got past the ice and others got caught [and snapped 
tow line attached to the whale]. Within five minutes that whale was eight miles out. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Differences between the Currents in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas 

Workshop participants were asked to describe any differences between the Chukchi and Beaufort seas in 
relation to currents and water movement. Responses regarding this question were mixed among 
respondents. Several individuals noted that the only difference between the two seas was their names and 
an imaginary dividing line: 

Just the names. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Current go that way and not different animals or anything like that. Same animals. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

First time I see the switch Beaufort and Chukchi seas. It is the same. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

I don’t know differences. Not when in whole North Slope area. I mean mentally just 
because there is a line is there a difference? No. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Other workshop participants noted however that the current in the Chukchi Sea is stronger, saying, 

Chukchi is more devastating. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

West part has more strength from Bering Sea. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

They say all our current comes from Point Hope and krill comes in. This here is the 
strength. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One workshop participant made a counter-observation on why they believed the Beaufort Sea side current 
is stronger than the Chukchi Sea current based on the lack of beach material from the Chukchi coastline 
being deposited on the Beaufort coast. The individual remarked,  

I would like to think that the Beaufort Sea side current would be stronger. The reason I 
say that is because the sand along the [Chukchi Sea] beach is always migrating north, 
and we don’t have rock mountains and yet we have granite and all kinds of pretty little 
rocks on the beach. Coming over here [along Chukchi] you don’t see islands getting any 
bigger [on Beaufort]. That is why Beaufort Sea side of current is stronger [because rocks 
and sand moving on Chukchi don’t make it to Beaufort beaches because Beaufort current 
pushes into Chukchi]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Changes in Currents over Time 

Barrow workshops did not identify any changes in currents over time. While respondents noted a number 
of changes in the physical environment (see “Observed Changes in Ice Conditions Over Time” below) 
during the workshops, most comments addressing currents indicated they have not changed: 

No. I can’t really say that [currents have changed]. Certain time it comes from west and 
north and springtime it is good when it comes from the west. Brings southern animals. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

No. Currents have always been there and always go one direction and I have never seen 
it change. It is the same. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

No [changes in currents over time]. Except they have always been out there. Green and 
brown water from the beach. You know there is a current right there because clear 
delineation. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One group of workshop participants did note however that while the currents are the same, they do seem 
to be stronger. They said,  

Always the same but more stronger. More water. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Ice Conditions 

Effects of Wind and Currents on Ice Movement 

Workshop participants described the influence of wind and currents on ice movement in the Beaufort and 
Chukchi seas. Participants stated that the currents and wind are the dominant forces in the marine 
environment and play a major role in the movement of ice in the Barrow area. Observations regarding the 
movement of ice by currents and wind included the following:  

[The current] forms pressure ridges. When the land fast ice is already to land and more 
current coming in and thinner ice is [pushed in] and builds up more and changes every 
year. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

West wind brings ice to the beach and a northeast wind opens up the lead in front of 
Barrow. In the last couple of days we have small shore fast pressure ridge along beach. 
Used to be pressure ridge was a quarter mile out because ice was getting thicker but 
because ice is not thick the pressure ridge was right along the beach. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Northwest wind piles it up and bottom fasts it. Wind anchors the ice. This ice will float 
out if there is a good northeast wind. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010)  

It is all young now. Current takes ice away. It takes off earlier. This ice coming up [at 
freeze-up] we used to never see. This is just freeze-over. Ice from snow and freezing. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Several observations regarding ice and currents described that most of the ice mass is underwater and thus 
is more affected by currents. As one individual mentioned during a workshop, “9/10th of ice is under 
[water] and so [current pushes]” (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010). Workshop participants 
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observed that, because of the underwater mass of the ice, the current will push the ice against the wind 
when the two are going in opposite directions:  

The water is the strength. It takes the ice wherever. The current is going to bring the ice 
with it. The wind pushes but we see the current push against the ice. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

One example of the strength of the current in moving ice against the wind was described by one workshop 
participant, who said, 

We had a big storm in 1964. It was blowing [from west] but current going [east], and we 
saw big ice berg going against it [the wind] and then it exploded. And all winter they 
went outside his house and got ice for drinking. We see ice, and we don’t know how big it 
was and going against the wind and current so strong. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Timing of Freeze-Up and Break-Up 

During the workshops, the study team asked participants to describe the timing of freeze-up and break-up 
in the Barrow region. The consensus among workshops indicated that mid-May through early-June is the 
period of spring break-up and that break-up is now earlier than it used to be. Respondents provided the 
following descriptions regarding the spring break-up season:  

It is breaking up in May and June and by June and by July 4th they have boat races every 
year. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

End of May or early June, third week of June [break-up]. Longest was third week of 
June. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Now more like in June. Used to be July. First part of June [is breakup now].Fourth of 
July I would hunt ugruk (bearded seal). Fourth of July ice used to not go anywhere. Now 
Fourth of July we have way open water. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Workshop participants also noted that the timing of freeze-up is now much later in the year. Respondents 
reported that freeze-up typically used to occur at the end of September and October but now occurs more 
often in November or even sometimes later. They said,  

Right about this year it seem like freeze up is later in November, and we finally started 
getting slush ice on the beach. October I think it was. See the water slush up into ice. 
Late October. Usually that would happen earlier and now here in November, and we get 
this storm. I had soft slushy snow on side of my vehicle. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Normally freeze up September and high waves in September and freeze up later part of 
September and now days it is late October and early November. It is different. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Last year first of January it [ice] stuck. Used to be in October. Not solid right now. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

For additional observations regarding the timing of freeze-up and break-up see “Observed Changes in Ice 
Conditions Over Time” below.  
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Differences between Beaufort and Chukchi Sea Ice Conditions 

Respondents provided few observations regarding the difference in ice conditions between the two seas. 
One workshop participant noted that the Beaufort will have more multi-year ice because of its proximity 
to the North Pole and another participant noted that the ice near the Point where the Chukchi and Beaufort 
seas meet is weaker because of the strong currents in the area. They said, 

Beaufort will have more multi-year ice because of its vicinity to North Pole and colder 
regions which are more east. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Around Point on some parts it [the ice] is kind of weaker because current is stronger. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Observed Changes in Ice Conditions over Time 

Regarding the present state of ice conditions in the Barrow area compared to previous years, workshop 
participants stated that today’s ice is unpredictable and has changed from past years. In general, 
workshops identified that ice conditions are thinner, have a shorter duration (i.e., early break-up and late 
freeze-up), and are characterized by a lack of multi-year ice. The timing of when these changes first 
started to occur and the effects of these changes on marine wildlife and subsistence activities are 
discussed further below. 

Many of the workshop participants remarked on the lack of multi-year ice, which is sea ice that has 
survived at least one melt season, in the Barrow area. Individuals discussed that multi-year ice (also called 
“blue ice” or “glacier ice”) is not as prevalent as it once was and is rarely seen anymore. Participants 
provided the following comments concerning the lack of multi-year ice: 

If someone were to monitor for 80 years compared to today, we have no ice. The North 
Slope no longer has multi-year ice. What we hunt off of now is first year ice, and it is not 
very stable. It breaks up with current. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One thing I don’t see anymore or rarely see is glacier ice. The reason I know that is 
because glacial ice was one of our one things our whaling crew would look for drinking 
water and you hardly ever see it. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

You don’t get multiyear ice anymore. First year ice every year. Kind of scary. [Started 
changing] maybe 10 years ago. Once in a while scattered [multi-year ice is seen]. Blue 
ice is multi-year ice and higher than building. We don’t see no more. We used to go over 
ice higher than this building. It is all flat ice [now].  (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Workshop participants observed that the lack of multi-year ice means that Barrow residents are only 
seeing first-year ice that has formed in the past year. This first-year ice is thinner than ice conditions that 
individuals had once traveled on and subsisted from. The following comments describe the changes in ice 
thickness reported during workshops:  

Used to get six to eight feet [thick]. One of the guys cut through 12 feet of ice to get to 
that whale. Not like that anymore. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

And we don’t have high pressure ridges like 20 years ago and ice is so thin now. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Ice is getting thinner. More young ice now. Seem like all we get now. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Workshop participants noted that the thin ice is quicker to break-up in the spring and does not last as long 
as in the past. According to the workshop participants, the thinner ice is breaking up in May and early 
June whereas it used to last until June or July: 

There used to be no thin ice, and it would be big ice and be so flat. We don’t get big flat 
spots. Used to stay till June but now lucky to go to May. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

The ice used to stay till middle part of July and before breakup and then come ashore but 
now with nothing solid throwing it down, it thaws the bottom of the ice quicker and like 
they say it is not solid and first part of June or last of May you have to get out of there. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

When Changes Occurred. Workshop respondents varied in their responses to when they had noticed the 
changes in ice conditions. Two reasons for the varied responses could include the age of the workshop 
participant and the type of change in question (e.g., thin ice, lack of multi-year ice, early break-up). 
Although varied, several responses did seem to identify the mid-1980s and 1990s as a period when these 
changes began to occur. For this time period, individuals provided the following comments: 

Yeah, back in 1980s we go 20 miles out and now just a couple miles. [The ice] used to be 
real thick. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[Less multi-year ice started] at height of Prudhoe Bay oil production. I would say early 
1990s to late 1980s. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Haven’t seen [thick ice] for long time. Last time I saw it was early 1990s. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One individual noted that the changes first began in the 1960s and have rapidly increased in their intensity 
since that time, saying, 

Started in 1960s. When we come back from high school, we come back in the early 
1960s, and we used to come back and still be snow and release end of May to go back 
home from institute schools. When we come back there would be lots of dog team activity 
but by senior year the snow would be almost gone already. Middle of May. Graduated 
1968. That is when changing [started]. After that it changed rapidly. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Two workshop participants commented that the changes in ice conditions have been most noticeable 
within the last 10 years. They said, 

About eight years ago. Not really cold out there. It is in the teens and like thirties in early 
April and start freeze and thaw and that makes the ice weak. Makes lots of crumpled 
pieces and one guy fell through one year. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

About ten years ago. We don’t see [multiyear ice]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 
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Effects on Wildlife. The study team asked workshop participants to describe the effects they have 
observed related to wildlife and changes in ice conditions in the Barrow region. Respondents identified 
effects to marine mammals including walrus, polar bears, and seals. The general consensus among 
workshop participants’ observations was that the changes in ice conditions have affected marine mammal 
distribution, caused changes in the marine mammal behavior, and caused physical stress and sometimes 
even death. Regarding the effect on the distribution of marine mammals, workshop participants said, 

Well it affects walrus because [there is] less ice now during the summer time. It used to 
be common to wake up in the summer time and there would be nothing but ice. 
Throughout all the ocean, it would be ice. This is summer time and you wake up and it is 
all ice and no water and then that ice would linger back and forth five to 15 miles from 
Barrow and we hunt off of it and catch bearded seal and walrus. Now that ice once it 
breaks free it seems like it lingers for a week or two and then poof it is gone, and we 
don’t see it until cold weather makes more ice. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

We hardly see bearded seals, natchiq (ringed seal). I think it was couple summers ago 
and the ice took off and never came back, and it usually comes back mid-summer. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Physical stress and mortality of marine mammals due to the changes in ice conditions were also identified 
by respondents. Respondents reported observing or hearing of young walrus and polar bear that had 
drowned while trying to swim long distances without any ice to haul out on and rest. The lack of ice was 
also noted as stressing marine mammals and causing them to expend additional effort in search of areas to 
rest and thus leading to less fat and healthy animals. These observations are summarized below: 

Poor walrus are without ice now. I saw two baby walrus in front of the old airport and 
SBS and two dead baby walrus and no ice to escape to. They probably drown from 
waves. No ice to haul out on. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Polar bears too far out and by the time they get to shore, it was salty meat, and they just 
lay there two or three days. They swam so long and tired and hungry. Some flyovers they 
claim they saw drowned polar bears. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The ice leaves right away or melts and floats away. [Lack of ice] stresses out seals and 
bearded seals. Getting fat, now they don’t have that opportunity. Worry about crushing 
ice and movement of current and shore fast ice when not there it doesn’t allow ugruk 
(bearded seal) and seals to get there and get fat. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

One workshop included the following discussion of an unusual behavior in seals in which baby seals 
beached themselves on shore because of the lack of ice:  

Even baby seals were on the shore this summer. I walked down the beach and saw a baby 
seal on the beach and one guy took it to Wildlife [Department], and it didn’t know where 
to go. Like they were lost or something. I have never seen a seal on the shore before. 
Maybe it was lost and there was absolutely no ice, and they didn’t know where to go. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Effects on Subsistence Activities. In addition to observed effects on wildlife, workshop participants 
identified the effects of changes in ice conditions to their subsistence activities. Harvesting fewer marine 
mammals, traveling farther, increased risks, increased difficulty, and decreased opportunity to pass TK to 
the younger generation were identified as impacts resulting from changing ice conditions. Workshop 
groups stated that they harvested fewer marine mammals because the ice in recent years has been farther 
from the community and residents either did not have the technology (e.g., large powerful boats) to travel 
the increased distance to the ice or were not willing to risk their lives traveling such distances in search of 
marine mammals. Workshop participants provided the following comments regarding their decreased 
harvest of marine mammals during the boating season: 

They [marine mammals] are not near enough for us to go hunt. With what ice is out 
there, we not going to risk our lives to go 100 miles or more….Those mammals we hunt, 
the habitat is the ice, and without multi-year ice it is so far out that we not going to risk 
our lives to go hunt. [The ice is] 60 to 80 miles [out]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

I know I catch less walrus then I used to. Much further away either north or south. Some 
guys with bigger boats will go further out to catch walrus 50 to 60 miles out, and I catch 
less walrus because less ice that is hanging from shore. I can go as far as 30 miles at 
most with my little boat, but beyond that it is futile for me to go that far in small boat. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Those marine mammal harvesters who have the suitable boating equipment and are willing to take on the 
increased risk of traveling farther reported increased difficulty and have increased costs associated with 
traveling farther. They explained, 

Like if there was less ice. Harder to go hunting. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

When the ice goes out early and [we do] not see it in July, it hinders my seal hunting and 
gathering for skins. I have to go 50 to 60 miles. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

In addition to decreased harvest of marine mammals during the boating season, one workshop participant 
identified an impact to seal harvesting during the winter months because of changing ice conditions. He 
said,  

A couple years ago we didn’t have ice until December. It kept going out and in. And that 
is not even [stable ice], and it is really, really shallow ice. Not even two months of ice. 
Just snow and water mixed together. Basically slush. Everyone is trying to hunt and can’t 
go out there right now [November]. It’s too dangerous. I know a lot of seal hunters want 
to be out there. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

During one workshop, several participants remarked on the effect that the changing ice conditions have 
had on passing TK to the younger generation. The shorter period of time that ice is present in the Barrow 
region was identified as leaving less time for the older generation to teach the younger generation how to 
hunt off the ice. Several participants gave an example of TK passed on to them related to what types of 
marine mammals are found near certain types of ice: 
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I have noticed real big ice goes way down in the water. It is like a flashlight to the game 
swimming in the water. It attracts all the game underneath. My dad said if [there is a] 
big ice floe and thick, he said go around and there is ugruk [bearded seal] around it. And 
it is sporadic now [because of lack of big ice]….that is why when my dad taught me he 
said go by big iceberg and flat spot at end of it and it attracts sunlight and whales could 
see it from far, but you don’t see it. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

During the workshop it was noted that this passing of TK as described in the example above is not 
happening as much anymore because of the shortened period of time to spend on the ice. One participant 
explained, 

We don’t have time to bond with young men. No more time to teach young men to be on 
the ice. That is how we grew up. We might have a good month to go out and be with boys 
and men….When ice used to be there it was good time to show young boys how to hunt. 
Peace and nature of when glassy and big ice and all that and lots of animals come up. 
That used to be the best time. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Biological Environment  
In addition to TK related to the physical environment, workshop participants provided TK about the 
biological environment in the Barrow region. Their biological TK focused on important habitat areas such 
as feeding grounds, haul-outs and resting grounds, rearing and pupping grounds, and denning and nesting 
areas as well as migratory patterns for the seasonal marine resources. Wildlife resources addressed for 
these topics included whales, walrus, seals, polar bears, fish, and birds. 

Nearshore Habitats 

The study team asked workshop participants to identify areas in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas that 
support a variety of marine life, much like a coral reef does in warmer water regions found in the lower 
latitudes of the northern and southern hemispheres. In response to this question, individuals identified 
four areas in the Barrow region that supported a variety of marine life. These areas included the shallow 
shoals north of Point Barrow, another shoal near Peard Bay, and a third and fourth area near Point 
Franklin and Skull Cliff respectively: 

What my dad has told me is there is some shoals way out there. Shallow shoals, and 
elders used to talk about hitting the shallow shoals. I don’t know if [there is] coral life or 
plant life, but there may be growth. He said that on many occasions they would go for a 
week at a time.…I have no idea [where]. They would be in launch boats and be gone two 
or three days….The shoals he is talking about are off Peard Bay. Not too far from the 
coastline. You can see it from distance with ripples coming up from gravel. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010)  

There is one in front of Nuwuk. It is shallow. How many miles away? Somewhere a little 
bit further north. It is real shallow. I don’t know where it shows on the depth map. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Point Franklin. Down on that side. Both sides. A lot of gray whales hang off the coastline 
and seals and ducks and right offshore. One hundred feet or 100 yards and they are 
always in abundance there in the summer time. Seahorse Island. Usually give or take five 
to 10 miles. And then the other place I have noticed around here would be right there at 
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Nuwuk and Monument and Skull Cliff where you find an abundance of sea life animals. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Marine Mammals  

Whales 

Workshop respondents provided habitat comments related to bowhead, beluga, gray, humpback, and orca 
whales as well as porpoises (Map 20). These comments included observations on migratory routes, 
feeding, and resting. A majority of participants’ TK observations focused on bowhead and beluga whales.  

Migration Routes. During the workshops, respondents described areas where they had observed 
bowhead during their spring and fall migration through the Barrow area. Participants described observing 
bowhead whales several miles offshore as they followed the coastline:  

They [bowhead] just travel north from west going along the coast. They just feed on the 
way through. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Maybe 10 to 15 miles out from the Point. We spot three or four out there if we don’t see 
any in this area [Chukchi side]. About eight to 10 miles [from shore]. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

In addition to migrating along the coast, some bowhead were also reported to migrate much further out in 
the ocean, traveling through proposed oil and gas lease sale areas: 

We never used to know what their [bowhead] migration was doing but through the 
tagging it is consistent they go over lease area. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Usually no further than three to four miles from the coast. They shortcut across this way. 
Or towards the lease area like 60 miles. They travel point to point. But lately they go 
straight out to Wrangell Island. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

During one workshop, one participant discussed how his recent observations of bowhead fall migratory 
patterns matched the TK about bowhead migration that he had learned from his wife’s grandmother. He 
said, 

One thing I have noticed and heard is that during the fall time when the [barrier islands] 
get snowed in, the whales get closer to the shoreline. Once you get the snow sticking to 
the islands, the whales get closer up to it. That is one thing I have noticed that even from 
stories told from my wife’s grandmas. Sure enough when snow on islands, they catch 
whales closer. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One participant reported hearing of small bowhead going into Dease Inlet but indicated that it was an 
unusual occurrence, saying, 

Once in a great while the small ones go into the bay [Dease Inlet] but that is what I 
heard. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Regarding beluga whale migration routes, workshop participants reported Point Lay, Smith Bay, and 
Dease Inlet as important areas. Several mentioned that beluga tend to follow the same migration path of 
the bowhead. Participants provided the following descriptions of those areas and migratory patterns: 

We see them every spring. They migrate a lot. They travel along side of the ice in the 
spring. There are lots of reports of beluga last part of August and September. We see 
some in Dease Inlet once in a while. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Several pods that come with bowhead. And ones that come in July through Point Lay and 
there seems to be some that linger in the fall. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Every end of July or first of August, and we see beluga out by Smith Bay. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Belugas follow the coast; the same migration as the [bowhead] whales. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Feeding Grounds. Important bowhead feeding habitat areas identified during Barrow workshops 
included the Beaufort Sea area north of the barrier islands, Cooper Island, Tulimanik Island, Nuwuk and 
the area northeast of Barrow. Bowhead feeding in the Chukchi Sea area included the area north of 
Wainwright and west of the Will Rogers and Wiley Post Memorial (Monument). Several participants 
explained that the bowhead feed in these areas due to the abundance of krill at these locations. Most of the 
bowhead feeding activity was identified as occurring during the fall migration. Describing the important 
bowhead feeding areas in the Beaufort Sea, workshop participants said,  

A little northeast of Barrow about six miles all the way to the east. Always around here 
they go in spots and go in the bays. There is a big red hue around here, and I was 
wondering [what the red hue was] last fall in August and September. I think it was some 
of those krills congregating not far from the beach. Whales are always feeding. [There 
are] thousands and millions of krill on their path. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

More so in the fall we found when there is a nigiqpaq [north, northeasterly] wind. That is 
when krill is really active….Outside of the barrier islands. I would say three miles. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

They are always feeding right in this area about six to 10 miles I say from Cooper Island. 
Quite a few spots. Lots of krill in there. There was like 12 to 13 boats out there. I would 
say 20 to 50 whales in one area. All different sizes too. This was October 15th. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

You know the bowhead are always feeding off the coast off the point [by Nuwuk] there 
too. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Right by Tulimanik [Island] bay they hang out because of rivers that dump into that area. 
Maybe two to three miles. Maybe six miles out from the beach. Maybe up to 10 miles. It is 
always about an 11 mile radius. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010)  
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Descriptions of Chukchi Sea bowhead feeding areas included the following: 

Sometimes we see a little [bowhead] in here [west of Barrow]. We went by Wiley Post 
Monument. One year we were four to five miles from beach when this side didn’t have 
any [bowhead]. Late October. Maybe half way between Barrow and Monument. One 
year we hunted there, and they caught two [bowhead] in that area one year. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Couple weeks ago [October] they went 20 miles north of Wainwright and they just saw a 
whole bunch around there feeding. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Respondents also identified areas of important habitat for beluga feeding. In general, respondents 
indicated that beluga feeding areas are closer to shore than bowhead areas and are concentrated in bays, at 
the mouths of rivers, and in Elson Lagoon: 

Yes quite a bit out in front [west of Barrow] just right off the beach.…Quarter mile or 
less. I imagine they go inside these areas [small bays] to eat fish. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Both currents are different and they both join at the Point and get a lot of fish in there 
right at the Point and right into the inlet and you can see there is times there is lots of 
beluga in there. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Beluga whale is up and down the coast and starting to inhabit our Elson Lagoon. They 
come in great numbers. This summer there must have been at least 1,000 in there. They 
travel any part of the lagoon they feel like it. They are feeding and molting and rubbing 
on the bottom. It is shallow and they don’t dive very deep. Not a real noticeable strong 
current for the young. Big potluck in there. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

There is a spot by Peard Bay where I have seen some belugas in there and bearded seals 
in there and even in here too [Kugrua Bay]. I think they are feeding in there on Arctic 
char or some kind of fish. I could see some kind of fish boating in there and jumping out 
of the water. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Anywhere there are rivers flowing out. Big Colville River and by Smith Bay. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Resting Grounds. Workshop participants provided few comments regarding bowhead resting areas. One 
workshop participant reported seeing a resting bowhead in the area northeast of Point Barrow. He said, “I 
caught them sleeping in this area one year [northeast of Point Barrow]. Real foggy day I saw a small 
bowhead sleeping just bobbing on top” (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010). 

Other Whales. Barrow workshop participants also provided additional observations about other whale 
species and porpoises in the Barrow region besides bowhead and beluga whales. These observations are 
described below:  

Porpoises 

I even got a harbor porpoise some years back. We see them rarely. We saw them at Elson 
Lagoon and go check net when we fish. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Last couple of years we have seen lots of porpoises. Hardly any more see them. Just last 
couple of years we have seen several pods of porpoises following the coast and go out a 
ways and then back in. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Humpback Whales 

In the last two seasons there has been some [sightings of humpback whales]. These are 
rare. They are starting to migrate into these waters. [We saw them in the] later part of 
September. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Gray Whales 

When we start [boating] early we see a lot of gray whales in this area [northeast of Point 
Barrow]. I would say six to eight miles from barrier islands. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Gray whales like to hang out around there [west of Barrow] too. I would say all close 
right here. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Point Franklin. Down on that side. Both sides. A lot of gray whales hang off the coastline 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010).  

Orca (Killer) Whales 

Killer whales from Point Franklin to Peard Bay. Not far from Wainwright. [They] go 
inside there chasing fish. Go inside the bay. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The closest one that summer was all those small killer whales going over for the blue 
whale. That was by the hill down here by the Barrow side. My cousin was watching both 
her husband and wife. They surrounded a little whale…and the whale went on top and let 
the blue whale drown and they just eat the tongue. That was last summer time. Last year. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010)  

Walrus 

Important walrus habitat areas in the form of feeding grounds, haul-out/resting areas, and general areas of 
aggregation were reported during the Barrow workshops (Map 21). In general, participants stated that 
most walrus follow the pack ice and are primarily found in the Chukchi Sea near Barrow,  

They like to be on the ice. They don’t go beyond Nuwuk, and then they go back. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Sometimes I see walrus out there too [Peard Bay] when ice is close by but ice is not close 
by anymore. It has changed. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[Walrus are found] with the pack ice. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Feeding Grounds 

Individuals during the workshops said that clam beds are particularly important feeding habitat areas for 
walrus. The area just west of Barrow in the Chukchi Sea was identified as a particularly important clam 
bed feeding area for walrus. Respondents described the importance of this area as follows:  
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A couple of miles down beyond Barrow is an area of clam beds that the walrus feed off 
of. My knowledge is the walrus are feeding, and when we butcher them they are full of 
clams. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

My dad said if you want to catch walrus to go in front of Monument and when you get a 
walrus you float right in front of Barrow. They feed all over. Wherever there are clams 
and whatever else they munch on. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

If you see walrus it has nothing but clams. Wherever walrus migrate their stomach has 
cooked clams. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Haul-outs/Resting Grounds 

As noted above, workshop participants reported that the pack ice is the favored location for walrus and 
that when present, the walrus will haul-out on the ice to rest. However, in recent years, participants have 
noticed that due to the lack of ice, walrus have begun to more frequently haul-out along the shore. Areas 
where respondents have seen walrus hauled-out along the coast included the area south of Point Franklin, 
Monument, and by Nulavik. Several individuals described these three haul-out areas as follows: 

They haul out on the islands and on the point. In years past I have noticed them from 
Point Franklin on south. It has always been a yearly thing when they are coming back. 
Never uncommon to find walrus on the beach in the fall time….Usually in the month of 
September. On occasion I have noticed them in the summer time. But that was when the 
ice had receded beyond anything. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

There was a herd that had hauled out somewhere by Will Rogers and Nulavik and not too 
long ago, and I think it was because of the lack of ice. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

During 2007 when we had real severe ice loss, we had quite a few walrus hauling out 
from Point to beyond Nulavik and they haul out pretty good back in 2007 when we have 
ice loss. When not much ice or when ice recedes real quick. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010)  

Seals 

Workshop participants shared their TK related to seals habitat areas, including areas of aggregation, 
feeding, resting, and pupping in the Barrow region (Map 22). The majority of observations focused on 
bearded seal followed by spotted and ringed seals. Respondents reported observing bearded seals in both 
the Chukchi and Beaufort seas and stated that Peard Bay, Walakpa Bay, Nunavak Bay, Point Barrow, and 
the barrier islands were areas where bearded seals could frequently be found:  

Nunavak Bay, two to three miles out, a mile out. From ocean they go straight in there. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010)  

The bearded seal is not limited to ice only. We have spotted and bearded seal when there 
is no ice to be seen anywhere to Peard Bay, and you see big giant bearded seals out 
there. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Right off the Point six to seven miles away we see bearded seals. Right where the 
Beaufort and Chukchi current goes north. We went as far as 23 miles, and they were still 
spotting them. They like that feel of the current water, especially if they are molting. I 
don’t know what time of the year they molt, but every fall you see them on that current 
every year. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Bearded seal [at Nuwuk]. Thousands of regular spotted seals. Seals there year round and 
bearded there year round too. Ringed seal also. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Some areas we see lots of bearded seals in the barrier islands. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

For spotted seals, individuals noted during the workshops that Icy Cape, Admiralty and Smith bays, and 
islands within Dease Inlet were particularly important aggregation areas. They said,  

[Spotted seal] is usually a summer visitor, and they migrate and they always are usually 
in the lagoons around islands or around bays like Admiralty Bay or Smith Bay, anywhere 
they can haul out on the beach. They are basically a fish eater and basically all they live 
off of is fish. They travel and migrate throughout the summer here and they migrate back 
with the coming of the snow. They are in abundance. That is the spotted seal. But if you 
find them in good numbers here, 100 to 200 and if you go to Icy Cape you find them by 
the thousands. But some years in great numbers like that and some years you rarely see 
them. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[Spotted seals] go to [Oarlock and Tiny] island in the fall time. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

During one workshop, two workshop participants discussed their observations regarding the distribution 
of ringed and ribbon seals in the Barrow area noting that ringed seal are more prevalent west of Cape 
Simpson and ribbon seal are more prevalent east of Cape Simpson. They said, 

Ribbon seal seems like from Cape Simpson on east…. Ringed seal [west of Cape 
Simpson]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Few ribbon seals off of Franklin Point but they are a deep water seal. SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

One respondent went on to add that ribbon seals are deep water seals. 

Feeding grounds 

Regarding feeding grounds for bearded seals, workshop participants described that seals feed along ice 
edges, within currents, between islands, near river mouths, and in shallow areas with abundant clam beds: 

When the ice moves in and out, that is where you find them [bearded seals] in the 
currents and the cross currents and the great big ones in the open water. Between the 
islands feeding on the fish. Great big bearded seals with the red head on them are 
feeding on fish, and you will get some darker ones that follow the ice and be in the 
currents but great big bearded seal with red head is feeding on the fish. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 
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Just usually I find them wherever I find them. Or maybe right off the coastline. Just what 
they feed off of and where. [I have] not really found them on the beaches. Usually always 
on the ice or when the migration of the fish coming in, and they haul out on mouth of 
rivers. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[Feeding] close to shore maybe a mile. They like to eat close to shore land where it is 
shallow close to clams. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One respondent noted that Dease Inlet is an important feeding area for spotted seals due to the abundance 
of fish in the inlet and particularly near Oarlock and Tiny islands. He said, 

I hunt a lot of spotted seals around here [Dease Inlet]. Right by the two islands, right 
around the islands…. Lots of fish in there too. They are feeding on either whitefish or uh 
speckledbacks [unknown fish described as one foot long and bony] and Arctic char. 
Maybe even king salmon in there. I have heard of them catching king salmon in this area 
somewhere here. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Haul-outs/Resting Grounds 

Many of the areas noted by workshop participants as places of seal feeding and general aggregation were 
also reported as important haul-out or resting areas. In addition to hauling out along the ice edge, these 
areas included Cape Simpson, Peard Bay, and Oarlock and Tiny islands.  

Bearded seals stay on top of the ice. During summer they are here [Cape Simpson] and 
all around this area you have to be real careful. They beach themselves on the shore and 
sun bathe. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Spotted seal haul outs on the [Peard Bay] spit, almost to Point Franklin. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Lots of spotted seals in here, both of them [Oarlock and Tiny islands]. Mainly where they 
beach. All along the beach you see hundreds of them some times. Especially in 
September. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010)  

Rearing/Pupping Grounds 

Two important areas were identified by workshop participants as seal pupping grounds. One participant 
observed bearded seal and ringed seal pupping along the ice in June between Barrow and Wainwright. He 
said, 

[On the] flight path to Barrow and Wainwright, and I see lots of bloody areas and I think 
seals are birthing in June. I see lots of bloody spots. And one time in the spring around 
June and there was hundreds of spots of bloody marks and it must be ugruk [bearded 
seal] or natchiq [ringed seal] having babies. When I fly from Wainwright they take us 
over the water, and I would see bloody spots on little icebergs. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 
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Workshop participants also identified the area near Shooting Station as a location for ringed and spotted 
seal feeding and pupping: 

Around Shooting Station, just when the ice is out there, [seals are] feeding and have their 
pups too. On the ice, maybe a mile [from shore]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Along this I have noticed that back over here back between Barrow and Shooting Station 
this inlet area here seems to be where there is small ice disturbance. We have ice 
traveling up through here and going on to the Point and you have an area back in here 
that is sheltered from ice movement that is sheltered and that is where [ringed] seals will 
calf in the lagoon. Seals will have their young ones. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Polar Bear  

Workshop participants identified important polar bear feeding and denning areas in the Barrow region 
(Map 23). One workshop individual said that polar bears follow the ice and that the pack ice is their 
primary habitat. Others explained that the lack of nearby stable pack ice often forces the polar bears to 
come to shore more frequently. Regarding the polar bear ice habitat respondents said, 

Once the ice comes, they go. I called Kaktovik, and they say it is iced up and they are 
gone. Once ice is there, and they are gone. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[Ice] really affects polar bear and the walrus. The ice leaves so soon and polar bear go 
on shore after they swim so long and come to beach and go to sleep for three days. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Feeding Grounds 

In addition to feeding off of the pack ice edge, workshop participants reported that Point Barrow and the 
barrier islands are areas where polar bears can be found resting and feeding. They stated that polar bears 
will come in to the barrier islands when the ice has receded great distances:  

We see polar bears along coast along barrier islands and we see them swimming out 
here, coming in. They sleep on barrier islands and hunt all the way from Cooper Island 
to the Point. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

On the Point and the [barrier] islands here. You find them sometimes when the ice 
recedes too far in a given year you will find them on the islands. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Participants noted that Point Barrow is another important polar bear feeding area for two reasons. For one, 
individuals explained that the area north of the Point, particularly during the winter, is an area where 
seals, which are the primary food source for polar bears, congregate in the winter. The second reason 
polar bears come to the Point is caused by human activity. Respondents reported that bowhead whale 
remains are taken to the Point after the whaling season and that these carcasses attract polar bears to the 
Point. The following comments describe polar bear feeding in the Point Barrow area:  
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One thing I notice is right off the Point there is an area where the [polar] bears are 
making landfall. Bears are making landfall in winter time. You go there in winter time 
and you can see that this is a hotspot. For some reason this is where they are making 
landfall. I don’t know if this is where the two oceans meet and this is where the current is 
and that is where the wildlife would be, the seals would tend to congregate there. That is 
active layer of ice. Throughout the winter, that is where seals would be. Seals are there 
because of fish and polar bear [are there] because of seals and Eskimo [are] there for 
bear. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[There are] lots of polar bears in that year when fall whaling starts. This year [there 
were] hardly any. It changes every year. Some of them [are] with cubs. One year we had 
30 of them at the Point where the whale bones are. Right after we butcher them [whales] 
they take bones to Point and get lots of polar bears there, and they have a feast. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Springtime, that is where they put all the whale heads at the Point. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Denning Areas 

Workshop participants reported several areas where they had observed polar bear dens. These areas 
included the coastline around Iko Bay, Point Barrow and barrier islands, as well as the coastline in 
general and even locations further inland. They said, 

This time [when I went] caribou hunting and I saw polar bear tracks [west of Iko Bay], 
and he dug a big hole and he was fat. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Right here along coast [east of Iko Bay] there is always guaranteed to find a den right 
along there. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One time I told you at the Point there was a den with two little polar bear cubs. The 
whale bones sometimes are taken to the Point. And then they [polar bears] come around 
to our town. As matter of fact my nephew and them living over here and look out window 
and holy cow the polar bear was right outside the window. They never go in tundra and 
now they are starting to. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Denning is sometimes 40 miles inland and by close to coast a lot. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Fish  

The study team asked workshop participants to describe offshore locations that were important fish 
habitat areas. Respondents identified habitat areas from Peard Bay in the west to Smith Bay in the east 
and several places in between (Map 24). Those fish species named by respondents as inhabiting these 
areas included all five salmon species, whitefish, and Arctic char/Dolly Varden.  

Individuals described offshore fish habitats in several locations along the Chukchi coastline. Particularly 
important areas included Peard Bay, Singaruak Creek mouth, Walakpa Bay, and shallow areas and creek 
outlets along the coast. Respondents reported these habitat areas for all five species of salmon and Arctic 
char/Dolly Varden and identified the areas as either important feeding or spawning grounds. 
Respondents’ observations of these fish habitat areas along the Chukchi coastline are as follows: 
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Arctic char and salmon [are in Peard Bay], but I can’t really tell because they in the 
water, look like dog salmon, pinks, and reds. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

All over. Singaruak is more salmon there. Wherever these little creeks discharge. A 
couple years ago [there were] so many dead salmon in Walakpa. I never saw so many 
dead salmon. [There were a] whole bunch that spawned and they died. [There is] lots of 
fish activity where little creeks discharge. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

This whole [Walakpa] bay [has] lots of fish too. There is even salmon right here, dog 
salmon. I don’t know if they do go in. There are times there is a gravel bar. Arctic char, 
pinks, reds, and I have heard of someone catching a king too. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Workshop participants also identified a number of locations along the Beaufort Sea coast that are 
important fish habitat areas, particularly for feeding and spawning. Nuwuk, Piġniq (Shooting Station), 
Elson Lagoon, Martin Island, and Iko, Admiralty, and Smith bays were identified as habitat areas. Most 
of workshop observations regarding fish habitat in the Beaufort Sea area focused on salmon. Describing 
these salmon habitat areas, participants said,  

Now in recent times the salmon has become really prevalent in the Barrow area along 
this Point here. [Salmon are] pretty abundant and people are flocking out there and 
setting their nets on both sides of the spit there. Mostly on the inlet side, and I did some 
fishing on the ocean side and I was catching salmon out there. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Inside Elson Lagoon [there are] salmon. And right here lots of people put nets. We get 
chum salmon and sometimes kings and sometimes silvers and sockeyes. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

But over here in the Martin Island during the fall time, large, large schools of salmon 
come in in late August and go through there and up into the rivers. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

We have salmon that [person’s name] is routinely catching every summer at Iko Bay and 
to Avak Creek. Quite a few salmon [are] going in there. They are going in to spawn. They 
are getting to be more pervasive. I do some fishing over here in the summer time and [I 
am] catching more salmon every summer. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

In addition to salmon habitat, workshop participants noted that the Piġniq area and Admiralty and Smith 
bays are important whitefish habitat areas, saying,  

Whitefish migrates to the ocean and then back into the lakes through this bay [Admiralty 
Bay]. And whitefish [are] by Smith Bay. They migrate in and out. When they go to the 
ocean, they go through this bay [Admiralty Bay]. [Whitefish is] one of the few fish in the 
world that is able to go to the freshwater and salt waters. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 
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Whitefish and salmon fish. Salmon fish at Piġniq. When [there is] no ice, they will be 
netting up at Piġniq…. just at Shooting Station right there. I think they are spawning. 
Yeah I think [feeding too]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Besides the important coastal fish habitat along the Chukchi and Beaufort seas coastline, two respondents 
described fish habitat areas five to 15 miles from shore. They said, 

The bottom fish, I bet those are halibut. If you go way out like five to ten miles out. I had 
a boat in Homer and when I see bottom of ocean up here it is same like that, and I don’t 
know if halibut or crab. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

I have actually seen schools of fish surfacing through the water 10 to 15 miles out from 
the Point. You can’t really tell what they are. You know they are fish. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Birds 

During the Barrow workshops, participants stated that Barrow is situated in the migratory path of several 
bird species, particularly eiders and brants. Respondents described the spring and fall migratory patterns 
of these birds and also identified a few important feeding and nesting areas (Map 25). Workshop 
participants indicated eiders migrate from the south along the coast in the spring to nesting and feeding 
areas and then return south along the coast in late summer and fall: 

In spring they follow the coast. [Eiders] fly along the coast, along the open lead. Some 
will go through the land. On the way back they come back from the east, and we hunt 
them here [Piġniq]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Migratory routes we catch them springtime when we out there hunting whales. I guess 
they end up somewhere inland by Teshekpuk somewhere. I have seen some up here and 
some go past Nuiqsut. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

To my knowledge the eiders, seagulls, and oldsquaw [long-tailed duck] will migrate 
following open leads and the ocean, and they will head north and back over east into 
Canada and every once in a while the ice comes in and there is no water and the ducks 
go back in the spring time, and it just takes them just a couple days to go from healthy 
and fat eider duck to very lean waterfowl. When there is no water, they get skinny real 
quick. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Workshop participants described the return eider migration during the late summer and fall after the 
nesting season has finished, saying, 

In fall time and summer, mass majority of eider ducks are hugging the coastline through 
Elson Lagoon. We seize them migrating out through the ocean. Most of time the king 
eider travels through the ocean and common eider through Elson Lagoon… Eider ducks 
lay their eggs on the tundra. But right about the first to middle part of July, the males 
start migrating back. Beginning in July, the male eiders with an orange nose and right in 
the middle of July the females, the darker females will start migrating back. And right 
about October and November little baby waterfowl migrate back, and I have seen them 
as late as January. I don’t think I see eider ducks beyond January, but I have seen them 
flying back as far as January and they start in September. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 
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They are traveling, coming in from ocean and off of the Point, and following the lead and 
head north and follow open water and head north into Canada and other places, and 
during summer they come back in largely through Elson Lagoon and pass through the 
Shooting Station out into the ocean. That is the eiders. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

While several species of geese migrate north into the Barrow region during the summer months, 
individuals reported that brant geese are the most common along the coast and around Barrow. Describing 
the migratory pattern of the brants, workshop participants provided the following comments: 

Brant Point has lots of brants. All along coast, along the barrier islands. They are 
following the coast, and they come from the south. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Brant only come after they breed, after the ice goes away. They wait for the weather to 
warm up. They come up and go feed. They breed someplace else. I have never seen a 
brant nest and feed or have eggs someplace else and males come up north. Because they 
come in late, almost in August or last part of July. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Brant is usually coming in from inland (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Respondents also described Dease Inlet and Smith Bay as important geese habitat areas, saying, 

Smith Bay, right there is lots of snow geese. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Lots of geese all around the edge of this [Dease Inlet]. When they start to fly back south, 
[they fly] right on the coastline. Snow geese, white-fronted geese, and some Canadians, 
not very many. [There are] a lot of snow geese up in this area. When we are boating, 
heading home after day of caribou hunting, [we see them], kind of resting, feeding, 
getting ready to go back south. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One individual mentioned that the barrier islands are important nesting areas for puffin and arctic terns. 
Cooper Island was identified as a particularly important nesting island: 

Back over along the islands, all along there, you get that puffin. They are known to nest 
along the islands back over here. The bird men studied these birds [Black Guillemot] 
over on Cooper Island for many years…. Arctic tern also nests along the Cooper islands. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Another individual noted that the Barrow area is an important location for stellar and spectacled eider 
nesting, saying, 

Stellar and spectacled they nest right around here and on Cakeater Road. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Subsistence Use Areas 
The study team asked workshop participants to confirm that subsistence use areas reported by Barrow 
community members in previous subsistence mapping studies represented the full extent of the 
community’s subsistence use areas. If respondents knew of an area on the map where subsistence 
activities occurred that had not been previously documented, they were asked to identify the area and 
what resources were being harvested.  

Barrow subsistence use area data related to the marine environment are available for lifetime to 1979 
(Pedersen 1979), 1979-1983 (Braund and Burnham 1984), 1987-1989 (SRB&A and ISER 1993, SRB&A 
Unpublished), and 1997-2006 (SRB&A 2010a) and are shown on Map 26 through Map 33. These maps 
include use areas for beluga, bowhead, polar bear, seal, walrus, fish, waterfowl, and marine invertebrates. 
These maps show that Barrow residents utilize both the Chukchi and Beaufort seas for their subsistence 
activities. From Barrow, their marine use areas extend 60 miles to the north (for seal; Map 29), as far east 
as Prudhoe Bay (also for seal), and as far west as the area near Kasegaluk Lagoon near Wainwright 
(bowhead and waterfowl; Map 27 and Map 32).  

In general, workshop participants agreed that previous subsistence mapping studies as described above 
adequately documented their community’s subsistence use areas. The following three comments from 
workshop participants concern areas that they noted as not being documented on the previous subsistence 
maps and include a larger area in Elson Lagoon for beluga, smelt fishing near Oarlock Island, and salmon 
and whitefish fishing along the Chukchi Sea coast: 

Well, right under Barrow in the black, I would go further in Elson Lagoon, up the bay 
[for beluga]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

I used to catch a lot of little smelts at the [Oarlock] island. We call those sugar fish. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Salmon, whitefish and they catch there [along the Chukchi Sea coast]. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

In a few other instances respondents provided additional information regarding subsistence use areas, 
however, after further review the study team ascertained that these areas had already been previously 
documented and are within the use areas described in this report.  

 

Knowledge, Observations, and Concerns about Discharges from Offshore 
Oil and Gas Activities  

The final section of the TK workshop focused on EPA’s NPDES permits for discharges from offshore oil 
and gas activities in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas. Workshop participants described their previous 
experiences with discharge activities and concerns related to the discharges that EPA is proposing to 
allow in the next round of permits. Following workshop participants’ identification of concerns, the study 
team asked participants for their suggestions for future permit stipulations and monitoring requirements.  
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Map 26:  Barrow Subsistence Use Areas, Beluga
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Map 27: Barrow Subsistence Use Areas, Bowhead
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Map 28: Barrow Subsistence Use Areas, Polar Bear
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Map 29: Barrow Subsistence Use Areas, Seal
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Map 30: Barrow Subsistence Use Areas, Walrus
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Map 33: Barrow Subsistence Use Areas, Marine Invertebrates
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Experiences with Discharges 

Participants described their previous experiences with discharges related to oil and gas activities. For 
many respondents these experiences came from discharges from onshore oil and gas activities as this is 
the majority of oil and gas development that has occurred in the Barrow region to date. Experiences 
related to these discharges included examples of drilling mud left on the tundra and inhibiting the growth 
of new vegetation and recapping old wells:  

The ones on land they went back and they had to recap and by Smith Bay they had old 
caps they [had to recap]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

In areas [on land] on the old drill sites where they brought up drilling mud there is 
nothing that grows there. When they drilled on east and west side. For [oil company] 
there is nothing there [from new drilling procedures]. There is no drilling mud. It is like 
they not there. But old ones where they left drilling mud it is like concrete blocks. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The same respondent, who noted the problems that stemmed from the drilling mud left at the old drill 
sites, had this observation to make regarding one oil company’s current operations and treatment of 
drilling muds and a practice he would like to see applied to offshore discharges: 

[Oil company] did it so perfect, and they cleaned it [land drilling operations] up and 
there is no drilling mud [left behind on land]. And old ones south of Barrow they didn’t 
control drilling mud and you can tell where they took away the drilling mud. It is doable 
[to have offshore discharges disposed of on land], and it is a matter of having another 
ship and it is not much drilling mud and they can take it somewhere else. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Several participants provided comments regarding their experiences with discharges into the water from 
previous offshore oil and gas activities including exploration wells (Map 2 and Map 3). Regarding 
exploration wells, many residents were not aware that the wells had been drilled in the first place. As one 
participant said, 

We didn’t even know that that well was there and whether it would have been an impact 
to things anyway. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One workshop individual thought that an oil slick that they had once seen on the ocean had possibly come 
from a well that had not been capped adequately and that was now leaking, saying, 

That is when they started seeing an oil slick; it came from that area. If they use caps to 
cap them off, and that is like how many years back, and it is same thing with ones on land 
that started leaking and how did they cap them? Could be oil slicks from the caps? 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Another participant provided two experiences she had with oil and gas activity and impact to the water 
and subsistence resources. She said, 

I used to live in Nuiqsut and the fish taste different than before Alpine and everything was 
there. The taste is very different. It is not as that taste that I used to taste like “yum,” but 
it is not and I love wild. You know my grandniece [in Nuiqsut] brought me fish, and it 
tasted like how it used to be a long time ago. That one year they tasted different. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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My mom grew up in the Nuiqsut Colville area, and her family was routinely migrating to 
Cross Island during the fall time. And after subsistence gathering inland through 
summer, during the fall they would migrate down to Cross Island. They would spend and 
stay there till freeze up, and one thing they pick up in the ocean would be seaweed filled 
with fish eggs. [It had] washed about in the ocean back and forth along the beach, and I 
kind of suspect that might have been a grayling that put their eggs into a ball of seaweed 
and deposited their eggs, and these balls of seaweeds used to be a consistent source of 
nourishment with fiber from seaweed and protein from eggs of fish. I asked my brother-
in-law and my brother and cousin who whaled off of Cross Island in the fall time if they 
could pick up a batch of seaweeds rolling along beach, and they say they don’t see them. 
They are not there. I kind of suspect [the cause is related to oil and gas activity]; there is 
nothing else to make me suspect. The only other thing is the extreme water activity in that 
area because of Prudhoe Bay development. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The most frequent experience about the offshore environment that workshop participants discussed 
involved an occurrence several years ago of what biologists had called a large mass of algae off the 
Chukchi sea coast. Many participants doubted the biologists’ assessment and thought that the algae mass 
was possibly related to an oil discharge or leak. They explained,  

I have seen a lot of mud out there and algae, real brown stuff, when I hunt seals. I should 
have taken a picture of it. It is goo and mud stuff. That is what I see. I should have got a 
sample out of it. It is like six miles out there where the current goes both ways. That is 
where the drilling mud or something brown stuff or algae had hair on it too, in the water. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

I see brown, and we were coming back from Will Rogers Monument. It was like six miles 
out from beach and current going north. Oh, maybe right about here. Brown substance. 
Hair-like. Like grass or something. Oily film or something. Two years ago. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

I am more concerned because they drilled before and how did they cap them? And now 
they are starting to leak. That slick that looks like oil, they said it was something else. 
They say it was algae, but it had more characteristics of oil base. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Other than a couple of years ago we had what the newspapers reported as an algae die 
off or algae that was southern algae that had made it to Chukchi Sea. And we had red 
stuff floating in the ocean out here. And they said it was dead algae, and it was big thing 
in the news. I find that hard to swallow because if it were algae, southern algae that had 
made it up, you think in vastness of ocean it would dissipate. Whatever this brown muck 
was it would stain your boat. That would be like if it is algae from down south that made 
it to Chukchi Sea of course it would be biodegradable, and this stuff is degraded and why 
didn’t it disperse? It was a number of years ago…It didn’t look natural. That was the first 
time I ever see anything like that. Lot of people first time and even for older people it 
made the headlines and a big stink with North Slope Borough Wildlife Management. [it 
was] different. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Effects on Wildlife 

The study team asked respondents if they had an experience with offshore discharges and its potential 
effects on wildlife. One workshop participant, while not providing a personal experience, noted having 
seen a television broadcast that showed sores on dolphins related to the recent oil spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico. He commented, 

Last night’s [television show of] animals show some of the dolphins have sores on their 
skins. The same thing might happen [here]. Same thing on food chain. Crude is toxic. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Another workshop participant reported that he has already observed sick marine wildlife that he attributed 
to discharges into the ocean: 

We have sick wildlife already from what they are putting out there. They are real skinny 
and real frail. We [see this more frequently]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Iñupiaq Discharges 

In addition to experiences with discharges related to offshore oil and gas activity, the study team asked 
participants to describe their own traditional Iñupiaq discharge practices. The consensus among all 
workshops was that the Iñupiaq only discharge products of their marine harvest that are not used (e.g., 
bones, intestines). All other trash and man-made materials are disposed of on land. The following 
comments describe the Iñupiaq traditional practices of discharge as described by workshop participants: 

I discharge all wild animals into ocean. In terms of chemicals, no. If it is man-made, no! 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The practice of discharging waste or unused product from subsistence activities, I know 
that that is a practice and that is to put back into the system what you have taken out. I 
agree with that and there is wildlife that can feed on bio products and that is a practice I 
agree with and the waste product from whale instead of excess fat to dump I prefer that it 
be taken to ocean. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Just whale bones that I know of. Something you don’t eat. Something if a seal is sick we 
throw back. Just things that come out of the ocean. We put them [coffee grounds] in trash 
cans. We put in trash cans. We hardly ever make coffee in the boat. We have thermos. 
You have cooked sandwiches. We all take our trash back. Even in the spring time. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Bones and stuff, but that is not petroleum. Not like litter or nothing like that. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[Coffee grounds] that goes in garbage. Put in AC bag cause that would affect our water. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One person noted that over 50 years ago, Barrow residents used to dispose of their sewage waste in 
barrels left out on the ice but explained that was a practice instituted by the Navy and not one that the 
Iñupiaq had created. He said, 
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Back in fifties and sixties and forties there was a disposable 55 gallon honeybucket or 
disposal barrels on the ice. That was government doing that. Dump honeybucket in 55 
gallon drums. And we haul out to ice. Naval station people do it. We thought it would go 
away. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Concerns Regarding Discharges 

Barrow workshop participants expressed a number of concerns regarding discharge materials that EPA is 
proposing to re-permit for the offshore environment (see Table 2), concerns over areas of proposed 
discharge, and concerns about discharges in general. Expressed concerns included the following topics: 
drilling mud, gray water discharge, boiler blowdown, non bio-degradable discharges, effects to marine 
life and the ocean, and concerns over monitoring of discharges and enforcement of permits. 

Participants expressed concerns related to discharges of drilling mud because they believed the drilling 
mud is toxic and contains contaminates that are harmful to humans and wildlife: 

The only concern [I want to] bring to your attention is when I worked at planning is the 
disposal of the drilling mud. Especially Nuiqsut, the Colville Delta, is that over a period 
of time the drilling mud would kill the bottom of that silt of the Colville. The argument 
according to industry was mute because it was silt, no life on it. But Nuiqsut, over time, 
was concerned if they get rid of drilling mud, how would it affect microorganisms? That 
is a concern that we have. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Drilling mud, when I was a permitting manager, they say was organic stuff they use. I 
don’t know if it truly was. They say you can make a soup. It was like starch. When you 
talk about barium and barite it gets real hard. That is what they put in that blowout 
preventer. We have some laying out there at NARL and was part of drilling. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Same thing with drilling fluids; if they have same contaminates when NPRA drilling for 
natural gas and drilling mud is there and nothing grows in it. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Another participant added that not only is drilling mud a concern of his because of the negative effects it 
would have on ocean mammals, but that the discharge of bilge water and boiler blowdown is a concern 
because of his past experiences with these discharges while in the Navy. He explained, 

I know that the drilling mud… I don’t know if it is carcinogenic but it is not a very safe 
fluid and that is what they put around pipe to keep blowout from happening, and I know it 
is not a good product for humans on land and I guess that would be the same for ocean 
dwelling mammals. And also having been in the Navy, I know that the bilge water from 
ships is usually very contaminated and very dirty. Chances are that the bilge in most 
boats will not be cleaned out unless [there is] a complete overhaul of that vessel and the 
bilge water is guaranteed to have oil and waste, and bilge water should not be 
discharged into the ocean. And boiler blowdown is the composition of water that has 
been changed to a higher ph level because of extreme temperatures, and so boiler 
blowdown should be another issue that should not be done. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 
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During workshops, individuals commented that discharge of gray water is a concern to them because they 
are afraid of the subsistence resources feeding off the sewage or sanitary waste and later being ingested 
by residents who harvest these resources: 

I would like to know how they discharge gray water or sewage. Are they treating it with 
chlorine or ultraviolet? That is a big main thing before sea animals start getting sick. I 
am going to blame oil industry for that. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Sanitary waste in water - our animals that we eat are eating that. [They can] die from the 
stuff they ate and we just ate [the animals]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One workshop participant reported that they are less concerned about the sanitary waste, which they say 
is biological, versus the non-biodegradable products such as plastic that may be discharged, saying,  

I am not concerned about human sanitary waste being discharged, but plastics in general 
when not biodegradable the green plastic is biodegradable and plastic lasts for very long 
as sanitary waste doesn’t include plastic I have no [problem] and it is biological and it 
would support system out there. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Workshop participants voiced a number of concerns about the general effects of discharges on marine life 
in the Chukchi and Beaufort seas. These concerns focused on the impact that discharges would have on 
the smaller marine life (e.g., clams) and micro-organisms that are later consumed by larger marine 
wildlife. Other respondents voiced concern over the direct impact to their subsistence resources such as 
bowhead and other marine mammals. Respondents also expressed concern over invasive species that are 
released into the area by discharges or that move into the area if discharges kill off the resident marine 
life. In regards to the impact on clams and micro-organisms, respondents provided the following 
comments: 

It should be common to all communities living on coastal lands. If development is going 
to discharge, it has to make sure that ocean critters will handle that. Ocean critters can’t 
get rid of chemicals. If little critters can’t eat them up or dispose of them they shouldn’t 
be allowed. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The clams live off of the minute organisms from the ocean, and they are the ones that 
would more than likely be at risk from discharges from ocean going vessels. I was in the 
Navy, and when I see that one of the things listed as discharge water would be bilge 
water and it comes from engine room and that has to be nasty. And that is where 
everything falls from maintenance of the turbines and oils and coolant, and it could be 
anything in the bilge water and discharged out into the ocean. The clams being so 
sensitive would be at risk as would all the other animals. If there was an issue, the clams 
would be the first areas it would show up in. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Concerns over effects to bowhead and other marine mammals and fish were expressed as follows:  

I have concern about animals getting infected, whales and seals and fish because if they 
get infected, we get infected. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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I know there will be impacts to our marine mammals once they start drilling in the gravel 
and mud. [It is] all being sucked up and clouding up the whole area, and then when the 
waves start bringing in, it spreads all over. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The Chukchi is in the migration [path] of the bowhead right in the middle. If you could 
get to tag whales, they have now, you will see the migration route is right through the 
middle of the Burger, Diamond, and Klondike Prospect. They go right through the middle 
and those are test wells. You never know if [they are] leaking. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Individuals stated they had concern over the possibility of ships discharging into the ocean and releasing 
invasive species that came from other waters. They also said that if discharges killed off the resident 
marine life, that new invasive species might begin to show up in the area because the one predominant 
species is no longer there or in fewer numbers to compete with. These two concerns were discussed as 
follows: 

Ships in southeast have federal waters and federal waters people could discharge from 
ships into those waters, and they put them in the channels and it goes to the land. If they 
do discharge, the ballast there might be foreign animals out here that adapt and take the 
habitat. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

I was headed down to Peard Bay and going to the ocean like this, and one thing I noticed 
was the krill coming up and I saw out in the distance it was raining out there, and we got 
to that area and headed to Peard Bay and as far as the I could see there was krill from 
deep ocean, and it looked like the rain and it wasn’t the rain it was the krill and they 
were surfacing like that and they opened up a pathway. Krill that whales feed off of have 
been known to show up. I have seen them here and I am sure they will see them back over 
here. I have even see them going out for walrus right out in front of Barrow there. Tides 
bring them up to the surface, and it is an awesome sight. I have heard in recent times the 
krill from lower Alaska is making it beyond Nome and wish I had a close look at krill 
there and they are different species and ones they have up here are a fat content that is 
five times greater than the ones down in lower part of state and that is why whales grow 
to huge size because of krill, and now I hear the other krill is being invasive to the area of 
the krill that we have. This is disturbing to me because different kind of krill and for our 
wildlife like the whales to feed off of the leaner southern krill would be once you have a 
spill or something and decimate the local krill then the invasive species will probably 
become the predominant species. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Two participants expressed general concern over the impact of discharges into the ocean. One concern 
compared the proposed discharges to littering on land and asked why littering would be allowed in the 
ocean. The other concern discussed the lack of studies in the ocean environment to adequately address the 
impact of the proposed discharges. Respondents said, 

It is like littering and you see signs on the road and they say don’t litter and why is it 
different because it is in water? (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

That [ocean] is what they want to put discharge on, and we don’t know the impact and 
they don’t have data. Is it ok?  We don’t have studies on ocean. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 
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The last group of concerns that respondents voiced regarding discharges related to the lack of information 
about the discharges that is available to local people, and concerns over who will be monitoring the 
discharges: 

Blowout preventer fluid. What is that? Says hydraulic fluid. That has to be oil based. Put 
film on that seal and it will eat the skin. Every person, animal, and bird is different. What 
kind of oils are they using? [This list] doesn’t give you a whole picture of what they are 
using. I would like to know what mud cutting fluids they are using and what kind of water 
they are pumping out. Kind of like the fire control test water. May have gel chemicals for 
toxic stuff? (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Who is going to be monitoring the samples? What are they discharging? I like to see the 
samples. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

I work in the water plant, and I have to send in my samples for discharges. I know what 
permit is for and they have to have everything whatever they discharge on permit. And I 
would like to know what they are really discharging. Other than drilling mud and 
sewage, how are they going to discharge gray water out there? (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Permit Considerations 

The study team asked workshop participants to identify what topics EPA should consider prior to their re-
issuing of the NPDES permits. The importance of protecting marine habitat, open water considerations, 
subsistence use areas and harvest seasons, and winds and currents were all identified as important topics 
for EPA to consider. The sentiment among workshop participants was that critical habitat areas should be 
protected, particularly those of the clams and other small marine organisms from which larger marine 
wildlife feed. Describing the importance of protecting habitat areas, respondents said, 

We want to make sure whatever waste you have you don’t put it around critical habitat. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The food chain of mammals we survive off of comes from small critters that live on the 
ice or under the ice. And the rest of the mammals we live off of [eat] this krill and 
bacteria. And critters on ice. Whether spring or summer, we don’t want any discharge 
around the ice and that is our food chain. It works its way up [the food chain]. Even 
algae that forms provides nutrition to other members of the food chain. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

The areas where the clams have been identified I believe should be areas that discharges 
should be restricted and that would be back over on the Chukchi side of the ocean 
because of clam bed sensitivity to foreign toxins being absorbed into their system. They 
feed off of microorganisms in the ocean and discharge will go to microscopic level and 
clam beds will pick that up. And I think Chukchi Sea side should be a prohibition on 
discharges. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Wherever clam beds have been identified. Peard Bay and right along Barrow. These 
areas and maybe a safe buffer zone because of currents. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 
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One permit consideration that a workshop participant provided was to not allow discharges during open 
water season and along migration routes, saying, 

Wherever open water and migration there should be no discharge allow. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Several participants suggested that EPA consider restricting discharges during subsistence harvest seasons 
and in subsistence use areas: 

Whaling or bearded [seal] season. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Spring and fall time. But in dead of winter and November through March that is okay. We 
only hunt seals close to shore. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Just around the hunting grounds. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Lastly, workshop respondents thought that EPA should consider the movement of winds and currents and 
the effect that they would have on discharges into marine waters. They said, 

It should go way more than that [current area restricted for discharge]. The current is 
just not in that area and it is all over the ocean and stirs up all over the ocean. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

If they discharge I am pretty sure the current will take it close to shore. That is why I 
want to know what they discharge. Are they using chlorine to disinfect the domestic 
waste, the gray water? I like to see it being tested. I [would] like to see the mud they 
discharge and what is in the mud and have it analyzed before discharge [is allowed]. Is it 
safe for plankton and other animals? (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Main thing about the wind because the wind will really move the ice when it is really 
windy. It did a couple of days ago because it was really windy out there. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

If you drill up there, it will come back because of the currents. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

During the workshops several responses to this section were that the whole ocean should be restricted 
from discharges and that there were no additional topics for EPA to consider. As two respondents said, 

The whole ocean should be [restricted] (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The whole Chukchi Sea; it is mostly Chukchi and even if didn’t restrict most of Beaufort. 
I say [restrict] all of it. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

This sentiment was echoed by other respondents and is discussed further under the “Take Home 
Message” section below.  

Beaufort and Chukchi Seas Considerations 

The study team asked workshop respondents to identify whether there were any differences to their 
suggestions for permit considerations between the Chukchi and Beaufort seas. Several individuals 
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explained that there were no differences to consider as currents move freely between the two seas and 
pollution will spread between both seas regardless: 

There is study being done on the currents that it doesn’t matter where they 
discharge.…The current is so strong on both sides it doesn’t matter about discharges. 
There is no data. It will be carried by current. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Pollution is pollution no matter where it is at. No difference. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

One individual added that the lack of differences extend beyond to other parts of the world such as 
Russia, Canada, and Greenland and that the seas are interconnected:  

The Beaufort is common to Alaska, Canada, and Greenland, and if we affected here in 
Alaska, Chukchi affects us and coastal people all the way to Greenland. And the Chukchi 
applies to Siberian Yupik and both ways. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Other participants did note that the Chukchi Sea presents additional challenges for discharging due to the 
currents, ice movements, and subsistence uses. They said, 

The Chukchi is more challenging. Point Hope, Point Lay, Wainwright and Barrow 
always subsistence hunt on the Chukchi. The Beaufort is limited. In fall time we go to 
Cooper Island and Point Barrow. But the Chukchi is more challenging and the dynamics 
of the ice is more challenging. The Beaufort hardly moves and the Chukchi is moving on 
a year round basis. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

In the Chukchi Sea I think the clam bed areas in regard to walrus should be considered 
as areas where no discharges should be very limited. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Suggestions for Discharge Monitoring and Permit Stipulations  

In addition to the considerations that EPA should take into account when re-issuing their 2011 NPDES 
permits, the study team asked workshop participants to provide specific suggestions for permit 
stipulations and monitoring discharge activities. A number of participants during this section of the 
workshop said that the only suggestion they would provide was a “zero discharge” policy: 

Zero discharge. Drilling mud - we want zero discharge. That is our community sentiment. 
If that drilling mud accumulates... don’t allow it. That is what we are concerned about. 
How will it affect microorganisms? (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[Restrict discharges] all around the black spots [leasing areas on map], all around the 
leases. That is from my heart. But it never happens. They don’t listen to us. We know 
more than they do. We know currents and weather, and we know how fast it changes and 
it is common sense. Something we don’t play around with, especially when we in the 
ocean. My back door, my garden is out there. The whole ocean is my garden. I can’t 
grow corn or wheat. I get it out here in the ocean. I get birds and meat. That is where I 
get all my meat from. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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I don’t want anything to happen. Leave it alone and don’t touch it. It hurts, it hurts too 
much. I remember feeling pain in my dad’s heart when they try to cut us off from 
whaling, and I had to go upstairs and cry behind his back because I felt the pain in his 
heart. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The inland disposal of all discharges was suggested by many of workshop respondents as the solution to 
the desired “zero discharge” policy in the offshore environment. Respondents provided the following 
comments related to the inland disposal of discharges: 

I believe they could barge them inland. And don’t know about gray water after 
[discharge if it is] hazardous. But drilling mud, barge it somewhere where they can 
dispose it. Zero discharge. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

They have the capability of not dumping in the ocean and Frank Murkowski did a lot of 
damage to coastal zone management. And he did a lot of damage to coastal zones. But 
issues like dumping never used to be done until that time. We want to go back to [old 
coastal management plan]. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Put in the land somewhere. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

They should contain it and truck it out instead of dumping it in the ocean. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Bag it and tag it and bring it to Anchorage. How about somewhere else and don’t 
discharge out here. It would be safe and that way it wouldn’t affect as much. It would 
make more sense to do that. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

I don’t think I want it on the ocean. It should be thrown inland. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Several respondents during one workshop drew the parallel that if industry has to follow such strict 
regulations on land where they would be fined for leaving a cigarette butt, then industry should have to 
meet the same strict requirements for offshore discharges, saying, 

Whatever trash we bring out we bring with us. Industry [on land] are a lot cleaner than 
we are. We leave cigarette butts. If they [industry] could leave it [trash] they do it in a 
heartbeat and they have to follow strict guidelines they have to follow and even a 
cigarette butt they get fined. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Two participants provided suggestions that the permits should restrict the areas of discharge to either the 
continental shelf or beyond the furthest currents that come in to Barrow. They said, 

I would say a buffer zone should be about the same distance as the maximum current that 
I mentioned. Being 20 miles out. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

My personal opinion would be to prohibit discharge within the continental shelf. That 
limits them to deep ocean out there, but the chance of discharge dissipating in deep 
ocean is better than shallow areas in our areas and 450 feet is shallow compared to the 
drop off on the continental shelf. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Another individual added that if EPA were to permit discharges offshore, the stipulation should be based 
on the temperature of the water rather than predefined seasons (e.g., summer or winter) which are 
different now because of climate change. He said, 

I think restrictions for limiting drilling fluid discharges should be based on temperature 
instead of season. With colder temperatures being more permissible to discharges and 
warmer more prohibitive to discharge. During winter there is less algae being formed 
and less activity. I think that the drilling mud would be more self contained during cooler 
months whereas summer the water is more active and more wildlife and so much more 
going on during summer than cooler temperatures. I think this should be something more 
temperature related than seasonal, based on changing environments due to global 
warming. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Others suggested that organic discharges should be the only types of discharges that should be permitted 
by EPA: 

They make vegetable oil when mix with barite. [Make something helpful to environment]. 
Use vegetable oil. Organic stuff that is not harmful. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

If nature can’t dispose of it, then don’t [discharge] it. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Two individuals asked that EPA consider a stipulation that the discharge material be recycled and used to 
make something useful rather than simply discharged into the ocean. One person said, 

If they use ash from burner they can make concrete block out of ash and if they use a new 
additive to discharge [they can] make something out of it. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Besides recycling technology, others also thought that technological ship improvements should be 
required to either protect the ocean from accidental discharge or treat the discharge prior to its release: 

Why not put a big wastewater management system on ships? (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

They should have a filter. Like when emergency like big oil spill, they should have filter 
ready all the time. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

The last topic of stipulations suggested by workshop participants focused on the need for educational 
funds to inform the local people of what is being discharged and how to contain unauthorized discharges 
such as an oil spill. They said, 

Do you have education money for all this stuff? In case they start drilling out here, they 
[will] need people out here to round up oil spill stuff. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Educational moneys to make people aware of what is coming to the north. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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Barrow workshop participants stated their concern over how EPA planned to enforce the discharge 
permits and monitor whether the stipulations were being followed. Workshop participants indicated that 
three types of monitoring should be done to ensure that industry discharges are following the permit 
regulations. These three types included 1) local and outside observers, 2) monitoring facilities that 
conduct inspections, and 3) testing of all discharges.  

Regarding the observers, participants asked that Iñupiaq observers with TK (e.g., an Iñupiaq marine 
mammal observer) be put in place for the Barrow area. They also suggested that outside officials come to 
the North Slope to listen to the affected communities and observe any impacts: 

Marine mammal observer is mandatory. Iñupiaq from this area. [Consulting firm] was 
trying to propose biological degree and science degree but that is foolish. How can they 
understand what we know from second nature? What we see when we see a whale or 
seal. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

I think it [monitoring] should be industry and people with traditional knowledge. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

They really need to send key players or officials from down south up to see what impacts 
and hear from communities that will be impacted. They stay down there, and they don’t 
care. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

As part of the idea of observing and monitoring industry discharge activities, workshop participants 
suggested a local monitoring facility be put into place to inspect all ocean vessels entering the area to 
certify that they are prepared for the Arctic environment and to monitor their discharges. They said, 

I think there needs to be a facility that will monitor these ocean going vessels that is a 
local facility. I think there should be a local facility to monitor the ocean going vessels 
and make sure they are prepared to be in this environment. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

There should be an institution monitoring these vessels….and also to monitor their 
discharges and bilge water and fuel….Inspections should be conducted of bilge levels 
and if a ship enters into the area, then a bilge level sounding should be taken so when 
they leave they should have greater bilge level than they came into the area 
with….Inspections like this are not uncommon like other parts of the world and because 
[of a] more harsher environment [that] should not be an excuse for not conducting 
monitoring. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Lastly, respondents suggested that more experiments should be conducted on the discharge materials prior 
to EPA re-issuing a permit and that this information should be disseminated among the community: 

They should at least list all the chemicals that they are discharging instead of that little 
sheet. They have to add some kind of gel in there. I have read a lot of stuff too. Put things 
on paper and have inspector go out to see like once a week to get a sample off of the 
discharge and send it to a lab and see what they are really discharging. Is there going to 
be a person doing that? Random sample like twice a day to really ensure me that they are 
doing right. I know how this stuff like chemicals reacts with animals. Especially chlorine, 
it kills all the little bugs that our animals eat. That is what I am worried about, how much 
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chlorine they use and ultraviolet rays to kill their waste and screen it out with something. 
There are rules you have to follow by if you discharge human waste. You have to treat it 
before you discharge it, and I like to see treated water that they are discharging and what 
does mud look like and witness them wrapping the sample and witness them taking it to 
the lab and ensure me they are not going to get any more sick animals out there. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

[There] should be stipulation before you discharge you need to get it checked. What is in 
the discharge before you discharge? I want to see it sampled and analyzed and get full 
proof records on paper. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Drilling mud and salt water and do experiment and see what comes out of it. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Leave it on ships and send it to labs and do tests and see what bad stuff is. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Other Concerns 

Workshop participants also expressed several concerns that while not directly related to discharges and 
EPA’s permitting process, did however often relate to concerns regarding oil and gas activities in general. 
One individual noted that oil and gas funded studies do not come back to the communities with their 
findings, saying, 

All these oil and gas contracted entities they don’t come to entities and share findings. 
My work with [consultant] never came back to the community. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Seismic activities were also noted by participants as having an effect on community members’ 
subsistence activities and marine resources: 

We are always going to put restrictions but sometimes they never follow. Sometimes we 
want to hunt, and they do a survey out there with big guns, and we don’t know what it is 
doing to animals out there and maybe killing off whales’ food for all we know. And 
seismic work with so many rays and plankton is already so small and that is the  main 
food source of bowheads. What are bowhead going to eat if they kill off the plankton? 
That is a scary feeling not knowing how strong the ray is, and we want to know what is it 
doing to the plankton. They still doing research on that. I would like to see answers. At 
least something. Put them in a tank and see what it does to them and shoot a ray at them 
and see what it does to plankton. A ray is like shooting a shotgun. I have heard it. It is 
loud and it depends on how deep the water is. And you can’t…that is loud noise. 
Personally I don’t know what it does to plankton. Probably harms fish too and hearing 
on sea mammals out there like seals and bearded seals. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

I think the seismic had an impact to our walrus hunting. I always really think that 
because I never had any experiences with my family not to have walrus [and then we 
didn’t get walrus] when they did seismic out there and a lot of [seismic] boats came. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 
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As discussed above under respondents concerns regarding how EPA proposes to monitor the discharge 
activity, workshop participants expressed frustration over the lack of oversight and monitoring for 
industry activities in general. Pointing to the recent Gulf of Mexico oil spill and the lack of oversight, 
respondents provided the following comments: 

Government has allowed oil companies to do what they please. [Federal agency] for 
crying out loud. Government people is supposed to take care of what is not allowable to 
people who will be impacted, and we ask NMFS to come up and talk to us and we don’t 
know. They give out permits and we ask them ‘How do you monitor these people?’ and 
find out they are not [monitoring them]. Same in [Gulf of] Mexico [oil spill]. That [spill] 
happened because government was supposed to do their job [and did not]. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

No place for people saying what was being done wrong [in the Gulf of Mexico oil spill] 
to rat on them. We know [oil company] has been doing bad because they always have oil 
spills because they not take care of system. They have been backwards. And they say I am 
sorry. But we are impacted. We want the land to be taken care of and that is why the 
coastal zone management plan allow peoples, local people, to be active in that. And we 
need to go back in that to allow input from local people who are impacted. We know our 
ocean. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One individual expressed concern over the fact that he is harvesting sick marine mammals each year. He 
said, 

I have had a few sick bearded seals [tested], and they came back with malignant cancer. 
This happens every year. I get a sick bearded seal. The one sickest one with the fat was 
only like that [one inch]. I couldn’t even use the skin and it had cancer and lots of orange 
spots on the stomach, and the bladder had big bubble on it. And came back malignant 
cancer. And I got that maybe four miles off the beach. (SRB&A Barrow Interview 
November 2010) 

Take Home Message 

The final section of the workshop asked respondents to provide their “Take Home Message” to EPA 
regarding the NPDES permits. In response, many participants again expressed their desire to see a “zero 
discharge policy.” They said, 

Zero discharge. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

We want zero discharge. It might cost more money but it is right thing to do, and we 
don’t worry about disrupting the ecosystem and all the little organisms up and down the 
food chain. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Just basic rule everywhere: don’t litter and don’t pollute. It is not good thing. (SRB&A 
Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Keep up the good work and keep the ocean clean. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 
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One person added that stricter monitoring and regulations are needed before EPA re-issues the NPDES 
permits. He said, 

I think it should be more stringent. Strict regarding discharge permits. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

Others said that EPA should have given more information about these permits and time to formulate a 
community response to EPA: 

We need more time to let us know ahead of time before you have these meetings. Give us 
at least two weeks to sink in what you are going to say. It will be more defining if I had 
more knowledge of what the discharges [were] than just a little handful. I know there will 
be more they discharge. And oil spill, is their oil spill response team adequate? It should 
be part of this. EPA is involved in the whole nine yards of any oil spill. Not just a little 
handful. Give us the whole picture at least two weeks ahead of time. If we had [been 
informed of workshops] at last [whaling captain] meeting we could have had more 
participants. Before you do a meeting like this, put everything on paper what you going 
to be talking about. So they can have questions, and they will have answers. We wouldn’t 
be going so many different ways. We would be on one certain way. (SRB&A Barrow 
Interview November 2010) 

I know that the EPA has structured methods of going through these processes not only in 
the ocean but all areas of livelihood in America, and something I would like to take home 
to EPA is at least we are a people just out of being illiterate a generation ago and a lot of 
our elders are still very weak in understanding in speaking the English language. I think 
a community type of meeting I would like EPA to consider. English is my second 
language, and I struggle to master it, and all three of us grew up speaking our local 
language and we had been punished severely by BIA school teachers because we [were] 
slow learning English language. I think it is beneficial for our community members for 
EPA to have a public meeting where other members of the community who are less 
proficient would have a chance to be involved. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 
2010) 

Several participants expressed frustration regarding the inability of the federal and state government to 
protect the offshore environment. They believed that the federally recognized tribal government should be 
tasked with taking care of the environment or at the very least have federal and state government and 
industries listen to their concerns: 

Considering what happened in big oil spill and [oil company] pipelines that the federal 
government is not taking care of and state government not taking care of, let federally 
recognized tribal government [ICAS] allow us to take care our way of life on ocean and 
land. It is a broken government system run by corporations and big oil companies….We 
take care of it and state and federal government not taking care of it and not doing what 
they need to do. We as federally recognized tribal organization will take care of it. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Right now we get a very small portion of royalties and if it is offshore we don’t get 
nothing. Right now we are the only state that we don’t get offshore impact aid. Those 
states get it, and we don’t. Anywhere within the gulf they get impacts on it. Instead of 
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giving to the state, they give money to federally recognized tribes [in other states]. 
(SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

For many years we talk to them about things that will be happening and then they let it 
happen and with oil spill that is what will happen and we keep telling them you guys 
haven’t come up with a safeguard. Even when oil spill they had nothing to keep it in one 
area. If you have anything in ocean, how do you contain? In one ear and out the other. 
And if we get an oil spill they won’t care because we don’t have the population and they 
will clean it half ass and they have more people and that is why they make the laws. They 
have senators they can buy. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

One workshop participant stated that their take home message would be for EPA to make an effort to 
have EPA’s regulations be suggested to other countries to follow in an effort to protect more than just the 
Chukchi and Beaufort seas: 

As we speak the global powers are dividing out how ship passage will be regulated 
beyond the control of EPA. And I would like for EPA to have their say to those people 
who are setting up multi-national treaties that are going to govern seafaring activities in 
the Arctic. I would like EPA to make an effort to say to multi-national entities that these 
are some regulations we are developing and you should consider them in your regulatory 
development process. (SRB&A Barrow Interview November 2010) 

Nuiqsut 

Physical Environment  
Nuiqsut workshop participants provided their observations and knowledge related to the offshore physical 
environment. The main topics addressed by participants were water movement and currents and ice 
conditions. Nuiqsut residents harvest their marine resources solely from the Beaufort Sea and thus the 
majority of their observations were related to the Beaufort environment. However, many Nuiqsut 
residents have previously lived in Barrow and maintain close ties with the area. Thus, several Nuiqsut 
participants also had previous experience with the Chukchi Sea, primarily in the Barrow area, and offered 
their observations regarding this marine environment as well. Placenames identified during the workshops 
are shown on Map 34. 

Water Movement and Currents  

Nuiqsut workshop participants provided their knowledge about the strength and direction of currents, the 
locations of dangerous areas, observed changes in currents and water conditions over time, and 
differences between the Chukchi and Beaufort seas. 

Strength and Direction of Currents 

Workshop participants regularly discussed three currents found in the Beaufort Sea near Nuiqsut. Two of 
the currents are located close to the shore and a third is much farther offshore. Respondents provided the 
following general observations regarding these three currents, saying, 

The first one is four miles out, one at seven [miles] and one at 19 [miles]. There is one 
that is two miles out coming out of this channel. It follows this, we followed it to Atigaru 
[Point]. We were 19 miles out…that was a strong current. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 
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[Current four miles out goes] northwest. It kind of curls up to Atigaru Point. We had 
people who came out of Nigliq channel and they drifted out to Eskimo Island. It pushed 
them towards the northwest. The 19 mile is the strongest one. It is stronger off [Point 
Barrow]. It is just like Nuwuk [near Point Barrow], I used to think Sivulliq and Nuwuk 
has that same, the stronger is Nuwuk. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Multiple respondents said that these currents become progressively stronger farther away from the 
shoreline. In referring to these strong currents, respondents often identified them by their proximity to the 
60 and 90 foot depth curves on the USGS maps. Many respondents however, identified these depth 
curves as the “60 and 90 meter depth marks.” The USGS maps of the Nuiqsut area identify these depth 
curves in feet but states that newer USGS maps for other locations may be in meters. This would explain 
why respondents possibly identified these depth curves in meters rather than feet. Respondents provided 
the following descriptions of these strong currents:  

Yeah at the 60 meter [depth] mark. Yeah, the [currents] further out are much stronger 
than the inside. The third one is way out there, by the 90 meter mark. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

[In] open water, that 90 meter current is very strong. Very strong current. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Whenever you go out there. You don’t want to be on the wrong side of that strong [19 
mile] current. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Two participants also commented on the direction of the three currents. One respondent reported that the 
currents alternate in their direction, with the closest current flowing east, the second current flowing west, 
and the furthest current flowing east again. Another respondent indicated that the current nearest the 90 
meter mark is traveling in a west, northwest direction. They said,  

The [closest] one is [flowing] east. [The one that is seven miles out] is one going west 
and the other one [that is 19 miles] out is going east. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

The 90 meter mark is [the strongest current] There are three, one is at the 30 meter 
mark, the second is at the 60 meter mark, the third is at the 90 meter mark with a very 
strong current, it is going west, northwest. Remember that? We got caught on that and it 
took us five and a half hours to head south and finally see land. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Several respondents reported currents in other locations. Two respondents reported currents in the vicinity 
of Cross Island and provided the following description of their location, strength, and direction of 
movement: 

There is one strong current between Narwhal and Cross islands. It heads north to south. 
You can really feel that current when you are dragging a whale and it hits that current. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

The one that is always there at Cross Island and the one that starts seven miles off of 
Cross Island, then there is the one at the 30 meter mark by Cross Island. They are always 
there. When we make the line on our harpoon, we will make it 200 feet so the float will 
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stay on top of the water. If we make it like 150 feet or less the bowhead will take it down. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Multiple workshop participants reported on the area between Oliktok Point and Pingok Island. These 
respondents said that there is a current front in this area as well as high winds: 

Where the two currents meet. September has strong currents; they go out to Oliktok 
Point. When the wind blows from the southwest. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

This one off of Pingok Island. It goes straight out. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

The west wind, north wind and west wind blow here. It is really strong, moving like 20 miles an 
hour. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Two of them out from Pingok Island, I saw them out here meeting together. I got boxed in 
that area in mid-July. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

One respondent noted that there is an area where two currents diverge several miles offshore from Fish 
Creek: 

There is also a split where the ice goes out. There is always a five mile split from ice to 
ice. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Two respondents commented that there are currents associated with the Colville River Delta: 

[There is a current] straight out about five to 10 miles straight north of Nigliq Channel. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

On the Colville [Delta] that is a strong current. There is a current that comes in from all 
directions. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Respondents familiar with the area around Nuwuk (Point Barrow) not only said that there is a strong 
current several miles north of the Point, but also said that this current is unpredictable and can 
unexpectedly change directions. Three individuals commenting on the Nuwuk area said,  

There are three currents out there in front of this Point. The first one is pretty weak the 
second is strong and the third is strong. We do a lot of spring whaling the current coming 
from the west is really strong. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

The [strongest] current is off of Point Barrow. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

There is a real strong current right here at Point Barrow. The current will unexpectedly 
change directions on you. When we get a west wind it is [usually] strong. At this spot the 
wind is definitely a factor. When the wind is southwest and the current is going northeast 
and the other current and you will really feel it. You have to be careful at this Point when 
towing a whale. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 
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Several respondents commented that Beaufort and Chukchi sea ocean currents meet at Point Barrow, 
generating strong and unpredictable currents: 

Yeah [the currents] meet. I have seen them meet by Point Barrow. And the currents kind 
of come from the east. In the spring and summer time when it is ice free it goes along the 
coast and goes out. We have all types of currents over here. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

You got the same currents on the Chukchi side. They butt up against each other at Point 
Barrow. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

The study team also asked respondents to comment on factors that affect currents. Respondents agreed 
that strong winds will not change the direction or the velocity of a current but will cause the water to 
become choppy: 

It seems like the wind is always going against the current when it is really moving. It 
makes the water choppy. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

When it gets windy it gets really rough. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Location of Dangerous Areas 

Workshop participants identified Flaxman Island, Brownlow Point, Atigaru Point and a location 15 miles 
northeast of Thetis Island as potentially dangerous areas. Participants described these specific hazardous 
areas as follows: 

Even on Thetis Island it is different. The currents vary if you are over by Thetis or Nigliq 
Channel. Fifteen miles northeast of Thetis, it is a dangerous place to be; [the current 
there runs] south to north. It rolls icebergs the size of the community center. That will be 
an area where the current is strong and dangerous where it is flipping those icebergs. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Down around Flaxman Island, there are a lot of pressure ridges down there. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Down by Brownlow Point [is a dangerous area]. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Atigaru Point has a cross current and cross waves too. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

Respondents consistently noted, however, that a combination of high winds, crosscurrents, and 
underwater topographic features can make any area dangerous as well: 

Where [the currents] meet it gets dangerous. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Right here, right out of the deep part. The waves are very big and choppy. That has to do with 
depth. And wind-cross waves. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

The current with the wind and the waves makes the water shoot upwards like breakers almost. All 
the shallow parts that were pointed out are really dangerous too. Yeah we get cross waves. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 
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The time [person’s name] caught his first whale and we were forced to go 30 miles directly north 
of Cross Island and we were dragging it back and we got stuck in high winds and that is when the 
[person’s name] boat sank. [Person’s name] boat almost sank … and there was no ice. That was 
when the ship had to come rescue us because it was 40 to 50 mile an hour winds. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Differences between the Currents in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas 

Respondents provided few observations regarding differences in ocean currents between the two seas. 
Respondents did note that the Beaufort Sea is shallower than the Chukchi Sea, and that Beaufort Sea 
currents are stronger and more dangerous. They said, 

It is shallower over here [in the Beaufort Sea] and deeper over there [in the Chukchi 
Sea]. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

The Chukchi is different from Beaufort. It is more dangerous here. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Yes [there are stronger currents in the Beaufort than in the Chukchi]; it is like a big 
block that is just spinning you can’t even tell which way you were going. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Changes in Currents over Time 

During the workshops, the study team asked participants to describe changes in ocean currents over time. 
Nuiqsut respondents noted that ocean currents are more unpredictable and stronger: 

Since the ice moved out the current is stronger. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

It is really unpredictable. This July we were at our summer camp and it was calm then, 
just like that, (snaps) we got two foot chops. Within two minutes. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

This time when the wind blew the seas were automatically choppy it used to take awhile. 
Usually it would build up momentum; it was slowly, this time it was instantly. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Several respondents also said that ongoing deposition in the nearshore environment has made the water 
shallower. One respondent said, 

Yeah on the shelf it is shallower. The big icebergs come in and get beached and we get 
pressure ridges. I think it is even too shallow for most ice to get to us. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Two respondents commented that they have recently begun to see a west current at the east entrance to 
Gwydyr Bay near West Dock: 

I have never seen any current here before, but last year it started. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 
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This year we noticed the one by West Dock. The current is a little stronger that goes 
inside the barrier island. It is coming in. Never happened like that before. There are 
channels [between the barrier islands that] were not there before. There is some scouring 
happening because of the current. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Ice Conditions 

Nuiqsut workshop participants provided their TK related to ice conditions in the Beaufort Sea including 
the effects of wind and currents on ice movement, timing of freeze-up and break-up, differences between 
Beaufort and Chukchi sea ice conditions, and observed changes in ice conditions over time. 

Effects of Wind and Currents on Ice Movement 

Workshop participants provided their knowledge about the influence of wind and currents on ice 
movement in the Nuiqsut region. Participants stated that the wind and currents are responsible for the 
direction and speed of ice movement in the Beaufort Sea. One individual noted that ice will move the 
fastest when a strong westerly current is accompanied by a west wind. He said,  

Depending on the wind, the weather or the sea whichever comes first. When you have a 
west wind the ice comes in really fast. When the west wind comes along with the west 
current you have to get out of the ice, [it is really dangerous]. Even if you can’t see the 
ice, get out of there. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Several workshop participants described the affect that currents have on moving ice in the Beaufort Sea. 
They noted that the currents are responsible for creating the pressure ridges of ice and will subsequently 
create breaks and leads in the ice during the spring: 

Wherever the ice stops it is starts to build up. Wherever the pressure ridge is, the ice is 
going to break off. So you will see pressure ridges break off. So in the spring you will 
have the shore fast ice staying, and the pressure ridges will go away. You can see it 
opening and closing daily on the NOAA satellites. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

No, it is always rough. The pressure is coming from either direction. This coast is 
different. If it was outside it would be like in Barrow. It is shallow on one side but deep 
on the other. Then it starts swallowing up south of it. When the ice goes through these 
rough areas, it moves swifter and stronger. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Along the 30 meter to 60 meter mark there was like a river of ice flowing. It was open 
water flowing west. It goes straight out. There are three places that it goes straight out, 
Pingok, here [straight out from the Colville] and over there [near Point Barrow]. [That 
one is] further out between the 30 and 60 meter mark. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

Timing of Freeze-Up and Break-Up 

During the workshops, the study team asked participants to describe the timing of freeze-up and break-up 
in the Nuiqsut region. Respondents indicated that break-up occurs in early June and that freeze-up usually 
occurs in late October. Respondents pointed out that the timing of break-up and freeze-up have changed; 
one respondent remarked that freeze-up used to occur as early as September. Respondents provided the 
following quotes regarding the break-up and freeze-up season: 
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[Ice breaks up in] the first part of June, first week of June. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

Pretty much the end of October [for freeze up]. It used to happen around September, 
October. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Differences between Beaufort and Chukchi Sea Ice Conditions 

The study team asked workshop participants to compare sea ice conditions in the Beaufort and Chukchi 
seas. Several participants reported that they had observed Chukchi Sea ice conditions in the Barrow area. 
One resident said that the stronger ocean currents and thicker sea ice generate more pressure ridges near 
Barrow: 

It [Barrow] is further out into the ocean. [It is like] we [Nuiqsut] are inside a big bay. It 
is just our geographical location. The currents are definitely stronger in Barrow. The ice 
is thicker and there are more pressure ridges. You have to go further out here to find 
pressure ridges like in Barrow. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Another respondent said that Beaufort Sea icebergs are smaller near Nuiqsut than they are near Barrow. 
Large icebergs pose a hazard for whaling crews, forcing them to divert around them: 

We get smaller icebergs. They used to be very, very huge. It is more dangerous for 
whalers, especially for the Barrow whalers. When you are towing whales you don’t have 
to have to maneuver around those big icebergs. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

Several respondents also said that ice in the Chukchi Sea clears out of the ocean faster than ice in the 
Beaufort Sea.  

Observed Changes in Ice Conditions over Time 

Respondents shared their experiences and observations of observed changes in ice conditions in the 
Beaufort and Chukchi seas. As discussed above, Nuiqsut respondents have witnessed a change in the 
timing of freeze-up and break-up, indicating that it freezes later and breaks up earlier than in the past. In 
addition, Nuiqsut workshop participants reported that the amount of sea ice present in the Beaufort Sea 
has decreased over their lifetime. Two residents provided the following description of the decrease in ice 
over their lifetimes, including the near disappearance of multi-year (old) ice from the Beaufort and 
Chukchi seas: 

We used to go over [to the Chukchi]; there used to be a lot of older ice but nowadays 
there is younger ice. We hardly see any older ice. Back in the 60s we did a lot of spring 
whaling over there. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Every year the ice is weaker….. In some parts it will be stronger. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

We hardly see any older ice in the spring time. For the last six years near Cross Island it 
has been ice free. That is when we see some strong currents. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 
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Respondents who spend a lot of time on the rivers and lakes have noticed a similar decrease in ice 
thickness on the land. Two individuals stated, 

Or [we get] hardly any snow. We are not getting as much thick ice like we used to. In 
December we would see six feet of ice on the rivers, now we only see half of that. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

It is not getting as thick as it used to. It is only getting like six feet and it used to get like 
eight or nine feet on the rivers. We have to wait longer for it to freeze. It doesn’t freeze 
right or it stays thin, you have to wait for the current to slow down. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

One respondent pointed out that sea ice acts as a buffer by calming the ocean. This respondent said that 
the lack of sea ice has made boating conditions rougher. 

When Did Changes Occur 

The study team asked respondents who reported changes in sea ice conditions to report when these 
changes first occurred. The consensus among respondents was that significant decreases in sea ice began 
approximately 10 years ago and have persisted to the present day. Respondents had the following to say 
about the onset of these changes: 

We started seeing the changes in the ice like 10 years ago. It was never 300 miles out. It 
used to stick around closer to shore. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

It has been about 15 years since I have seen older ice. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

Ten plus years since we saw older ice. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Effects on Wildlife 

Respondents reported that declines in sea ice, which provides important habitat for polar bears, seals, and 
walruses, have changed the health and behavior of these animals. Workshop participants reported that 
these marine mammals are coming to shore and in some cases even trying to jump into boats when no 
offshore ice is available to rest on: 

When the ice is gone too long they start beaching. Polar bears, walrus, seals they all 
start coming onto the beach. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

The walruses are beaching in the Chukchi Sea, they never used to be around like that. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

It doesn’t go out faster; it goes out longer. We have had seals try to jump into our boats 
they are so tired. Polar bears too. Even those walruses on that island three years ago, 
they were exhausted. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Residents also reported seeing starving seals and polar bears when sea ice moved more than 50 miles 
from the shore: 

In regards to seals and polar bears when the ice started moving out 50 miles or more, we 
started seeing starving seals and bears. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 
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Effects on Subsistence Activities 

Respondents stated that the lack of sea ice has made subsistence activities more expensive and dangerous. 
In particular workshop groups indicated that the ice leaves faster in the summer, carrying the seals and 
walruses with it. Residents now must travel farther from shore into more dangerous waters to harvest 
these animals: 

We got to go further out, it’s more dangerous. It seems like [the animals] want to be at 
the ice so we got to go find them. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Biological Environment 
The study team asked Nuiqsut residents to provide their observations regarding the nearshore and 
offshore biological environment. The workshop discussions focused on identifying important habitat 
areas for marine mammals, fish (both marine and anadromous), and waterfowl.  

Marine Mammals  

Whales 

Workshop participants provided their knowledge of migration routes, feeding grounds, and resting 
grounds for the various whale species found in the Beaufort Sea, including bowhead whales, beluga 
whales, and occasionally narwhal and porpoise. The locations of these habitat areas, as identified and 
described by Nuiqsut residents, are depicted on Map 35. Place names accompanied by whale icons are 
areas identified by respondents as key habitat for whales.  

Workshop participants most commonly reported having knowledge of bowhead feeding and resting 
grounds. Participants indicated that it is less common to see beluga whales and rare to encounter narwhals 
or porpoises. 

Migration Routes 

The study team asked workshop participants to share their knowledge of important migration routes for 
bowhead and beluga whales. For bowhead whales, participants indicated that these whales will migrate 
from west to east in the spring and east to west in the fall. 

Most respondents agreed that migrating bowhead whales stay in water between 30 and 60 feet of depth. 
One respondent said, 

Those are the migrating whales [at the 30 and 60 feet marks]. We have whales that stay 
here all summer that stay off to the north, and they come in at night into the islands. They 
[bowhead] are big—50 to 60 feet long. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Respondents indicated that smaller bowhead whales migrate closer to shore and larger bowhead whales 
migrate about 30 miles from shore. One respondent, commenting on bowhead whale migration patterns 
near Cross Island said, 

The first one is seven to 11 miles northeast of Cross Island. That’s the first shelf and then 
there is a second shelf. Then there is a place where the bigger whales are that is like 30 
miles out where the bigger whales migrate. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 
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One respondent said that whales migrating in the fall stay in water approximately 30 meters deep. This 
respondent said that the whales migrate on a path that passes between the McClure Islands and Pole 
Islands to the Sivulliq Prospect: 

When they are migrating back from their summer waters, they travel within that 30 meter 
mark. I know they come and go inside the barrier islands, and once they hit between Pole 
and McClure islands they go out…this is kind of a path. They follow the current. [Oil 
Company’s] prospect, the Sivulliq Prospect, is in that migration path; it has been noted 
and acknowledged that it is in prime [bowhead habitat]. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

Another individual stated that a number of whale studies have detected a major bowhead whale migration 
route approximately 10 miles north of Thetis Island. This respondent said, 

There is a firm that has been doing a lot of these whale studies, one on Thetis Island; 
there are a lot of whales. There was a whale that was identified. It is a whole pathway 
here. Ten miles perimeter from north of Thetis; it has been reported to AEWC. There are 
lots of whales. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

One individual said that barge traffic is pushing bowhead whale migration patterns more to the north, 
saying, “They [are usually] spotted one and a half miles north of Cross Island. Barging activity is [slowly 
forcing them] north” (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010). 

Workshop participants remarked that beluga whales tend to migrate in water deeper than 70 meters and 
thus are infrequent visitors to the shoreline close to Nuiqsut. Because they tend to migrate earlier than 
bowhead whales and farther out, beluga sightings are relatively rare and as a result few residents harvest 
beluga whales. As one respondent described, 

[Beluga whales] migrate earlier and father away, some come into the inlet, but it is very 
rare for beluga to come into the inlet. In the springtime, once they reach Barrow, they go 
straight north and then start going east. It is rare for a beluga to come into the inlet and 
be harvested. We [have] seen a few, like seven years ago. It seems like they migrate with 
the bowhead and separate once they get to the Beaufort Sea. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

Feeding Grounds 

The workshop groups shared their knowledge of important feeding areas for bowhead whales, beluga 
whales, narwhals, and porpoises. The majority of respondents’ comments focused on bowhead whale 
feeding areas, with Camden Bay identified as one particularly important feeding area. Respondents also 
said that Cross Island and the area offshore from the Nigliq Channel of the Colville River are heavily used 
feeding areas. One resident, describing their knowledge of bowhead feeding said, 

When you look at the Beaufort from Cross [Island], this [area] is very much heavily 
used. I don’t know if there is a reef or what. It is heavily used by bowhead [for a] feeding 
area…. [Also] we know for a fact that Camden Bay is an area heavily used by bowhead 
for feeding and resting area. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 
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Another respondent commenting on Camden Bay said, 

You might want to go a little further out as well [indicating where researcher draws 
bowhead feeding area] for feeding and haven area here in Camden Bay. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Respondents who said that Cross Island and the area north of Nigliq Channel are important bowhead 
feeding areas remarked they have observed whales feeding on the large quantities of krill floating in the 
water in these areas. Participants observed krill in the area north of Nigliq Channel and the vicinity of 
Cross Island: 

We saw lots of krill just north of Nigliq Channel, and we saw a whale [feeding 
there]….[Another time] We were 28 miles north of Nigliq Channel when we spotted a 
whale out there. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

That krill started three miles north of Cross Island and it was miles across. Miles and 
miles [of krill], as red as her coat. It was nice out that day. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

Another respondent described a bowhead feeding area north of Nigliq Channel that has not been 
identified in previous bowhead studies. The individual said, 

Eleven miles from the Nigliq Channel the [bowhead] whale was feeding. Its jaws were 
open. It hasn’t been identified, but it is a feeding area. Whales are coasting with their 
mouth open. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Two respondents offered their observations regarding bowhead feeding activities near Cross Island: 

That is where we saw all the krill last year. Yeah that was north, northeast of Cross 
Island. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Bowheads go between Narwhal and Cross Islands [to feed]. There is a lot of plankton in 
there. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

One respondent made the general observation that there are large quantities of krill between 30 and 60 
meters of depth, making these areas prime habitat for feeding bowhead whales. This respondent said, 

When you are on the 30 to 60 meter current you will see millions of krill. [The bowhead] 
are feeding. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

During workshops, respondents also mentioned Harrison Bay, Smith Bay, Barrow, Brownlow Point, and 
the area between McClure and Flaxman Islands as areas where they have seen bowhead whales feeding. 
One respondent summarized his observations regarding some of these areas as follows:  

Over here at Brownlow Point we saw all sorts. There used to be a rig out there, back in 
the 80s. Yeah, they kind of stay in close. There are always two on the NE current. They 
stick on the continental shelf too. They feed on those currents too. They feed [between 
McClure and Flaxman] too because I have seen them. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 
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Respondents reported seeing beluga whales while boating and indicated that such occurrences are rare. 
One person said that beluga whales are only present during open water conditions. Another respondent 
added that community members will occasionally see beluga whales near Cross Island. These respondents 
said, 

There is too much fresh water. By accident one was caught. [At] times we will see one or 
two, three belugas [at Cross Island.] (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

When there is open water that is when we see belugas. Like three years ago we saw some. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Although respondents said that it is rare to see narwhals and porpoises, a few respondents did offer their 
limited observations to the study team. Locations where these marine mammals were spotted included 
Cross Island and Barrow area (for narwhals) and Elson Lagoon (for porpoises). Respondents provided 
their observations of these species as follows: 

On the Beaufort Sea I spotted two narwhals; we don’t see them regularly. I’ve seen one 
of them around [Cross Island] this [one] time. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

Yeah we see porpoises; they are only about four feet in length. I spotted a few of them; 
they are feeding. I do a lot of fishing in this area [in Elson Lagoon near Barrow]. It was 
right in my net. I have gotten quite a few of them. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

In spring time we spotted a lot of narwhals near Barrow. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

There was only one time that we saw a narwhal coming from the east. [Narwhals are 
not] very common; just that one time maybe nine or 10 years ago, very rare siting. We 
don’t know how to hunt those ones so we just leave them alone. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Resting Grounds 

The study team asked workshop participants to share their knowledge of important resting areas for 
whales along their migration routes. Nuiqsut participants mentioned Camden Bay several times as a place 
where bowhead whales wait out storms. Two respondents said, 

Camden Bay [is a good place for bowhead]. It is good for resting and for escaping 
storms. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

When it is really windy bowhead whales will stay right here [in Camden Bay] then they 
will start moving again between the islands. If there is no activity they will stay close to 
the islands. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Walrus 

The study team asked respondents to share their knowledge of feeding areas, resting areas (haul outs), and 
migration routes for walruses in the Beaufort Sea. Walrus habitat areas, including feeding grounds and 
haul-outs, identified during the Nuiqsut workshops are depicted on Map 36. Respondents reported that 
while it is relatively rare to see walruses in the Beaufort Sea near Nuiqsut, residents have spotted them  
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near Cross Island, Thetis Island, and outside the Nigliq Channel of the Colville River. Respondents 
typically spotted walrus hauled out on Cross Island or feeding near Cross Island when sea ice was far 
from shore. These respondents offered the following observations to the study team: 

Last year we saw lots of walrus out there [by Cross Island], for some reason they are 
very rare, but from Cross Island when we were out whaling scouting there was a handful 
of walrus. During that time it was totally ice free. For the last five years it has been 
totally ice free. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Two of them, a mother and a calf, were on Cross Island. That was the year we didn’t 
have any ice; they were a couple miles out, and when they reached the island they were 
white. Yeah that’s the year [the ice] was 300 miles out. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

I have seen one [at Cross Island] back in the early 80s out there one time. We ended up 
getting into a fog, and it was feeding right there on the side of the island. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

We see them around Cross Island. When we are scouting for whales we [sometimes] see 
them. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

One resident attributed a recent increase in walrus occurrences on Cross Island to an overall decrease in 
sea ice: 

[We used to see walruses] once every [couple of] years. When the ice left, that is when 
they started coming to the island. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Respondents also reported seeing walruses outside Nigliq Channel. One respondent said, 

Last year during whaling we spotted a whole bunch of walrus swimming northwest. The 
guys were getting walruses straight out of Nigliq Channel. Three of them [were] around 
that area. They were on an ice floe. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Seals 

Workshop participants provided their observations regarding important habitat areas in the Beaufort Sea 
for bearded, spotted, and ringed seals. Their knowledge focused on feeding grounds, haul-outs, and 
pupping areas; these areas are depicted on Map 37. 

Workshop participants agreed that seals are generally very abundant in the Beaufort Sea near Nuiqsut. 
Respondents specifically highlighted sea ice, barrier islands, areas with strong currents, and larger creeks 
and rivers as favored habitat areas for the three species of seal found near Nuiqsut. Regarding sea ice 
habitat for all three species of seal, one individual remarked, 

That is during the spring time, when everything is covered in ice. Bearded seals, spotted 
seals and ring seals winter on the ice in the ocean. In spring one time near Cross Island 
we saw hundreds on top of the ice. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Another respondent said that seals as well as other marine mammals tend to follow and feed on large 
schools of fish: 
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All along this coast here, you can smell fish and find big schools of fish. Different places 
where seals and all these marine mammals [gather]. They are feeding. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

One workshop participant described seal habitat areas located in shallow waters east of Cross Island and 
in Camden Bay. He said, 

I have [seen some] one time, on my whaling trips I have been to Camden Bay, and I saw 
hundreds of seals in that general area. I am uncertain of any boulders, but towards the 
east maybe several miles from Cross Island there is a shallow part [but] I am not sure if 
[there are] boulders. It is more like a sand bar. Four or so miles east of Cross Island. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Bearded. Respondents agreed that bearded seals are very abundant along the Beaufort Sea coast. Several 
respondents said that bearded seals frequent areas where currents are present. Respondents said, 

You can go all around here [and find seals]. Bearded seals, they are all over. Just show 
the whole map. The whole coastline. Yeah, bearded seals are everywhere you go. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

No matter where you go you see ugruk; [they are] everywhere. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Ugruks seems like they are right at the current. They go to the major rivers. And the 
spotted seals come up in the rivers. There are all kinds of ringed seals along the coast. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Respondents said that in August and September bearded seals move into the bays and occasionally into 
the rivers to feed on fish. Two respondents said, 

A lot of the time we will go out around Thetis [Island] to get seals. In September they will 
come real close to the [Colville] River. They are feeding on fish. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

All August they come in the bays following the fish. A couple years ago we saw one way 
up the river. They follow the fish. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Spotted. Respondents reported seeing spotted seals on the barrier islands in the Beaufort Sea and in the 
Colville River Delta. Two respondents specifically referenced Pingok Beach as a major spotted seal haul-
out. They said, 

The spotted seals are in the rivers right now. The farthest south in Pingok Beach, this is 
where we always see them. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

They seem to concentrate around Pingok Beach. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

One respondent said that spotted seals follow the barrier islands from the Barrow area to the Nuiqsut area 
after they pup: 
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Spring time they go to the barrier islands, after they pup. They travel from Barrow to 
Nuiqsut between the barrier islands. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Ringed. Workshop participants identified ringed seal habitat in Smith Bay, near Beechy Point, and in 
Harrison Bay between Cape Halkett and the Eskimo Islands. Respondents also indicated that ringed seals 
may also be found feeding in rivers during certain times of the year. Respondents provided the following 
observations about ringed seal haul-outs and feeding grounds: 

Ringed seals are mostly in the rivers. Some are in Fish Creek and in the bay this time of 
the year. They are there all year. They are feeding. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

We see them in late August. [The ringed seals] do a lot of feeding on salmon and that 
comes in late August. They are unlimited [in] the ocean but they are starting to be 
popular up the rivers. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

I saw a lot of ringed seals. Just before Beechy Point and after you reach Beechy. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Polar Bear  

The study team asked respondents to share their knowledge of important habitat for polar bears including 
feeding and denning areas (Map 38). Workshop participants said that it is possible to see polar bears 
along any part of the coast including the barrier islands, as well as occasionally along the rivers. One 
respondent shared their general polar bear observation in this way: 

I see them swimming around [near the barrier islands]. Yeah, even if it is open water, 
polar bears are still there. They seem to travel even without the ice. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Another respondent said that the polar bears follow the bearded seals in the fall: 

When the bearded seals come in that is when the polar bears come in. Maybe October or 
November. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Feeding Grounds 

Respondents agreed that the community’s whaling activities at Cross Island attract polar bears. Whale 
carcasses provide easy feeding opportunities and attract polar bears, making Cross Island, Barter Island, 
and Point Barrow (areas where butchered whale carcasses are deposited) prime feeding grounds. Two 
residents made the following statements concerning polar bears at Cross Island: 

Cross Island is [a] prime [location]. Polar bears seem to be visible only when we are 
harvesting our hunting. When our hunting is accomplished they show up. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Cross Island when we have a good season. You will see bears during all of the seasons. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 
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One respondent remarked that whale carcasses are capable of drawing bears to Cross Island from great 
distances: 

When we get a whale they will skip Barter Island and come to here. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Resting/Denning Grounds 

Respondents said that polar bears may den anywhere along the beach, but prefer the mouths of rivers and 
streams. One respondent singled out areas near Fish Creek and Tolaktovut Point as areas where residents 
have spotted polar bear dens: 

There have been a couple [sightings] here [next to Fish Creek and Tolaktovut Point] are 
polar bear denning areas. Three years ago they completely demolished my cabin. The 
only thing they spared was my television. I had to redo everything. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Two respondents commented that polar bears den along the beach and at river mouths: 

Along the beach there are dens, near the coast. They went looking for bear dens 
with a flare gun. I have no idea why, there is quite a bit of snow. They came into 
town like five years ago. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

[There are a lot] at the mouth of the rivers denning. They are also all along the coast. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Given the proximity of Alpine to polar bear denning habitat, respondents said that it is possible for bears 
to den very close to the oil field. One respondent provided the following observation regarding a den 
located a mile from the Alpine airstrip: 

A couple years ago there was a den a mile away from the airstrip in Alpine. They told me 
they were going around in a helicopter, and they flared a polar bear den around there. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Fish  

Workshop groups described important offshore fish habitat including feeding and spawning grounds. In 
some cases, respondents identified local rivers they believed to be important to the health and abundance 
of various species; in particular, resident identified Fish Creek, Smith and Admiralty bays, and Colville, 
Kachemach, Itkillik, Sagavanirktok and Kuparuk rivers. Residents also mentioned Teshekpuk Lake as an 
important habitat area. Nearshore fish habitats identified by Nuiqsut workshop participants are depicted 
on Map 39. This discussion focuses on nearshore/marine fish habitat as identified during Nuiqsut 
workshops. 

Nearshore fish habitats identified by Nuiqsut residents include Cross Island and the ocean currents inside 
the Beaufort Sea barrier islands. Respondents frequently identified their subsistence fishing areas as also 
being important fish habitat. Several respondents said that the Arctic cisco travel back and forth on the 
currents found inside the barrier islands: 

All along the coastline the Arctic cisco travel back and forth. This small current like this 
one inside [of the barrier islands]. Fish use these currents for traveling [along the coast].  
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[Inside the barrier islands] is a major migration area. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

We have gotten Arctic cisco in December, most people stop in November. A lot of people 
fish from right when it freezes up till November. We have had eggs in our Arctic cisco. 
They do their summer spawning around Barter Island. All inside of the barrier island, 
they follow the current. There is no migration, just the current. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
Interview September 2010) 

Respondents also said that it is common to see a variety of fish species inside the bay near Cross Island: 

What are the fish we always see at Cross Island? Maybe arctic char and sheefish? Inside 
the bay by Cross Island. We have even seen burbots, and those small cod fish. They were 
spawning; that was in September. There was a small fish that washed into our bow. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Respondents identified the Colville River Delta as one of the most significant nearshore fish habitat areas 
along the coast. Respondents said that broad whitefish and Arctic cisco spawn inside the various channels 
of the Colville River Delta. Two respondents said, 

We see [Arctic cisco] all along the edge of the river. Sometimes they go inside and go 
through Nigliq Channel. My sister got a bunch out there on the bank of the ocean. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

The other important fish is the whitefish. We get a lot of ones with eggs in the fall and 
July. [We find them] on the Nigliq Channel and the Colville River. There is also a second 
set of spawning in the fall. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

One respondent said that tomcod feed near a small island in the mouth of the Colville River Delta: 

We have gotten a few [tomcod] but not often. Maybe in the Nigliq Channel a few years 
ago. You have to be in a certain area. You need to be on the other side of the island. 
There is a little island over here. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Respondents also provided the study team with a generalized description of fish spawning and migration 
behavior near Nuiqsut. They observed that the anadromous fish in the Nuiqsut area will migrate once in 
June and July after break-up and then again in the October and November during freeze-up. They said, 

During break up when our rivers are all dirty and almost to the day when the river clear 
the fish will start come back in. And now they will go back out now with all those eggs. 
Soon as the river breaks up when the river clears they head up to feed and spawn. We get 
some in June and July. They must spawn the end of June and July and October November 
and some in December. They still have their eggs when you catch them in November. 
There are two different [spawning], it seems like, the ones in July…In November they are 
really full of eggs. We catch them in July then you don’t see them for awhile then fall time 
they are full of eggs again. The fall spawning is very different from the summer. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 
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Birds 

The study team asked respondents to share their knowledge of important coastal or offshore feeding 
grounds, nesting areas, and migration routes for birds, particularly waterfowl species, found in the vicinity 
of Nuiqsut. The locations of areas identified during workshops are depicted on Map 40. 

Feeding Grounds and Nesting Areas 

Nuiqsut respondents said that thousands of birds migrate into the Nuiqsut area during spring. Birds use 
the entire nearshore environment for feeding and nesting, including the coast and the barrier islands. In 
particular, respondents noted the Colville River Delta, the mouth of the Kalikpik River, Fish Creek, 
Teshekpuk Lake, and the barrier islands as important feeding grounds and nesting areas for birds. 

Participants who commented on the Colville River Delta said that brants, eiders, and loons use this area 
for feeding and nesting. These respondents made the following observations: 

There are some on the Colville Delta. You see king eiders, loons, they are all nesting and 
feeding. [During the] summer time you see a lot of them they have nests. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

The Colville Delta is again really important for brants. That one island is nothing but 
brants. Black brants are all along those islands in the Colville Delta. At Nigliq Channel 
they concentrate there. Pretty much the Colville Delta covers the whole thing. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

I see those brants coming in five to seven miles out in the spring. They are coming 
towards lands, near Nigliq Channel. All the birds even the swans come in to nest. 
Towards the end of May they are coming in [to nest] when it is starting to thaw out. I 
think they follow the ducks. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Several respondents said that long-tailed ducks are very abundant on all of the barrier islands along the 
coast: 

[There are] a lot of oldsquaw [long-tailed ducks]. [Some on] Thetis Island. They are 
feeding and nesting too. Lots of oldsquaw near West Dock, lots of them. All along the 
coast, there are a lot of oldsquaw ducks. From Barter to Barrow. There are so many we 
almost don’t hunt them anymore. From I would say, Barter Island to Barrow, all the 
islands. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

One individual made the following general statement about nesting areas on the barrier islands: 

Pretty much the seven mile marks, all the barrier islands have [nesting areas]. Also in 
the shallows. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Molting Areas 

Workshop participants said that brants, long-tailed ducks, and Canadian geese molt at the various points 
found along the Beaufort Sea coast, including Beechy Point and the area east of Oliktok Point. These 
respondents said, 
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Brants molt all along this area, all along Beechy Point, right along the coast. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

If you go out you will see oldsquaw by the thousands. They are molting, learning how to 
fly. All of the young ones as far as you can go. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

Canadian geese use all these points here, especially over here [points east of Oliktok] 
that is where they are, very heavily used for molting. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

Migratory Routes 

Workshop participants commented on the migration routes of eiders, brants, and other geese. Respondents 
agreed that these birds migrate into the area from the east, west, and south in the spring and leave in all 
three directions in the fall. One respondent said that birds migrating along the coast follow the ice leads, 
and if these leads are not present, migrate from point to point: 

The only time we see birds are when they come and when they go. They follow the leads 
heading towards the east. They do go further out. They go along the ice leads. When the 
ice is not there they follow the land point to point. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

Workshop participants agreed that eider ducks migrate along the coast, but provided different 
observations concerning the direction of the spring and fall migrations. One respondent reported that he 
had seen eider ducks flying east in mid-May: 

I was out there in spring time, and I spotted a whole flock of eider ducks coming towards 
me in mid-May. They went east. That would be along the ice path.…Along the ice crack. 
Then after they go far, they come inland then they go across the Brooks Range. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Another respondent said that eiders migrate west toward Barrow in August and September: 

Yeah eiders [migrate] in August and September [towards Barrow]. Like the end of 
August and first week of September. All of September. In the fall the males go first then 
the females [follow]. The oldsquaw go too. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

One respondent offered a different observation, however, saying that the eider ducks follow the coast 
heading west in the spring and return to the east in the fall: 

We saw some dead ones seven to eight miles out. They were just dead. In spring the eider 
ducks come west and in fall they head east along the coast. The eider ducks follow the 
coast. The skinny ones come first then the fat ones come. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 

Respondents agreed that Canada and snow geese generally migrate into the Nuiqsut area overland from 
the south and fly south across the land in the fall. Respondents offered the following observations 
regarding the migration behavior of geese: 
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The geese come in both ways, from the south and west. The Canadian and snow geese 
[come] from the south. [Maybe] the Canadian geese. Those flocks don’t go through 
Barrow; they go south. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

There are geese that come from the south [in the spring]. Yes, snow and Canadian 
whatever else. I see them go south [in the fall]. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 
2010) 

Subsistence Use Areas 
During workshops, the study team asked workshop participants to confirm that subsistence use areas 
reported by Nuiqsut community members in previous subsistence mapping studies represented the full 
extent of the community’s subsistence use areas. Where previous mapping studies did not accurately 
reflect current subsistence uses for a given resource, researchers documented the additional use areas. 

Nuiqsut subsistence use area data related to the marine environment are available for lifetime to 1979 
(Pedersen 1979), 1973-1986 (Pedersen 1986), 1994-2003 (SRB&A 2003), 2001-2009 (Applied 
Sociocultural Research 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008a, b, 2009a, b), and 1995-2006 (SRB&A 2010a), and are 
shown on Map 41 through Map 46. These maps include use areas for bowhead, polar bear, seal, fish and 
waterfowl. These six maps show Nuiqsut residents marine subsistence use areas extending over a large 
area of the Beaufort Sea. Residents have reported traveling up to 60 miles offshore to the north and as far 
east as Camden Bay for bowhead (Map 41). Use areas extend to the west to Cape Halkett (seal; Map 44). 

In general, residents agreed that the previously documented use areas for each resource adequately 
represented the extent of their subsistence activities. However, in some cases residents identified 
additional use areas. Additional use areas not included in previous subsistence mapping research are 
identified in the following discussions. 

Bowhead Whale 

Nuiqsut residents use Cross Island as a base for bowhead whaling activities. During the workshops, the 
study team showed participants a map of bowhead whaling use areas documented in four previous studies 
and a map depicting GPS tracks for whaling crews from 2001 to 2009. Workshop participants agreed that 
the maps accurately reflect bowhead whaling subsistence use areas and stressed the importance of Cross 
Island for whaling subsistence. One individual said, 

This is a very heavily used area. That is where all the whales we have harvested come 
from this area. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Seal 

Respondents agreed that the subsistence area use maps for ringed and bearded seal were accurate. One 
respondent added, however, that residents may go up to 25 miles north of Cape Halkett for seals 
depending on how far the ice goes out. This respondent commented, 

They go a little further north around Cape Halkett. This whole area, maybe like 25 miles. 
Sometimes it depends on how far the ice goes out. … That 60 meter mark. All the way out 
on those islands. July 1 that’s when we start cutting up. July to August. The whole months 
of July. July to August whenever, until it freezes up. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview 
September 2010) 
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Map 41: Nuiqsut Subsistence Use Areas, Bowhead
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Map 42: Nuiqsut Subsistence Bowhead Whaling Tracks
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Map 43: Nuiqsut Subsistence Use Areas, Polar Bear
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Map 44: Nuiqsut Subsistence Use Areas, Seal
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Map 45: Nuiqsut Subsistence Use Areas, Fish
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Map 46: Nuiqsut Subsistence Use Areas, Waterfowl
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Polar Bear 

Workshop participants indicated that few Nuiqsut residents harvest polar bears. Two respondents 
indicated that when harvests occur, bears are normally taken near Cross Island. One respondent said, 

That is pretty accurate, but mainly Cross Island where a harvest would take place…. We 
don’t really hunt them anymore. I got one last year at Cross Island; mine was in 
September. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Another respondent pointed out that there are a few people in the community who harvest polar bears 
along the coast from the Colville Delta to Cape Halkett. This respondent stressed, however, that polar 
bear harvests are rare: 

Well, I think there are more, the radius around Nuiqsut and where that river is. They are 
out to the west and north. There are a few people who go there. Yeah we don’t really hunt 
them. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Walrus 

The study team did not have a subsistence use area map of walrus for Nuiqsut because walruses are not 
commonly seen in the Nuiqsut area and are rarely harvested and thus have not been documented in 
previous subsistence mapping studies. However, one respondent said that there is a subsistence area for 
walrus approximately eight to nine miles northwest of Thetis Island: 

A lot of activities happen at Thetis Island, because Thetis Island is in Shell’s seismic 
[testing area]. It needs to be identified as a subsistence use area. Highly used by hunters 
for seal and bearded seal. It is also used if you get weathered in. That is where most of 
the hunters go, in that area. And there are some walruses northwest of the island about 
eight to nine miles west of that area. There was a walrus resting on the ice and it was 
harvested. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Fishing Areas 

Residents generally agreed that the Nuiqsut subsistence fish use area map was accurate but one individual 
added that while working at Prudhoe Bay he went fishing on the Sagavanirktok River for Arctic char, 
Arctic grayling, and rainbow trout: 

If you are working in Prudhoe you can go to the Sagavanirktok River and go fishing there 
usually during summer. Me and my buddy have spent some time on both [channels]. We 
caught some chars, grayling, rainbow trouts. Just a lot of chars up in that one too. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Other 

A few respondents pointed out that Nuiqsut residents do not exclusively harvest marine mammals from 
the ocean. One resident said that residents can harvest caribou that have swum out to the barrier islands. 
This resident said, 
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Summertime coastal caribou. Some of them get to the barrier islands and stay there for a 
while. From Pingok Island all the way to [Tigvariak Island]. They mostly stay here at 
Pingok Island. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Another workshop participant wanted the study team to consider that Nuiqsut residents also collect 
driftwood from the coast for harpoons and seal retrievers: 

We don’t just hunt, we collect things too. There are different drift woods we get for 
harpoons and seal retrievers. We don’t make everything out of metal. We collect it all 
over. (SRB&A Nuiqsut Interview September 2010) 

Knowledge, Observations, and Concerns about Water Discharges from 
Offshore Oil and Gas Activities 

The final section of the traditional knowledge workshop focused on EPA’s permits for discharges from 
offshore oil and gas activities in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas. Workshop participants described their 
previous experiences with discharge activities and concerns related to the discharges that EPA is 
proposing to allow in the reissued permits. Following their identification of concerns, the study team 
asked participants for their suggestions for future permit stipulations and monitoring requirements. 

Experiences with Discharges 

The study team asked participants to describe their experiences with discharges related to offshore oil and 
gas activities. The study team showed maps depicting the locations of past Beaufort Sea oil and gas 
exploration wells (Map 3), and then asked the workshop participants to describe any experiences they had 
with discharges related to these exploration activities. Three respondents reported seeing either garbage or 
oil sheens floating on the surface of the water: 

[We see] a lot of junk out there, like duck ponds and stuff that they use for equipment. It 
is just floating out there. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

One year we were out there, and we saw [things] like gum balls floating. [I think it was] 
1985. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

We were three miles out, and we started seeing spots of gas starting three miles out. This 
was in like1990-1991. As we got closer to Endicott, it was all around the causeway. The 
flare up does not burn it [all] up; it will spew [some] into the ocean.  (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
September 2010) 

Another respondent observed large bubbles under the ocean in the vicinity of Woodstock: 

When we were heading to Cross Island [once], we noticed something was making 
bubbles under the sea. It was when Woodstock was pumping. They were big and white 
like 10 to 15 feet wide. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Effects on Wildlife 

The study team asked respondents if they had any experiences with offshore discharges and their potential 
effects on wildlife. One respondent said that discharging drilling mud when sea ice is present causes the 
mud to collect on the icebergs: 
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It is infecting the marine environment; those drilling muds collect on those icebergs. 
Most of what we have been experiencing in the past is due to offshore drilling. So what 
kind of damage have they done to our environment? We used to see a lot of marine 
mammals, now not so many. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Another respondent, commenting on the effects of drilling mud discharges when sea ice is present, said 
that when drilling mud collects on the ice, it diverts seals out of the area: 

During winter when they drill through the ice they put their drilling mud on top of the ice 
and it diverts the seals. One year we saw a lot of drilling mud on the ice floating. So 
during the winter time they need to be told to discharge through the ice. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Effects on Subsistence Activities 

Nuiqsut workshop participants expressed concerns about the toxicity of discharges related to offshore oil 
and gas activities. One respondent remarked that it is no longer safe for Nuiqsut residents to eat burbot 
because they contain contaminants, and he said that he is concerned that the discharges will have a similar 
effect on marine resources: 

Because of the contamination we can only eat one or two burbots a year. We are limited 
to eat so much because of all that pollution and stuff. It would be kind of like doing the 
same thing in the ocean. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Another participant commented on the heavy metal poisoning his family endured after consuming food 
collected from the offshore environment: 

It affected my whole family. I had to get rid of all my seafood in 1999. My whole family 
was affected by a heavy metal poisoning. We had to get rid of all that seafood. That was 
bad; especially for somebody that likes to eat marine food. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 
2010) 

Concerns Regarding Discharges 

The study team showed participants a list of discharges (Table 2) the EPA currently authorizes for 
disposal into the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas. Respondents were unfamiliar with what many of these 
materials are and expressed concerns regarding the impact these unknown substances may be having on 
the environment. Respondents specifically expressed the following concerns: discharge toxicity, the 
temperature of discharges when deposited into the ocean, the possibility that animals may ingest 
discharges or may ingest other animals that have ingested discharges, invasive species discharged in bilge 
water, cultural impacts from the loss of species important to subsistence, and lack of community influence 
regarding concerns related to discharges. 

Several respondents reported having direct experience with drilling mud due to employment with the oil 
and gas industry. One respondent remarked that drilling mud contains a caustic substance and is therefore 
not suitable for discharge: 

There is some kind of white fluid in the mud that will eat your flesh. It is not something 
that is safe to discharge. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 
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Another respondent, commenting on the toxicity of chemicals in the discharges, said that newborn 
animals would be especially vulnerable: 

How are the newborn animals going to be affected by these chemicals? They are one of 
the first things to be affected. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Two respondents expressed concern that hot drilling mud will have a detrimental effect to organisms in 
the vicinity when it mixes with the cold ocean water: 

I know that industry wants to discharge, but it is like pouring hot water into a tub. It is 
killing the food chain. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

The temperature [of these things] is going to have an effect too. It is probably going to 
cause some kind of volatile reaction when the cold water and hot drilling mud touch. 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Because respondents depend so heavily on marine resources to meet their subsistence needs, they 
expressed concern that additional discharges would cause further damage to marine resources: 

When you discharge all that into the ocean it is going to affect our marine mammals and 
be bad for our human health [we live off of these animals]. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 
2010) 

It is too expensive to ship at the store; we have to go get our food out there. Would you 
ask the same question to a farmer if you asked them to discharge that stuff in their fields?  
We get 70 percent of our food from the ocean. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

One resident said that pollutants in the ocean have already entered all levels of the food chain and at the 
same time the participant has noticed an increase in health related issues among the Iñupiat, especially 
cancer. This resident feared that additional discharges could exacerbate the health issues Iñupiat face from 
eating contaminated foods: 

[It is] not just whales, but it is going through the whole food chain. We have seen an 
increase in health related issues like cancer in our people, we never had that before. But 
now we are seeing an increase in health related issues. Cancer and traumatic illnesses 
have sky rocketed. There is some contamination in the food chain. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
September 2010) 

Subsistence is more than a means of procuring food; it is a way of life. Preservation of the community’s 
traditions and culture were a common concern in these workshops. Respondents noted the local 
environment is essential to their cultural traditions and the loss of this environment could potentially harm 
future generations: 

Our elders were here yesterday, and we are here today. That is why we are here today. 
We will continue to carry on. Those respected whalers who taught us are gone, and we 
are moving on; we are trying to protect our future generation’s livelihood. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 
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When they are mitigating [they should consider] not just one marine species but all 
marine mammals and the hunters! Not just us, but our future hunters [too]. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Respondents also asked for additional information on the discharges beyond the information provided in 
the workshops. These workshop participants said they felt that the EPA was not listening to their concerns 
and requested that the EPA send someone to their village who is able to provide more detailed 
information regarding the nature of these discharges: 

We [would] like the EPA to come and make sure that these companies are in 
[compliance]. We have read how much they have given, they have given so much 
granting permits and here the community has spoken, zero discharge, and the EPA needs 
to come back. Instead of sending someone like you two, they need to come here. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 

On top of that we never get anyone coming to the village and explaining what kind of 
chemicals they are using out there. They need to come and explain to me!  (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Permit Considerations 

The study team asked workshop participants to identify what topics EPA should consider prior to their re-
issuing of the NPDES permits. Suggestions respondents gave included taking local environmental 
differences into consideration when updating the permit, considering the potential effects of ocean 
currents on discharges, examining the potential impact of discharges on migration routes, and keeping 
harmful chemicals in the discharges from entering the food chain. 

Respondents stressed that oil and gas activities have affected Nuiqsut more than they have affected other 
villages on the North Slope. Given their proximity to major development projects, Nuiqsut residents said 
that they would like to see the EPA take local environmental conditions and development activities into 
consideration when updating the new NPDES permit: 

Different permits should be given for the Chukchi and Beaufort. [The Chukchi] is ice free 
by July, we are never ice free, [or at least not] until late, late August. For the Beaufort 
Sea we have more ice. On the Chukchi once [the ice] goes it goes. The people on the west 
side are fine with the drilling, but we have more concern because we have ice. It is more 
sensitive. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Each area has their own emissions standards, but we are here with all of them. The EPA 
has [allowed] so many projects. We had some whalers that were out in the ocean and 
they ran out of water so they took snow water, and then they all got sick. It was [because 
it was] acid rain and when it got light out, they realized it was all yellow. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 

One respondent stressed that ocean currents can be unpredictable and have the ability to carry chemicals 
in discharges across large distances: 

They are forgetting about the currents, currents know no boundaries. If you discharge it 
into the current, who knows where it is going to go. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 
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Another respondent said that discharges could affect the migration routes of marine wildlife, bringing an 
element of unpredictability to subsistence hunting and fishing: 

Won’t those discharges affect the fishes and the migration routes of the animals? Yeah, 
sometimes when the river gets so low, we have to go to the other side. If they start 
discharging waste and all that where are the migrations going to start heading? 
(SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Respondents were also very concerned about harmful chemicals in the discharges entering into the food 
chain. One respondent expressed concern that chemicals in the local food chain will eventually end up in 
humans and stressed that the EPA needs to protect the food chain. This respondent said, 

You have to protect the food chain; it is going to affect that. It goes from animal to 
human being. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Another respondent feared that discharges were killing off plankton, a vital food for larger organisms in 
the ocean, and that EPA needs to take into account the effects of discharges on the plankton: 

Discharges are killing off the ecosystem, [starting with the] food. This one time I was all 
the plankton was white, maybe it is due to global warming. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 
2010) 

Suggestions for Discharge Monitoring and Permit Stipulations 

Zero Discharge 

In addition to the considerations that EPA should take into account when re-issuing their 2011 NPDES 
permits, the study team asked workshop participants to provide specific suggestions for permit 
stipulations and monitoring discharge activities. A number of participants during this section of the 
workshop said that the only suggestion they would provide was a “zero discharge” policy: 

Whatever you bring in, you got to bring it all back out. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 
2010) 

They shouldn’t discharge anything! (SRB&A Nuiqsut, September 2010) 

Zero tolerance. Zero discharge. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

During this section of the workshop, respondents again cited the toxicity of some of the materials that are 
currently being discharged into the ocean and expressed concern that these discharges would have a 
negative effect on marine life and human health: 

Well you know that the AEWC is pushing for zero discharge. It has been one of our 
priorities: that [zero discharge] and protection of the ecosystems [in the ocean]. It would 
definitely be nice if the EPA would adopt the Norwegian standards of zero discharges. 
The AEWC is one of the biggest tribal networks. The EPA needs to change their policy or 
their standards. Like I say, how would you feel if I gave you a plate of Native food? You 
wouldn’t want to eat it. The Norwegian standard [is simple], whatever is brought in they 
have to dispose of it in a disposal well or transport it out. That is what their standards 
are in Norwegian waters. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 
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We want zero discharge. They are going to be here for a short time and we are going to 
be here forever. We want to protect our children. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Citing their preference for a “zero discharge” rule, respondents encouraged the EPA to help develop 
disposal methods that would not involve discharging pollutants into the ocean. They suggested that the 
EPA adopt Norwegian standards, which they believed to be the strongest and most effective: 

The AEWC has been pushing through our legal counsel in DC to change the EPA 
discharge standard to be more consistent with Norwegian standards. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
September 2010) 

Everywhere in US they are allowed to [discharge]. Out in the global world, Norwegians 
have the strongest standards, zero tolerance, zero discharge. The EPA needs to come up 
with better standards and adopt the Norwegian standards. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 
2010) 

Burn it or ship it. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Suggestions for Enforcing Compliance 

The research team asked participants if they had any suggestions for enforcing the permit and monitoring 
discharges. Respondents said that individuals familiar with the local environment should be involved in 
monitoring. They believe educating and employing local people will ensure that oil and gas companies 
are held in compliance with the permit rules and stipulations: 

I think they should have an onsite person to ensure they are in compliance with [the 
permit]. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

What I [would] like to see is our own Natives monitoring these drillers and making sure 
they are in compliance with their discharges. How can you monitor and put stipulations 
when they are out there and we are here? (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

I think they need to get the people on the Beaufort Sea to be the eyes and ears for the 
Beaufort Sea. People with traditional knowledge should be the observers. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Several respondents expressed that they were uncertain about how the EPA currently enforces the general 
permits. Two respondents said that permit holders are likely to ignore permit restrictions and stipulations 
if the EPA does not adequately monitor their activities: 

We need subsistence advisors and observers on those projects. Not just MMOs, we need 
eyes and ears for the community. Like a representative from the community. I would think 
if they were doing their job [they would be fine with it]. The problem here is that we 
don’t have the EPA to give out the permits and to oversee. There is always a shortcut by 
contractors. They are given some time; all they are looking at is a bonus.  (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Are the contractors educating the subcontractors? A lot of the time they are not. The 
contractors are not educated as to what the permit really says. (SRB&A301.2, Nuiqsut, 
September 2010) 
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One respondent stressed that permit violators need to be fined: 

Follow through with the fines. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Two participants suggested that the EPA should collaborate with the North Slope Borough and local 
village corporations to create a permit that would be better accepted by North Slope communities: 

The EPA permits should be similar with the borough permits. All the stipulations need to 
be similar to the North Slope Borough permits which are stronger than the ones the EPA 
gives out; they need to be considered. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Let the local village corporations have major control. If I had a suggestion I would say 
they need to provide the City and Native Village of Nuiqsut with information. They need 
to come to all of us. Not just to the board, the board doesn’t always come and share with 
us. They need to be under contact and need to be law binding. (SRB&A Nuiqsut, 
September 2010) 

Other Concerns 

Workshop participants also expressed several concerns that while not directly related to discharges and 
EPA’s permitting process, did however often relate to concerns regarding oil and gas activities in general. 
Three respondents commented that noise associated with offshore activities divert marine mammals and 
waterfowl away from the shore, making them more difficult and dangerous to catch: 

Whales have really excellent ears, they can hear for miles and miles. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
September 2010) 

Wherever there is offshore activities both the underwater animals and the birds, 
everything, will avoid the general area where these activities are going on. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 

When we went out in the spring time, we noticed there were not many seals. There hasn’t 
been that many seals this year too. This year they started drilling earlier, and they asked 
us if they could start drilling earlier next year. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

In several cases, respondents cited specific development projects when discussing diminishing 
subsistence harvests but did not say what activities were responsible: 

What we found out is that year there was a lot of activity in the east, and we were at 
Jones Island and we didn’t see anything. A lot of noise impact to a lot of the marine 
mammals. That is why the next year we moved west away from industry. (SRB&A 
Nuiqsut September 2010) 

That year when Hammerhead was being drilled, we had to go 30 miles north when we 
could finally spot a whale. We had to let go, we had no choice, for safety reasons [e.g., 
could not harvest a whale that far from shore]. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

When they were constructing CD-1 CD-2 and CD-4, those were the years we got hardly 
any Arctic cisco. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Since the Northstar Project started, one of our elder captains has been complaining that 
there have been less and less seals over the years. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 
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Anything they are doing offshore, it is deflecting the animals; they can hear and smell 
and see. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Three respondents said that the federal government had granted other villages on the North Slope 
subsistence whaling deferrals. Two of these respondents said, 

It is not fair to the folks that live on the Beaufort compared to folks living in the Chukchi 
because the federal government gave the Chukchi [a buffer] 25miles out, and here we 
have been asking the federal government for buffer. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

We asked for a deferral line. Those other villages that have been granted a deferral line, 
meaning that within 25 miles there is no offshore industry, and those [decisions] are 
under the federal government, the DOI under that draft EIS. Kaktovik has a deferral line; 
we want one too. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

One respondent attributed Nuiqsut’s lack of a deferral line to offshore leases held by large oil and gas 
corporations. He claimed companies who have invested in this area are preventing Nuiqsut from having 
fair treatment:  

If you go to the ‘stable ice condition’ map, that is what a deferral line is supposed to look 
like. A deferral line would not allow [Oil Company] or any other oil and gas company to 
drill in that area. Nuiqsut asked for one of those, but it was omitted after the draft EIS 
was finalized. When they asked us, [Oil Company] didn’t like it because it would cover 
their prospects. …They were not being very honest; so much corruption under the Bush 
administration. So what has Obama pledged to Native Americas and Alaska Natives? We 
are seeking a deferral line. We want these before any offshore exploration happens. We 
are still waiting for our answers. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

A few respondents voiced other concerns related to a general lack of influence some residents feel when 
encountering government agencies. One respondent commented that the report will not have any impact if 
it does not reach the right people in Washington, DC: 

What region is it going to make these rules? [Is it here or is it in] Washington D.C.? Who 
is doing the report? Where is it going? When it gets into the hands of the decision maker, 
and it doesn’t go to the DC level, a lot of the issues will be ignored. (SRB&A Nuiqsut 
September 2010) 

Another respondent said that NOAA has not adequately listened to residents’ traditional knowledge 
concerning wildlife activities and wildlife numbers: 

NOAA needs to acknowledge what Nuiqsut has been saying. NOAA encounters everyday 
that our knowledge is true, by the hundreds. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

Take Home Message 

The final section of the workshop asked respondents to provide their “Take Home Message” to EPA 
regarding the NPDES permits. Two respondents shared their overall message toward interactions with oil 
and gas companies and the government. These statements summarize how these workshop participants 
felt about past interactions and their concerns for the future: 
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Open water season is when we all hunt. Oil companies want their oil, [and] Natives want 
their [marine mammal] oil too. There is a difference; we are fighting for our oil too. It is 
part of our traditional ties to the oceans. They have interest in oil and gas out there like 
we have interest in our ocean. It is something we did and our younger people are getting 
real active in the ocean. They are learning, and they need to know where to go. They 
have already succeeded in how to travel and how to harvest. That is the most important 
thing they are learning and they are learning and being taught. (SRB&A Nuiqsut, 
September 2010) 

I think they already know [how we feel], they have all sorts of hearings. The community 
has spoken about zero discharge. The EPA knows our past elders who have been with us; 
their opinions need to be incorporated. They need to speak to the elders. Their thoughts 
should be recognized by the EPA too. (SRB&A Nuiqsut September 2010) 

 

Kaktovik 

Physical Environment 
Kaktovik workshop participants offered their knowledge related to water movement and currents and ice 
conditions in the Beaufort Sea area around Kaktovik. Because the community is located over 300 miles 
from the Chukchi Sea and community members subsist entirely from the Beaufort environment for their 
marine resources, none of the respondents’ TK pertained to the physical environment of the Chukchi Sea. 
Participants’ TK regarding water movement and currents focused on factors that affect currents, the 
location of fronts, dangerous areas, and changes in currents over time. Regarding ice conditions, 
respondents discussed effects of wind and currents on ice movement, timing of freeze-up and break-up, 
dangerous areas, and observed changes in ice conditions. Placenames identified during the workshops are 
shown on Map 47. 

Water Movement and Currents  

The research team asked participants to describe the way water moved in the Beaufort Sea, by identifying 
the factors affecting currents, the location of fronts, and the location of strong and dangerous currents.  

Factors that Affect Current 

A number of workshop participants agreed that the barrier islands had a noted effect on the way water 
moves in the nearshore environment. Participants explained that currents into and inside of the barrier 
islands are both steady and strong: 

There are steady currents through the barrier islands but it is passable. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[Inside the barrier islands there are] shallows [and] rip tides. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
September 2010) 
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Participants also commented on the influence of wind on water movement. Respondents noted that the 
west and east wind have marked effects on the way water moves. They explained that a west wind is 
associated with high tide, an east wind with low tide, and a north and south wind with more treacherous 
currents: 

The west wind causes it to flood. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

The east wind brings low tide. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[Winds going north and south form] a lot of waves and rip tides. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

Location of Fronts 

Respondents identified two types of fronts in the Kaktovik area; one being where two currents meet in the 
open sea, the other located where currents move around the barrier islands. One respondent identified a 
front about 12 miles offshore where the near-shore and offshore currents meet. He noted the front is 
noticeable because each current is a different color: 

About 12 miles offshore, when we are whaling, we run into currents that are meeting. 
[The water] near the coast brown and blue out in the ocean. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

Another respondent stated that currents in the barrier islands create fronts during the low tide high tide 
shift: 

Inside the barrier islands [currents come together]. [Currents come together near the] 
Jago River. It changes with high tide and low tide. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

During one workshop, participants also reported fronts between the barrier islands where water from the 
bays and lagoons protected by islands met the open sea. One respondent commented,  

[Currents come together] where there are openings in the islands. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

Dangerous Areas and Strong Currents 

Participants were asked to identify the location and nature of strong and dangerous currents in the area. 
Locations identified during the workshops as particularly dangerous or having strong currents included 
the entrances to the barrier islands, Camden Bay, Jago Island, Arey Lagoon, and the area north of 
Kongakut River (Map 47). Shallow waters and strong rip tides along the barrier islands were identified by 
respondents as creating an unsafe environment in which to travel by boat. Participants provided the 
following description of dangerous areas near the barrier islands: 

Along the coast it is [dangerous], inside the barrier islands, it never used to be 
[dangerous inside the bay east of Kaktovik). You are taking a huge risk out there. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[It can get dangerous] when you are trying to go into the barrier islands. [There are] 
shallows [and] rip tides. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 
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Respondents agreed that Camden Bay can also be a dangerous area to travel. One of these respondents 
attributed the danger to open water and indicated that the coast east of town can be dangerous too:  

Now days it is very dangerous along the coast [especially for] people who use smaller 
crafts for traveling. Some people take risks and some people have lost their lives. It is 
more of an issue now to be at the top of your game if you are out there in [a small 
boat]…..I would say in open areas [like in Camden Bay and along the coast to the east of 
town] it can be dangerous. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[Camden Bay] can sometimes be dangerous. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 
2010) 

One respondent commented on three strong currents he has observed near Jago Island, Arey Lagoon, and 
the Kongakut River. He stated that these strong currents cycle water into then away from shore: 

[There is a strong current] near [Jago Island, it] sort of makes a circle. There is another 
one, [it] is a strong current it curves around and goes back out [near Arey Lagoon]. 
Same for here, [north of the Kongakut River, the current] comes in and goes around. We 
lost some [stuff] here one day, 25 days [later] something we lost came back to shore. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Changes in Water Conditions over Time 

Participants noted that currents have changed over time in the Kaktovik area. They said that one of the 
main changes they have witnessed is the changing size and shape of barrier islands because of changing 
currents and water conditions. One of the participants added that the changing currents have enlarged 
Bernard Spit (located directly east of Kaktovik) and made it more difficult for residents to leave the 
community and hunt whales. They said, 

Yes, [the currents have changed over time], Bernard Spit is getting longer. It is trying to 
block our way to the whales. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[There are] some new islands I haven’t seen before. [The barrier islands] are constantly 
changing. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010)  

Yes it is changing, the barrier islands are getting longer and some barrier islands are 
closing up. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

One respondent also volunteered his observation about changes in water conditions over time in the 
offshore environment. He noted that the marine environment has become more dangerous and that the 
weather has become unpredictable elevating the risk of those traveling by boat: 

There is something going on [out there] in the water and under the ice. A summer or two 
ago, it looks the same, like the year before, but the conditions are different; it is a lot 
more dangerous. Now days you have to be real aware of changes in the weather, you 
cannot just go out casually. What are you going to do if you get stranded and have to go 
the shore and you know nothing about the landscape? (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 
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Ice Conditions 

The study team asked workshop participants to describe ice conditions in the offshore environment. 
Participants provided their local knowledge related to the effects of wind and currents on ice movement, 
the timing of break-up and freeze-up, dangerous areas, and changes in ice conditions over time. 

Effects of Wind and Currents on Ice Movement 

Participants identified the mechanisms that effected the way sea ice moves. Respondents indicated that 
the combined effect of wind and current has the most impact on ice movement. They explained that an 
east wind will push the ice out from the community whereas a west wind will bring the ice back towards 
Kaktovik. However, they have also observed ice moving with the current against the prevailing wind 
direction. They said,  

Typically it seems like the east wind will push the ice out and the west will bring it back 
towards the island. I know the ice doesn’t travel with just the wind or the current, it is 
pushed by both. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

I have seen ice go into the current against the wind. The current is strong. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

It has changed so much over near the islands; in spring time when you are out hunting 
with snow machines and stuff you see the pattern of ice movement closer to shore. When 
it breaks up you can’t hardly tell because it is just moving back and forth. When the 
weather picks up you can see the ice moving east and west with the wind. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

During one workshop, two respondents indicated that wind was responsible for the formation of pressure 
ridges which he referred to as “pile ups:” 

[The ice] piles up pretty good from the west wind. [It is a] strong west wind. But [it will] 
also [pile up] from the east, depending on the angle of [the wind]. It can be piled up 40 
miles out from the east wind and piled up 40 miles from the west wind. We are on a point 
[so the wind comes from all directions]. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010)  

Sometimes there are [cracks] and the wind crushes [the ice and forms pressure ridges]. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010)  

And one respondent added that as the temperatures begin to warm in the spring, the wind blows sand onto 
the near shore ice which is warmed by the sun and creates rotten ice: 

[Rotten ice is] mostly near the sand spits. It blows sand and sand melts snow and ice. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Timing of Freeze-Up and Break-Up 

The research team asked participants when break-up and freeze-up occurred in the Kaktovik region. 
While break-up may vary from year to year, respondents generally agreed that it occurs in June or early 
July. Several respondents stated that freeze-up occurs in October while one added that open water may be 
present in some areas all winter long:  
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Usually, anymore, [break up happens] in early July. It is different every year. We try to 
hunt ugruk [bearded seal] during break up. It is a lot easier to hunt in the ice. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010)  

[Around the] third week in June we get an ice break up here. [The ocean freezes up in] 
late October. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[The sea ice usually breaks up in] June, maybe July. I don’t know, we have open water 
all winter long sometimes. It is really starting [to get worse], probably more open water. 
From the land you can tell. The west wind closes the ice and the east wind opens the ice. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

October is when you start seeing first year ice on the top freeze solid. It takes a little 
longer for that condition to occur. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Dangerous Areas 

Workshop participants identified places near Kaktovik where ice conditions are considered to be 
dangerous. One participant explained that most of the dangerous places are within the barrier islands 
because the currents between the islands and water flowing out of the rivers weakens the ice and causes 
those areas to be unsafe for travel: 

They tell me in the fall to not really travel on the ice [towards Camden Bay]. The current 
and wind doesn’t let the ice form in a safe and stable way. Also, to the west of Barter be 
careful. I can’t put a mile marker on it; they just tell me to be careful. In the spring time 
they say don’t travel over these channels, [on the ice], behind the barrier islands because 
there is a current that eats the ice away. Where the water is moving is where the water 
opens up first in the springtime. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

One person stated that areas where the wind has created loose ridges of ice are also dangerous for travel:  

Wind is a big one; we have small boats, and we don’t go out when it is windy. If it is a 
bunch of loose jumbled ice, we won’t go into that if it is windy. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

Observed Changes in Ice Conditions over Time 

Workshop participants were asked to identify changes they have observed over time in ice conditions. 
Respondents commented that the timing of break-up and freeze-up has changed over time as well as the 
build-up of ice during winter and the presence of ice during summer months. The consensus during the 
workshops was that break-up is now occurring earlier in the year and that freeze-up is occurring later in 
the year. For example, respondents provided the following comments on the timing of break-up and 
freeze-up: 

Break-up is earlier, freeze-up later. Sometimes it [freezes] in November. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

It has gotten a few days later for freeze-up. Maybe over five to six years, I think maybe it 
freezes up nine days later. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 
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In addition to observing the changing of the timing of break-up and freeze-up, workshop participants 
added that break-up occurs more rapidly and that ice, which used to be seen year round, is now 
completely disappearing during the summer months:  

Usually the ice breaks up in July or June. It is still shore-fast in June. July is when it 
starts moving out. [But] it isn’t like that anymore. It used to be a delay; now it is like 
bang bang and the ice just disappears. It used to break up and mingle out there in the 
ocean, but now it is just gone. We used to see ice year round, now it is just gone. October 
is when you start seeing first year ice on the top freeze solid. It takes a little longer for 
that condition to occur. If you have people traveling in some instances you have to [be 
careful]; you don’t want to become a casualty out there. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

[My grandparents said] they could see ice all summer, [it isn’t like that anymore]. It goes 
out [pretty quickly right after the break up] maybe the 15th to 20th of July. If you go 
[west] that is where the ice is. Maybe it is the thickness of the ice, because we don’t have 
ice here anymore. The thickest ice is over here [west of Prudhoe]. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

Well, like you see out there now, we don’t have any ice. The past five years we don’t have 
any; we used to have ice floating [all year]. We used to go whaling with ice floating. We 
had to go [fall] whaling with spot lights so we didn’t run into ice. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

One participant provided an observation on the changing ice conditions during the winter in which the ice 
pressure ridges are smaller than they had been in the past. He said, 

I have seen smaller scales of ice buildup, like I was saying about the jagged types of 
pressure ridges. I have seen smaller pressure ridges in spots you manage to see in 
normal observations. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

When asked why ice conditions have changed one respondent blamed the wind. He said, 

I don’t think it is global warming; it is just too much east wind. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

Effects on Wildlife. Workshop participants described the effect that changing ice conditions in the 
Kaktovik area have had on local marine wildlife. They reported that the lack of ice is affecting marine 
mammal distribution, particularly bearded seals and polar bears. Bearded seals and polar bears rest and 
search for food from the ice, and the lack of this critical habitat means these animals are seen less and less 
in the Kaktovik region: 

Yeah, I would think so, when there is no ice out there, where are the animals? Yeah it is 
farther and fewer to find them [bearded seals]. Early spring when we have big ice the ice 
will help us, if it is big ice. If it is small and broken it is no good. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

There is no ice and no polar bears. The researchers are wondering ‘where the heck are 
the polar bears. If there was ice, there would be more polar bears. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 
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Effects on Subsistence Activities. Workshop individuals reported several impacts to their subsistence 
harvest activities that have resulted from changing ice conditions. They said that these changes have 
caused increased risk, increased difficulty harvesting from and accessing subsistence use areas, and 
spoiling of harvested meat (due to warmer temperatures). One individual indicated that the increased 
difficulty is leading to increased costs.  

Two individuals explained that the changing ice is creating new risks. One person added that the changing 
ice conditions in recent years have increased the risk of traveling on the ice because previous knowledge 
about the stability of the ice may no longer be as applicable in the changing environment: 

When you travel out, it is at your own risk. If you go out [there] out of curiosity, in the 
old days the conditions were consistent; now it is more unpredictable. We have this fear 
built up in our head; we never had that before, especially when we go out on your own. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

I don’t think it affects the wildlife, but it affects those who hunt it. It makes it harder. We 
are taking a risk every time we go out. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010)  

[To hunt them] you have to think of new ways to go search for them. It is frustrating for 
the hunters. It is expensive to have your own hunting equipment. You have to help 
someone and participate with other people. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 
2010) 

The earlier melting ice was noted by one respondent as making it more difficult to access subsistence 
camps: 

Years ago it would be like tent city over at the different camps; [now] because [the ice] is 
a lot wetter, and melts off earlier, it is a harder road. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

One individual noted that the lack of ice has altered the community’s bowhead subsistence activity. While 
the lack of ice has enabled the community to more quickly harvest a bowhead, it also means that the 
community runs a greater risk of having the whale meat spoil due to the warmer temperatures if the whale 
is not processed in a timely manner. He said, 

It took us two months to have our bowhead season with the ice; now it is just a couple 
days because it is just open [water]. If we are harvesting too soon [and too quickly] and 
we [could] have meat sitting out there, it is to warm [it will go bad]. I would say inside of 
that 15 years, I have known that conditions to change in the ice. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

Biological Environment 
In addition to TK related to the physical environment of water movement, currents, and ice conditions, 
Kaktovik respondents offered TK about the biological environment in the region. Respondents’ 
observations focused on important habitat areas such as feeding grounds, haul-outs and resting grounds, 
rearing and pupping grounds, and denning and nesting areas in addition to migratory patterns for the 
seasonal marine resources. Respondents were also questioned about the time of year these animals were 
present in the environment. Habitat areas were identified for whales, walrus, seals, polar bears, fish, and 
birds.  
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Marine Mammals 

Whales 

Workshop participants identified important habitat locations around Kaktovik for bowhead, beluga, orca 
(killer), narwhal, and gray whales and porpoises (Map 48). Workshop participants discussed the Kaktovik 
area is an important migratory path and feeding area for a variety of whales: 

[The bowheads] feed and travel through [this whole area], and they have for thousands 
of years. This whole area is important for bowhead [indicating offshore environment]. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Bowheads go 100 miles out from the Canadian border all the way to the Chukchi Sea, all 
the way to the Bering Strait. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

 [I see whales] July through September, when there is open water. They have seen gray 
whale; some people say humpback. It is rare, they are not common but they have been 
seen here. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[We sometimes see] narwhals. Yeah, there are narwhals out there. I don’t know how you 
could say what areas they are. We [just] know they are there. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010). 

We get a lot of gray whales here too sometimes. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 
2010) 

Respondents noted that in addition to observing whales in the Beaufort Sea area north of Kaktovik, 
several species of whales feed in areas along the coast in various bays and lagoons. Canning River area, 
Simpson Cove, Camden Bay, Kaktovik Lagoon, Jago Lagoon, Bernard Harbor, Griffin Point, and 
Demarcation Bay were identified by respondents as particularly important habitat areas for whales. 
Respondents described beluga habitat along the coast and in the lagoons around Kaktovik, saying, 

[Beluga whales] travel close to the coast and hunt for fish. They migrate within a few 
miles. Fish [are] migrating [along] the coast, so whatever eats the fish will be there 
eating them. It is such a short season we don’t really even see them here. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

As far as my memory serves, we see belugas coming into these reefs. I have never heard 
of belugas elsewhere. I have just heard of them when they are spotted from shore when 
people are looking at conditions. [When] we see them, they are inside Bernard Harbor, 
Kaktovik Lagoon, and Jago Lagoon. When beluga are spotted offshore, I am not sure if 
they are just traveling further on their migration path. They usually come from the 
eastern side. This is today; in the old days they used to be more offshore. When belugas 
are sited it triggers a frenzy; we go out and get as much as we can. They are harvested in 
a week or so. Sometimes it is not even weeks; it is days. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

Workshop participants also identified the area north of Barter and Arey islands as important areas where 
bowhead whales pass through on their migration. They said, 

[Scientists] have been tagging bowheads to see where they go. They had one traveling 
from Canada, hanging out by Barter Island for a while and then it traveled west. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 
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Arey Island is where [people look for bowhead] whales. (SRB&A Kaktovik September 
2010) 

Workshop participants described the Camden Bay and Canning River area as important habitat for 
porpoises. They also noted having seen gray whales in Camden Bay by Collinson Point and restated the 
fact that the whole coastline in the Kaktovik area is important whale habitat: 

Porpoises, [you can find them] over around Canning River, Camden Bay. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010).  

They caught a couple [porpoises] in Canning River; I guess it was navigable. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[I have seen] gray whales over here by Collinson Point in Simpson Cove, [it is] all rock 
underneath. [Person’s name] and I; he has pictures of it on his website for evidence. 
[Along] this whole coastline I have seen whales all over the place; right from here at 
Griffin Point. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

To the east, Demarcation Bay was also noted as an area where whales, particularly beluga 
and orca whales, can be found. One respondent thought that beluga are likely feeding in 
Demarcation Bay and that Kaktovik residents have witnessed similar beluga feeding 
activity in around Bernard Spit. Describing the whale habitat in Demarcation Bay 
respondents said, 

We usually spot [beluga] down here [in Demarcation Bay]. They are probably feeding; 
they eat fish. We have a lot of herring [around Bernard Spit]; they eat a lot of herring. 
Belugas are very rare up here in our areas. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 
2010) 

Killer whales, they see them in Barrow. I think there are ones around Demarcation Bay. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010). 

Walrus 

Kaktovik participants said they rarely encounter walrus; however some respondents reported spotting the 
occasional walrus near the community on the beaches on the north side of Barter Island (Map 49). One 
person said, 

[Walruses are] rare here; you might see one or two. [On the beaches near town] I have 
seen dead ones, small ones. [They have] no weight. If a hunter ever ran across one, they 
would decide whether they would want to go after it. It is a food issue for the community; 
one animal would feed an entire village. It is a selective decision. It is like a trophy, a 
celebration for the community. If the hunter brings home something like that, it causes a 
celebration in the community. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Workshop participants stated that Kaktovik is on the eastern limit of the walrus migratory range and that 
these marine mammals are encountered more frequently to the west. As one respondent said, “We are 
kind of far east for walrus. They are kind of uncommon. They are far and few, but they are there” 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010). One respondent identified the area to the west near 
Tigvariak Island in Mikkelsen Bay as an area of aggregation for walrus: 
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[Walruses] come to the barrier islands. [They usually come in the] fall. We hardly ever 
get walrus, but every now and then they come. [I think they are just] resting. Ever since I 
grew up, I see [some] on the shore [on the north side of Barter Island]. You could see a 
whole bunch of [walrus] on Tigvariak Island. On the ocean side, there are a lot of clam 
shells. [We] used to see a lot of walrus [on Tigvariak Island]. Long ago they used to be 
there. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Seals 

Kaktovik respondents reported that spotted seals, ring seals and bearded seals are found in abundance 
along the coast (Map 50). Respondents identified areas of aggregation, feeding, and resting for seals in 
the Kaktovik region. Workshop participants discussed that seal can be found in a number of habitat areas 
depending on the season and food availability. General areas where seal were reported to congregate 
included along the pack ice, in merging currents, in bays, lagoons, and river deltas: 

Bearded seals, ring seals, spotted seals. Spring time there are important haul outs near 
the river deltas. All river deltas have spring haul outs and holes. [They go] about 25 
miles out [near the mouth of] all the river drainages. We saw over 100 seals hauled out 
in open cracks in the spring times. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

We get all types of seals, spotted seals. Camden Bay [is a good spot], [also] once and a 
while we see [spotted seals] in [Demarcation Bay]. I have no idea what seals do, but I 
see them there. Seals are always all over [Camden Bay]. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

Bearded seals, in the springtime haul out in Camden Bay. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

One individual explained that residents are beginning to see bearded seal hauled out on 
the beaches more frequently because of the lack of ice in the Kaktovik region. He said, 

We are starting to see bearded seals on the beach in this area right here [in Simpson 
Cove]. Maybe [for the past] four or five years. There is no ice. [It is the] same thing for 
this [area between Pokok Bay and Kongakut River]. I have been on this coast line, and I 
have seen dead seals. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

When ice is present, workshop participants stated that bearded seal can be found feeding and resting off 
of the ice north of the islands. Two individuals said,  

We would spot ugruks [bearded seal] 13 miles offshore, if I remember right. You would 
go out there if there was broken ice, and on a nice day like this you can just float around 
and look for them. They are all over the place. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 
2010) 

[Ugruks are] offshore, straight off the islands. I would say [they are feeding and resting]; 
they are very quick. When they pop up out of nowhere, it is like ‘What are they doing?’ 
When there is ice out there, you can usually see them hanging out on the ice and that is 
usually July to August. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

One participant noted that although Kaktovik has a robust population of bearded, spotted, and ring seals, 
they have learned that the area between Barrow and the Canning River is particularly abundant for seals: 
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We find] bearded seal, spotted seal, ring seal. [They are] all over. Some seal studies in 
the past showed that from the Canning River [west] towards Barrow [there is] a higher 
concentration of seals. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Polar Bear  

When asked about important polar bear habitat near Kaktovik, respondents generally commented on the 
importance of sea ice, snow, and seals to polar bear habitat choice (Map 51). Polar bears are primarily 
marine animals and require sea ice to travel effectively and from which to hunt seals: 

Polar bears need ice, so that is where you will find them. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010). 

The polar bears and their denning habits match the seals. That’s what they feed on. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010).  

During the winter, polar bear dens are found in both offshore and onshore environments. On land, 
respondents commented that polar bears will den along rivers and in areas with larger snow drifts. 
Workshop participants stated,  

I don’t know about polar bears, they den wherever they want. Wherever there is deep 
snow. Sometimes we see them in the inlands. I guess that time is when they have hardly 
any food around. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

I would say over here [on the Hulahula] there are den sites along the river. Some are 
[further upstream] too, there is a bluff up here and when you are traveling to the 
mountains in the winter-time, you see them in the snowdrifts. I would say you find them 
mostly in the snow drifts. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Polar bears go up river, [all the way] towards the Yukon. Some [bears will] go way up 
in-land looking for snow banks. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Another individual added that polar bears den offshore if adequate ice is present and there are pressure 
ridges in which they can make their den. He said, 

Yeah, wherever there are snow drifts. On the first [off shore] pressure ridge, they use ice 
buildups to make their dens. It is within a mile or so offshore. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

The same participant reported seeing more polar bears east of town: 

Now-a-days I am seeing polar bears concentrated more down here [east of town and 
near town] and dens out on the ice. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Fish  

When asked about fish, respondents shifted focus from the offshore environment to rivers. They reported 
that all of the large rivers (e.g., Aichilik, Canning, and Kongakut rivers) and many of the small rivers 
support fish populations (Map 52). 
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Typically bigger rivers have more spawning fish. [Like the] Aichilik River, Yeah, there 
are a lot of fish in those rivers. Typically if it is running water year round, there are fish 
there. Some [rivers] freeze solid or stop but there are some [that have flowing water]. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

All of the drainages have fish, even the smaller drainages. There are small fish that 
migrate. They are not navigable all year round, but they migrate if there is water. Also 
during break up they go up there. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Respondents reported that many of the larger rivers such as the Canning River, Huluhula River, Kongakut 
River, and Sadlerochit River support spawning populations, including anadromous fish (e.g. salmon):  

I never see them feeding up here [near edge of the Canning delta]; they are spawning. 
These are narrow channels, it just looks big. I have been there; you can walk across. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

 [Fish are] spawning the whole way up [the Hulahula River]; Arctic char, Dolly Varden. 
[It is the] same thing for [the Canning and Kongakut rivers too]. [Also] the same for 
[Schrader Lake] Sadlerochit River; [there are] lake trout Dolly Varden, and pikes in 
there. Char, grayling, Dolly Varden are spawning [in the Kongakut River]. I know there 
are grayling up this river; they spawn [around] Okpilak [Lake]. [There are] some char, I 
am not sure where they spawn, but they don’t go very far up this river. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010). 

Yes we get salmon every now and then. Usually in [the Sadlerochit] River; it is hard to 
go up [it to far]. There are fish all over; I don’t know where they spawn. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010). 

Respondents mentioned the marine environment describing the migration of fish, and their predators, 
along the coast. They identified the coast as important habitat for Arctic cisco and Dolly Varden. They 
said, 

Fish [are] migrating [along] the coast, so whatever eats the fish will be there eating 
them. It is such a short season we don’t really even see them here. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010). 

[There is good habitat] on the coast for, Arctic cicso, qaaktaq, that and Dolly Varden. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010). 

Participants also said that Camden Bay and lagoons along the coast are areas where fish can be found and 
that many residents will have fish camps in these areas: 

There are fish camps and hunting camp in Camden Bay. [When you are there] you 
always carry you net. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010). 

[It is not just] inside the lagoons but on the outside too. If you are camping you can 
usually throw a net in and get [some fish]. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 
2010). 
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Birds 

Participants identified important habitat locations for birds in the Beaufort Sea environment (Map 53). 
Respondents reported that the entire coast is important for a great variety of eider, geese, and duck species 
that migrate to this area for nesting in the warmer months. As one respondent said regarding the variety of 
species in the region, 

I have seen [waterfowl all along the coast]. You can walk on every sand-spit and you will 
always see a nest. [There are] common eiders, spectacled eiders and king eiders all 
along this coastline. [There are] all kinds of birds, I [have gotten] geese, yellow legs, 
Canadians, snow, brants, long tail, and all kinds of loons. I can’t even count how many 
birds. (SRB&A Kaktovik September 2010) 

The consensus among workshop participants regarding waterfowl migration indicated that sea birds such 
as eiders migrate along the coast and in open leads from the west and east whereas inland waterfowl (i.e., 
dabbling ducks and most geese species) migrate along the rivers and through mountain passes. One 
respondent also noted that shore birds also nest and feed in the same areas as the other waterfowl.  

The general timing of the bird migration was reported by an individual to begin in May and end in August 
and September. Respondents provided the following comments regarding bird migration in the Kaktovik 
region:  

Some, like those sea ducks [migrate along] the coast, traveling east coming from the west 
in the spring. [Those are the] different kind of eider ducks, aaqhaaliq, black ducks. 
Smaller shore birds migrate in too, nest and feed and live in the same places. In the fall 
some of them travel back; others, we don’t see them go. Maybe [they go] south, towards 
warmer weather. Geese and puddle ducks, inland waterfowl, are different; they travel 
inland through the mountain passes. They follow the bigger rivers too. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[Birds come from the] west and the east. They are coming from both sides. In the fall a 
lot of the brants go through the ocean, I can’t see them; they are that far. Berry pickers 
[inland waterfowl], they are heading south. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 
2010)  

[Sea birds] follow the open leads. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010)  

In spring they migrate from the east to the west. In some instances you would see a flock 
coming from a different direction. It is early spring when they are coming in, and they 
follow the coast. Some get lost. Some eiders have different color beaks. The ones I see are 
just different color patterns of the feathers. I guess there are loons out there too. I would 
like to see one and catch one. When they start coming in spring time we look east. [They 
start coming in] in May. They go back earlier in mid-August to late September. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik September 2010) 

Respondents reported migrating birds come to the Kaktovik area for feeding and nesting during the 
summer months. One respondent indicated different species of birds use different areas for feeding 
depending on their diet: 
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[Where they feed] depends on the kind of bird. Sea birds and sea ducks feed in the ocean. 
Brants, and geese, feed in ponds or grasses or weeds. Different birds eat different things. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik September 2010)  

Another workshop participant identified Angun Lagoon as an important feeding location for brants: 

There are waterfowl concentrations over here [in Angun Lagoon]. Last summer on the 
inside, right along the coast, there was a large concentration of two different types of 
birds. I don’t know their name; maybe they were brants. I would say [they were] feeding. 
It looked like they were ready to move. (SRB&A Kaktovik September 2010)  

Workshops participants noted that the area around Kaktovik provides key nesting habitat. One participant 
commented on the importance of this area to migratory species: 

This is where all birds and all geese come to have their young. A lot migrate further [east 
into Canada]; they are everywhere. You can land [your boat] anywhere and go walk for 
a couple of hours and you can count all the birds forever. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

A number of respondents identified the barrier islands, sand spits, and river banks as important nesting 
areas for birds. Participants noted that barrier islands were safe from predators: 

A lot of [birds are] on the barrier islands. It is not so uncommon; it is harder for bird 
eating and egg eating predators to get at them. (SRB&A Kaktovik September 2010)  

I have seen birds on all the sand spits and inland. I [have] seen whole bunches [of birds 
near] the rivers. [Waterfowl and seabirds are nesting on] sand spits and inland. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik September 2010)  

Brants nest on the main lands. Eiders [nest] on the barrier islands. [Birds are] nesting 
along the rivers. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010)  

One respondent reported the changes he has observed in his lifetime. He has observed that the numbers of 
nests have diminished over the years and that old patterns have been altered: 

When we did a lot of nest hunting when I was a kid, we would do it on the barrier island. 
Nests are very rare now compared to when I was a kid. [There used to be] millions of 
[long-tailed] ducks; now they are rare. You have to be out there 24/7 to figure out what is 
out there and their patterns. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Subsistence Use Areas 
During the workshops, participants were asked to confirm that previously documented Kaktovik 
subsistence use areas reported by community members in subsistence mapping studies covered the 
complete extent of the community’s harvest activities. If respondents knew of an area on the map where 
subsistence activities occurred that had not been previously documented, they were asked to identify the 
area and what resources were being harvested.  

Kaktovik subsistence use area data related to the marine environment are available for lifetime to 1979 
(Pedersen 1979) and 1995-2006 (SRB&A 2010a) and are shown on Map 54 through Map 60. These maps 
include use areas for bowhead, polar bear, seal, walrus, fish, and waterfowl. The maximum distance for  
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Map 54: Kaktovik Subsistence Use Areas, Bowhead
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Map 56: Kaktovik Subsistence Use Areas, Seal
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Map 57: Kaktovik Subsistence Use Areas, Walrus
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Map 58: Kaktovik Subsistence Use Areas, Fish
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Map 59: Kaktovik Subsistence Use Areas, Waterfowl
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Kaktovik’s reported offshore use is 35 miles (bowhead and walrus; Map 54 and Map 57). Along the 
coast, their use area extends as far east as the Mackenzie River Delta in Canada (fish and waterfowl; Map 
58 and Map 59) and to the west as far as the Return Islands near the Kuparuk River Delta (waterfowl; 
Map 59). Map 60 shows Kaktovik residents’ bowhead, fish, walrus, and waterfowl subsistence use areas 
in Canada reported for the time period of 1996-2006.  

Kaktovik workshop participants generally agreed that previous subsistence mapping studies as described 
above adequately documented their community’s subsistence use areas. Respondents, however, did note 
that the maps shown during the workshops did not show any marine invertebrates. They stated that while 
marine invertebrates are not the focus of community members’ subsistence activities, residents sometimes 
collect them but indicated that these occurrences are occasional and that marine invertebrate use areas 
occur within previously documented use areas for other resources.  

Respondents also noted that the previously documented whale use areas did not specifically address 
beluga whales. They reported that the community harvests beluga near Kaktovik in Bernard Harbor and 
Jago and Kaktovik lagoons (Map 47) and added that beluga are found in many other bays and areas along 
the coast and could potentially be harvested from these locations: 

[If we see them] we see them just inside Bernard Harbor, Kaktovik Lagoon, Jago 
Lagoon….When beluga are spotted offshore I am not sure if they are just traveling 
further on their migration path, not sure. They usually come from the eastern side. This is 
today. In the old days they used to be more offshore. When belugas are sited it triggers a 
frenzy to go out and get as much as you can. They are harvested in a week or so. 
Sometimes it is not even weeks, it is days. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

They find beluga in Camden bay, Demarcation [Bay], Cross Island…. No one particular 
spot, wherever they can catch them. If we lived at Griffin Point we could probably herd 
them in there. Camden Bay, Anderson Point, all along the coast. All the lagoons, 
everywhere. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Lastly, workshop participants reported that the seal use areas for the community are also located from 
Cross Island south to areas all along the coastline. In a few other instances respondents provided 
additional information regarding subsistence use areas, however, after further review the study team 
ascertained that these areas had already been previously documented and are within the use areas 
described in this report.  

Knowledge, Observations, and Concerns about Water Discharges from 
Offshore Oil and Gas Activities  

During the Kaktovik traditional knowledge workshops, researchers asked participants several questions 
directly related to the offshore discharges and EPA’s NPDES general permits. The study team first asked 
participants about their experiences with offshore discharges and concerns they have with the discharge 
materials and activities currently allowed by the permits. After respondents discussed these concerns, they 
provided suggestions regarding future permit stipulations and how to monitor and enforce the permit’s 
requirements. 
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Experiences with Discharges 

During workshops, the study team showed maps depicting the locations of past Beaufort Sea oil and gas 
exploration wells near Kaktovik (Map 3). Researchers then asked workshop participants to describe any 
experiences they had with discharges related to these exploration activities.  

Respondents did not cite any experiences directly related to the information presented; however, several 
Kaktovik respondents indicated that they have observed the impacts of offshore oil and gas activities on 
the environment. They said,  

I worked offshore on an oil spill response boat. I worked on supply boats down in the 
Gulf. I got to travel the Gulf, the Panama Canal, all the way around Alaska, and I was 
happy with Alaska waters. We got to Alaskan waters, and we started seeing structures 
and other stuff. I don’t like it; I don’t want to see it here. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

[North of Camden Bay] I saw a sheen [on the water]. It was three years ago. I haven’t 
really been out in this area [since then]. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

There are booms, sandbags, garbage just floating out there in the ocean. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

For further discussion of offshore oil and gas impacts affecting Kaktovik hunters, see the USDOI, MMS 
(1997) report “Arctic Seismic Synthesis and Mitigating Measures Workshop.” 

Concerns Regarding Discharges 

The study team asked workshop participants if they had concerns related to the areas of proposed 
discharge and about the different types of discharges (see Table 2). Overall, most participants were 
unfamiliar with many of the proposed discharge materials (e.g., drilling fluids, test fluids, drilling 
cuttings) but in general were concerned about any discharge to the marine environment. As one individual 
said, 

What are drilling fluids, drilling cuttings? Solid wastes, domestic wastes those should not 
[be allowed] out there. Bilge water, that shouldn’t be out there. What are test fluids? 
Well, tell them nothing [should be discharged]. What you bring in you take out. If you 
want to do something here, do it with ZERO damage to the environment, zero. Don’t 
come back unless you abide by those rules; it isn’t fair to the people [who live here]. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Several persons expressed concern over the potential effects that discharges may have on various marine 
wildlife as well as important habitat areas. They said, 

I am concerned with the effects on the different animal species. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 

Where there are openings in the islands, those are important areas too. [They need to] 
prevent oil from going into the barrier islands through those openings. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik September 2010)  
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Respondents expressed concern regarding how EPA plans to enforce the general permit. Participants cited 
distrust of oil companies and expressed skepticism of industry commitment to follow permit stipulations. 
One respondent provided this example of oil companies’ failure to comply with permit stipulations in the 
past: 

I feel that there is going to be a serious problem with monitoring compliance. What 
makes me say this is the EPA ordered [an oil company] to discontinue use of the 
dispersal agents they were using yet they disregarded the order and continued using 
them. There seems to be a breakdown in compliance. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

Workshop participants also stressed their concern over the need for EPA to better disseminate information 
about discharges to community residents so that they can be informed of the discharge activities that are 
occurring in the Beaufort Sea: 

What are drilling cuttings? What does desalinization mean? The community at large has 
no idea about what is going on out there. When you become knowledgeable about it and 
read about it, you get some idea. In some cases there are deformities in fish species. For 
them [oil companies] to have a permit and go on with the kind of activities that are going 
on out there, I think it is wrong. It doesn’t matter if the permit is given to them, it 
shouldn’t be done. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[We want the EPA to] send the top guy here to us. [We want to know] everything. Don’t 
leave anything behind. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Permit Considerations 

Researchers asked participants what EPA should consider when designing the revised NPDES permits. 
Respondents focused on the environment and stressed the importance of the habitat for wildlife resources. 
Participants pointed out that the area around Kaktovik is an important breeding ground for a number of 
migratory species and that discharges should be prohibited during the molting and nesting season in order 
to protect the waterfowl. They said, 

During molting season [which is July through September] discharges should be 
[completely] prohibited. Molting seabirds are swimming out there! Also, [prohibit 
discharging] when rivers are discharging during break up. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

This is the birthing ground for animals from all over the world. I heard there were over 
500 different kinds of little birds, you name it, they are all up here from spring till late 
fall. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

One respondent wondered how the environment will be affected by oil and gas discharges or activities 
and encouraged EPA to take these potential impacts into consideration: 

Take into consideration changes on the environment. Where are you going to do if you 
are used to going to a habitat and it is lost? (SRB&A Kaktovik, September 2010) 
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Suggestions for Discharge Monitoring and Permit Stipulations 

The study team asked a series of questions to ascertain what stipulations respondents would like to see 
included in EPA’s 2011 NPDES permit. The majority of participants expressed a similar view that all 
discharges should be prohibited in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas:  

Yeah, there should be zero tolerance because there are no good wastes. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Our whalers, [the] AEWC, and the Borough are all together with zero discharge. 
(SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Yeah, all of it [should be restricted]. It is all the same water. Zero discharge, zero 
tolerance. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Participants cited the toxicity of materials that are currently authorized by the NPDES permit and 
expressed concern that these discharges would have a lasting negative effect on marine life and human 
health if they were continued to be permitted by EPA:  

Zero discharge, zero tolerance. I don’t know what they put in that drilling mud. I had to 
handle it, and if you get that crap on you, it burns; it is nasty. I was in the Gulf when they 
got a stiff high wind, [and] whatever was in the water, it came to the surface in this nasty, 
slimy film on the water, [and extended] as far as the eye can see. I don’t want that in 
Alaskan waters. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Well, they are always dumping their drilling muds overboard. That probably doesn’t help 
the animals in the ocean. There are all kind of chemicals [in that]; I was reading 
something that said drilling muds can be radioactive. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

Citing their preference for “zero discharge,’’ residents expressed the desire for EPA to develop disposal 
methods that would not involve discharging pollutants into the ocean. Workshop participants suggested 
that EPA adopt Norwegian standards, which respondents believed allow zero discharges. Several 
individuals suggested that potential discharges should be taken back to shore and disposed of on land. 
Regarding the implementation of such a policy one individual noted, “It may seem challenging, but it is 
not insurmountable. We have already suffered [impacts of oil and gas development] enough” (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010). Residents provided the following “zero discharge” responses when 
asked about permit stipulations: 

[In the future] I would not like to see them doing this [discharging]; instead maybe the 
government can do what they do in Norway. [The Norwegian “zero” discharge] is 
different from America’s “zero” discharge. In America you can get away with dumping 
that stuff overboard. Quit polluting what we live off of. That would help a lot of concerns. 
It would help our concerns especially after we find out it is radioactive. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[They should be protecting] the whole darn coast. Like I said before, zero damage to the 
environment. If you bring it in, take it out. That is the way it should be. It would be a 
good job for some company hauling stuff out. [That is a way to] create work right there; 
that is the way it should be. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 
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Discharges should be prohibited completely. What if there is an accident? Who is 
responsible? Prohibit it [the discharges] all the way. If you have big companies, they are 
going to discharge as much as they want to. [If something bad does happen we] might 
hear about it later on and that will be too late. No discharges any time of year; as far as 
you can go. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Zero [discharge], the Norwegian system works best! (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

One individual added that in addition to the “zero discharge” policy, he would like to see that all ships 
operating under the NPDES permit be required to keep an inventory of their discharge material so that 
residents can be assured that the ships are not discharging into the Beaufort and Chukchi seas. He said, 

Take it in, take it out! Take an inventory of what comes onto the boat and what goes off of 
the boat. There are records of what come onto the boat. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

In response to viewing a list of current area restrictions for discharging drilling fluids and cuttings which 
specifically prohibited discharges within three miles of numerous Kasegaluk Lagoon passes, Kaktovik 
participants questioned why some locations, specifically the passes between the barrier islands near Point 
Lay, had specific restrictions while areas around Kaktovik did not. Highlighting the strength of currents in 
the Kaktovik area and the importance of protecting passes between barrier islands, one individual stated: 

Well, we mentioned the currents going in and out of the sand barrier islands. Those 
currents are strong….These passes that are listed [are near Point Lay], between barrier 
islands. These are the beluga passes near Point Lay [into Kasegaluk Lagoon]. [But it is] 
the same all the way [along the Beaufort Sea coast]…. Every pass is important. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

While discussing the importance of the passes between the barrier islands and asking they be given the 
same protection as those near Point Lay, the same individual added that the permits should restrict 
discharges in bowhead feeding areas north of Kaktovik and in Kaktovik’s bowhead whaling subsistence 
use area:  

Plus, there are important feeding areas [for bowhead whales] just north of Kaktovik. 
These areas need to be [protected]. It [restrictions] should go as far out as we are 
whaling. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

As discussed above under “Concerns Regarding Discharges,” workshop participants expressed their 
concern over EPA’s ability to enforce the NPDES permit regulations. To prevent these compliance 
problems respondents suggested several methods EPA should consider to monitor discharges, including 
ongoing surveillance and local monitors: 

Make that [monitoring] 24/7; the federal government should be here. If something should 
happen, who is going to be out there to take care of it? Rather than hear about it later, 
who is watching them now? (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 
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We should have locals make decisions, not Tom, Dick, or Jane from 5,000 miles away! 
We need someone from this area to monitor these discharges; someone who knows this 
environment will make a good decision. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

[They can use] satellite surveillance [to enforce compliance]. (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010)  

Other Concerns 

Aside from the materials oil and gas companies are discharging into the Beaufort and Chukchi seas, 
respondents also expressed general concerns with offshore oil and gas activity and the lack of local 
community representation in permitting processes. Workshop participants commented that most offshore 
activity causes subsistence resources to move farther away from the community, resulting in increased 
risks to hunter safety. Two respondents described, 

I know when they were doing seismic operations, we had to go a lot further away from 
home to hunt. We had to go like 30 miles away from home. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 

When you have activity going on onshore, that changes the dynamics of your [hunting] 
patterns. [If you] go there you might run into problems, [spawning fish become 
unpredictable when there is activity]. It has been so many years [since I have been] able 
to go out towards Prudhoe. The noise is what bothers me. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview 
September 2010) 
 

Residents also expressed concerns about the effects of ice breakers on the offshore environment, saying,  

The major difference is the ice breakers, breaking big chunks of ice off…. I wasn’t 
bothered by any ice breakers until they started coming through in winter. 1968 is when I 
first started noticing the changes [in the ice]. I don’t know how much traffic there is but 
‘68 was the first year. There wasn’t an ice breaker before that, but then the ice breaker 
came through and messed it [the stability of the ice] up. The Manhattan [icebreaker], you 
can see where it went. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Respondents were also concerned that attempts to engage communities in studies, such as this TK 
workshop and other meetings and interviews are intentionally poorly timed. For example, the 
research team’s first trip to Kaktovik occurred immediately after Kaktovik caught their last 
bowhead whale, and community members were busy with post-whaling related activities during 
the scheduled workshops for this project. A participant said,  

… it seems like oil companies and people contracted through oil companies come around 
when big things are going on, they come into town when people are busy to avoid 
conflict. I just found out about this, and I came over as soon as I heard. (SRB&A 
Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

SRB&A returned to the community the following week to provide additional workshop opportunities. 
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Take Home Message 

At the end of each Kaktovik workshop, researchers asked participants to provide a take-home message 
regarding the NPDES permit. Several respondents repeated their desire for “zero discharge, zero 
tolerance.” Others stressed the need for local participation in policy making and monitoring. One 
participant encouraged EPA to enlist local people to help make decisions and help monitor the companies 
working in the area. Another suggested EPA should slow down its permitting issuance and communicate 
more clearly with the community. He said, 

I would say welcome to my home, what can you do for me? How can I help you? Show 
me. What are your problems with what is going on out there? How can I help you solve 
your problems? I would say maybe slow down, big time. Maybe [issue] a permit here, 
and there; not just like all of a sudden they have to write 100 [permits]. The locals need 
time to think about it. We don’t have time to watch them all the time; we are busy. Also, 
make the [permit] terminology easier for me to understand. Not basic ABCs but make it 
clear and easy to understand for the community. [It should be] easy to translate because 
there is a lot of terminology that has translation issues. They come here and I have no 
clue what is going on. It affects people permanently, and we have no idea what is going 
on. (SRB&A Kaktovik Interview September 2010) 

Respondents stressed that they are highly invested in the Arctic environment and wondered how EPA will 
respond if a disaster occurs. Workshop participants noted that their livelihood depends on the health and 
stability of the environment, and they wanted to remind the EPA of that fact. One respondent said, 

What about people like me who are going to lose? It would change the whole way of my 
thinking and how I live up here if something happened. I have seen it a little. If you are 
not free to move around in your own country, what is the point? (SRB&A Kaktovik 
Interview September 2010) 
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